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H.HOUR TO BE ANNOUNCED
Lieutenant Colonel William R. Shanahan, Artillery
Instructor, Command and General Staff ~ollege

"S'

TH Inf Div atks 7 Jun in the
direction Hill 220-CR 176, seizes obj 1
and 2, to protect the concentration of the
corps. H-hour to be announced." The
only element missing in the mission quoted
is the exact time of the attack. It is the
purpose of this article to examine those
factors which assist a commander in de
termining when he should commit his
forces to combat.
German generals, interrogated after VE
day, stated that almost always we attacked
at dawn. A Chinese combat bulletin, cap
tUl:ed in Korea, indicated that we follow a
,tereotyped pattern. of attack, with an
If-hour usually between 0800 and 0900 and
a set sequence in employing air, artillery,
tanks, and infantry. It is obvious that
despite the most careful preparation, the
adoption of such definite patterns will do
much to blunt our offensive capabilities.
Of all the elements of the commander's
dpcision-who, what, when, where, how,
und why-those that normally require the
most consideration by the commander and
his staff arc when, where, and how. In
,n'Tiving at the where, the unit's mission
I- analyzed thoroughll{; a detailed study
l ' made of the weather and terrain; enemy
,; ispositions and capabilities are considered
, .lrefully; and our own troops, as regards
t heir dispositions and condition, are taken
i·,to accou~t. The same care- usually is

r'

given before the how is decided upon. For
example, if the enemy position is strong
and definitely determined, the possibility
of employing three regiments to place
maximum power forward is examined. If,
on the other hand, the enemy situation is
relatively unknown, a good-size reserve
will be held out to provide more flexibility
so as to cope with unforeseen circum
stances. In selecting the when, however,
the same careful consideration is not al
ways given.
To pick the proper time to attack under
the conditions that exist, not only must
the factors mentioned above under where
and how be considered, but also several
others such as visibility, the time neces
sary for adequate reconnaissance, and the
degree to which the unit is dependent on
air and artillery support. In this discus
sion, let us focus our attention on visibility,
relative combat power, and enemy capabili
ties. The other factors, of course, will
enter the discus$ion since they cannot be
disregarded in selecting a proper time to
launch an attack.
Visibility
Conditions of visibility are affected pri
marily by the time of day, modified by ex
isting weather. Normally, theRe conditions
change most rapidly in the twilight periods
just before sunrise and just after sunset.

In evolving a commander's decision, the 'when' normally is given least

conside ation. In determining the time for an attack, it is important to
tlnal ze the visibilit relative combat ower, and enem ca abilities
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Twilights are divided' into three period~
(see Figure 1): astronomical twilight,
which affords such meager light that, for
military purposes, it may be considered a
period of darkness; nautical twilight,
which, in the morning, begins when the
sun is 12° below the horizon and ends when
it is 6° below the horizon, and is the tran
sition period between darkness and light;
and ciril twilight, which begins when thE'
sun is 6° below the horizon and ends at
sunrise, . affording sufficient light, under
favorable weather conditions, to carryon
normal daylight activities.
These twi-'
lights, of course, are reversed in the even
ing. Their exact daily times are furnished
by the Air Weather Service and also are
fontained in tabks published by the United
States Naval Observatory, which are avail
ahle to all headquarters.
In planning an early morning attack, the
period of nautical twilight should be ex
plored. Its duration depends on the lati
tude and the ~eason of the year. At lati
tude 40°;\1, for example, it varies from
32 minutes at the spring oj' fall equinox
to 42 minutes at the summer solstice in
June. At latitude 50 o N, the variation is
from 39 minutes at equinox to 55 minutes
at the summer solstice. At latitude 60 o N,
it l'anges from 46 minutes at equinox to
zero at or near the summer solstice. At
this latitude, there is no nautical twilight
neal' the summer solstice because th" sun
never gets as far as 6° below the horizon,
thus, at that time of the year, there is
continuous daylight.
The beginning of moming nautical twi
light (BMNT) is very useful for military
operations because it provides a specific
tilll" in the early morning for purposes of
co-ordination, avoiding such indefinite
terms as first light, daylight, dawn, and
early morning. At BMNT, sufficient light
normally is available to effect close co
ordination among individual infantrymen
and yet have them approach an enemy posi
tion relatively unobserved. At about the
middle of nautical twilight, normally thnre
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is sufficient light to adjust close-in mortar
and artillery fire. Any specific distance
as regards visibility during this period is
only a general guide since it is affected by
such variables as weather (which includes
atmospheric obstructions to visibility such
as fog, smoke, haze, dust, rain, and snow):
the relative position of the observer with
respect to the object he is viewing and the
source of light; the movements of oh
ject(s) being viewed; and the physical en
vironment.
The term BMNT should be used for
planning purposes only and specific times
must be given in orders. This specific time
must be arrived at by the commander, a,;
sisted by his staff, by first determining the
conditions of visibility desired at the be
ginning of and during the various phases
of the attack. Then, the times at which the
desired conditions of visibility will exist
can be predicted by considering the light
data furnished by the Air Weather Service
cr the United States Naval Observatory
tables, and by analyzing the variables such
as weather mentioned above. Experience,
keen judgment, and a Imowledg£' of local
conditions greatly increase the accuracy of
the predicted time.
Relative Combat Power
In general, a force that is dependent
largely for success on superior air and
a l'tilIe!'),' support will favor daylight at
tacks in order to exploit these means most
advantageously, Conversely, a force that
lacks this superiority must be expected to
close with the enemy under cover of darl(
ness or unfavorable weather. However,
there will be many occasions when the
force possessing combat superiority Ctll1
use night attacks or attacks during unfn
vOl'able weather.
One such occasion occurs when the en
emy ha~ occupied and carefully organizl"]
a position of great defensive strength, with
excellent fields of fire for his flat traj£':
tory weapons. Here, the commander, in
his estimate, must consider whether he ca"
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Iwtter accomplish his mission by attacking
in daylight, using the full effect of his air
and artillery to blast his way into the
enemy position, or whether he is more apt
to obtain success, with fewer casualties,
by attempting to capitalize on surprise by
attacking at night or during bad weather.
The superior force also can use night at·
tacks to vary the pattern of their opera·
tions, or to keep continuous pressure on the
"nemy.
Enemy Capabilities
Enemy capabilities often can be the de·
cicling factor in selecting a time of attack.
If the indications point to the adoption by

5

necessary preparations and the selection
of an H-hour that will be most advanta
geous under the copditions that exist.
When the withdrawal capability is believed
'to be the most likely of adoption, the com
mander should attempt to time his attack
so as to catch the enemy as he initiates
his retrograde movement, thus disrupting
him and achieving considerable success at
small cost.
A capability of early, major reinforce·
ment by the enemy often will force a com·
mander to attack as soon as possil;>le so
that he can accomplish a mission that
would be doubtful or impossible of accom

*..

TWILIGHTS

•

SUNSET

EVENING
TWILIGHT
RANGE

MORNING
TWILIGHT
RANGE

..

SUNRISE

EECT

END OF EVENING CIVIL TWILIGHT.

BMCT

BEGINNING OF MORNI)'lG CIVIL TWILIGHT.

EENT

END OF EVENING NAUTICAL TWILIGHT

BMNT

BEGINNING OF MORNING NAUTICAL TWILIGHT.

EEAT

END OF EVENING ASTRONOMICAL TWILIGHT.

BMAT

BEGINNING OF MORNING ASTRONOMICAL TWILIGHT.

tl,,, enemy of an attack capability, the com
mander must decide whether the ultimate
a"complishment of his mission will be aided
n nre by defending and attempting to infHct
h, avy casualties on the opposing forces,
o by ass-uming the offensive prior to
tl t' hostile attack with the possibility of
d, laying the enemy's plans or even causing
h il1 to cancel them.
If it is believed that the enemy will
d.fend, more time is available for any

plishment, if the forces opposing him were
reinforced. However, if he has planned
an envelopment that will annihilate the
enemy, and feels that he can be, successful
despite the enemy reinforcements, 'he may
decide to wait until the reinforcement is
made and thus destroy a larger force.
Having examined the influence of some
of the major factors, let us now consider
how various periods of the day affect the
selection of the time of attack.
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Early Morning Attacks
The primary advantages of attacks at
this time are that there is maximum dark
ness for their preparation with minimum
time prior to the attack for hostile observa
tion of such preparations, and that the
entire day is available for continuing the
attack. The major disadvantage is that it
may partially sacrifice surprise, since the
enemy realizes the possibility of an attack
at this time, even though he does not know
the location of the attack or the scheme of
maneuver to be executed.
In selecting the proper H-hour for an
early morning attack, the commander par
ticularly must consider the visibility de
sired during various phases of the attack.
I f the force is dependent for success
largely on air and artillery support, a time
sufficiently after the beginning of morning
civil twilight (BMCT) to permit the de
sired air and artillery preparation is des
ignated. Of course, if atmospheric condi
tions do not permit the normal visibility
available on clear days at BMCT, the at
tack will have to be delayed accordingly.
In open terrain, where the enemy has
good fields of fire and when he is well
disposed for defense, the period prior to
BMCT-nautical twilight-is extremely
useful. By attacking at BMNT, sufficient
light, as has been mentioned, normally is
available for close co-ordination among
individuals, and there is the possibility of
gaining surprise and closing with the en
emy before he discovers your attack. If
the attack is discovered before you close,
the effectiveness of his fires, except for
preplanned defensive fires, is decreased
greatly. The danger here is that unless an
accurate estimate of the time required to
move from the line of departure to the
enemy position has been made, daylight
may find the assaulting troops short of
their objective under heavy observed fire.
The principal disadvantage of an attack
at this time is that air and observed artil
lery support are not available initially.
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However, if surprise is obtained, the lack
of this support is not important.
Attacks Later in the Day
Midmorning attacks, in contrast to those
made in the early morning, sometimes are
necessary because the strength of the en
emy position necessitates an air and artil
lery preparation several hours long. At
tacks at this time sometimes are desirable
because of the possibility of gaining ini
tial surprise. If, as a matter of practice,
yllu have been making night or early morn
ing attacks, the enemy may not be as alert
at this time. Midmorning attacks provide
adequate time for continuing the attack,
and afford maximum time for the co-or
dination of supporting weapons. A major
disadvantage, particularly true if reserves
have been brought up under cover of
darkness to pass through or reinforce the
units in contact, is that the forward units
are exposed to enemy observed fire for a
considerable time. A long, intense prepara
tion eliminates this disadvantage to a great
degree, but also decreases the chance of
surprise. A further disadvantage in de
laying the jump-off until midmorning is
that the enemy may beat you to the punch
and attack first, and thus disrupt your at
tack, or, as a minimum, delay it.
The advantages and disadvantages of
midmorning attacks apply to those made
later in the day except, of course, that
the time remaining for continuing the at
tack is decreased accordingly. Attacks late
in the afternoon, while usually least de
sirable of all because of the short perio!l
of daylight that remains after their ini
tiation,. may, at times, be justified for
special reasons such as the need for seizin"
a suitable line of departure for a subse
quent night attack.
Night Attacks
Night attacks are made to accomplish
anyone or more of the following pUl·
poses: to complete or exploit a succes~,
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thus maintaining continuous pressure on
the enemy; to gain important terrain, usu
ally with a view to continuing operations
after daylight; to avoid heavy losses; and
to capitalize on :;urprise. Ideal conditions
for a night attack exist when fresh, well
trained troops are available, the terrain
is 'open, the objective is limited and well
defined, and one or more of the purposes
of a night attack can, be achieved. Thc
degree to which these conditions exist
must be considered by the commander
in making his estimate, since the ideal
'conditions will seldom, if ever, be present
in the field. In many cases, night attacks
have proved highly successful where day
light attacks have been unsuccessful or
exceedingly costly.
The principal advantages of attacks
made under the cover of darkness are the
enhancement of the chances of obtaining
surprise, and the possibility of accomplish
ing the mission with minimum casualties
because of the decrease in effectiveness,
of 'enemy aimed or adjusted fires. The
tl1ajor disadvantage is· that the control
of the operation is more difficult at night.
In general, we can divide night attacks
into two types, early and late. Early at
tacks are particularly valuable in denying
the enemy time to reorganize after you
hnve been pushing him all day. They also
are valuable when indications point to an
ellemy withdrawal under cover of dark
ne,s, or to an enemy night attack. In the
fo} mer case, you may catch him at an ex
tr,'mely vulnerable time, disorganize him,
al',J achieve considerable success. In the
ln'tel' case, your attack may delay his
Pl ,)jected operations or cause him to cancel
hi. plans completely.
Sf:

r:.
u,
la
at
it,

\ttacks later in the night are useful for
zing limited objectives-important ter
n . features or well-defended areas
tally as a preliminary to subsequent
gel' scale attacks at BMNT or later. By
acking at this time, the force may cap
lize on surprise, reduce personnel and
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materiel losses, and pave the way for
a highly successful daylight att~ck.
The proper use of battlefield illumina
tion, either searchlights or star shells, can I'
be of great assistance to the commander
in overcoming the difficulties of control at
night. Infrared devices, such as the meta
scope and infrared beacon, provide other
control ai'ds during poor visibility. Con
versely, the use by the enemy of illumina
tion, infrared devices, or radar can nul
lify, to a great extent, the advantages of
night attacks.
Examples
At this point, let Ull apply what we have
discussed and select H-hour in some spe
cific instances.
Example 1
1. Situation.-a. Blue Infantry Division
attacked north at 260500 May with the
mission of seizing "Z" against an esti
mated six Red infantry battalions. The
enemy was cleared from Hill 93 and the
town of "A," and, by 262000 May, the situ
ation is as shown on Figure 2. Blue forces
have stopped because of darkness. Casu
alties for the day were light. No enemy
reserves are known to be in the area. This
is the Blue Division's second day in com
bat.
b. The weather forecast is "continued
overcast and warm weather." The end of
evening nautical twilight (EENT) to
night is 2015. BMNT tomorrow is 0500.
BMCT is 0540. Moon phase for tonight is
the last quarter.
c. The terrain is broken. Cover and
concealment for advancing infantry is ex
cellent.
2. Requi1"ement.-When do you continue
the attack?
3. Solution.-At 270500 May.
4. Discussion.-Although the logical ob
jective, Hill 102, is only 1,500 yards dis
tant, and a night attack, if successful, will
place your division in a more advantageous
position for continuing the attack on 27

8
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May to seize "Z,~' you order an attack at
BMNT because conditions are not favor
able for a night attack. The facts to con
sider are:
a. The troops have been attacking since
0500.
b. The troops arc not experienced.
c. Adequate time for the detailed day

•

TOZ(6MILES)

Jig'ht reeonnaissance necessary for a night
attack is not available.
d. The terrain is hroken affording cover
and concealment.
c. The enemy has not been able to stop
the daylight attacks.
f. Blue's casualties, during daylight,
have been light.
g. Unless searchlights are used, con
ditions of visibility will not be good.

Example 2
1. Sit1lation.- The situation is the same
as in Example 1 (Figure 2) except that:
·a. The Blue Infantl'y Division has had
a year's experience in this theater.
b. The terrain is open, and the enemy
has excellent fields of fire.

C.' Blue's attack was stopped by 1300
because of heavy casualties.
d. The weather will he clear and warlU
with a full moon that rises at 2020 and
sets at 0445.
2. Rcquil·ement.- When do you continue
the attack?
3. Solution.-At 270100 May.
4. Discllssion.-You elect to make a
nie;ht attack because the conditions are
almost ideal. In selecting the time for a
late night attack (one whose purpose is
to seize critical terrain 01' a well-defended
area with a view to continuing operations
after daylight), H-hour must be selected
by deciding where you want the unit to be
at BMNT and computing backward. In
this case, the unit should be on the ob
jective (Hill 102) and consolidated in the
event of a Red counterattack to retake
this critical terrain. Allowing 1 hour for
a consolidation of the objective, 1 hour for
overcoming resistance on the objective,
and ~ hours to go from the line of depar
tuJ'(' to the objective (a distance of 1,500
yards at an average rate of advance of
100 yards in 6 to 10 minutes), we get a
tobl of 4 hours. BMNT is 0500. Thu~,
0100 is the selected H-houl'.
The reserve regiment (the logical umt
to make the night attack since it 'is fre8h)
is approximately 4 miles away and can
be in position to make the attack by leav
inp; its present position at EENT.

Example 3
1. Situatioll.-The situation is the same

us in Example 1 (Figure 2) except that:
(I. Blue's
casualties fo1' the day have
been moderate.
b. The weather forecast is "continu",!
clear and warm."
c. The terrain is open, affording liWe
cover and concealment.
d. In order to reduce casualties, the
Commanding General, Blue Infantry Di,,'
sion, desires a 20-minute air and artillel;,'
preparation.

r

i

I
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2. Requirement.-"When do you continue
the attack?
3. Solution.-At 270600 May.
4. Disc"ussion.-Because of clear weather
conditions, the air and artillery prepara
tion can begin at 0540 (BMCT). With a
20-I)linute preparation, the H-hour selected
is 0600.
Summary
I f the commander and the staff are to

pay more than lip service to the selection
or recommendation of a proper time of at
tack, they must give it as much considera
tion as they do the scheme of maneuver.
The cardinal sin is to become stereotyped.
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This can lead to a situation such as ex
isted in World War I, when, under condi
tions of stabilized trench warfare and
limited objectives, attacks at dawn be
came so frequent that both sides held
"stand-to" every morning at BMNT. If
no attack was forthcoming at that time,
they could relax for the rest of the day.
Surprise; one of the principles of war,
has become increasingly difficult of at
tainment because of m"odern reconnais
sance and observation techniques. The
direction and strength of an attack con
tribute to the attainment of surprise, but
they" are not any more important than
the selection of the proper H-hour.

The tempo of all training has been accelerated to turn out a combat soldier
in the sho~test period of time consistent with military effectiveness. We want
to save training time but not at th~ expense of fully preparing the soldier to
give a good account of himself on the battlefield.
General Mark Tr. Cla/·k

How Crete Was Lost---Yet With Profit
{

Capt~in

B. H. Liddell Hart

I
The l'ie/;I's eXIII'esscd ill this article
are the author's and aI'e not neces
sarily those of the Depal'hllent of the
AnllY 0/' the Command and Ge11cml
Staff Colle!/c.--The Editor.

T

EN year:; ago saw the most astonish
ing' and audacious feat of the war. It
was, also, the most' striking of all air
borne operations that had yet taken place.
It was performed at Britain's expense
and should remain a warning to us not to
discount the risk of similar surpriRe
strokes "out of the blue" in the future.

The Attack
At 0800 on the morning of 20 May 1941,
some 3,000 German p~rachute troops
dropped out of the sky upon Crete. The
island was held by 28,600 British, Aus
tralian, and New Zealand troops, along'
'Yith 2 Greek divisions amounting in num
bers to almost as many.
The attack had been expected, as a fol
low-up to the German conquest of the Bal
kans, and good information about the
preparations had been provided by our
agents in Greece, But the airborne threat
was not regarded as seriously as it should
have been. MI'. Churchill has revealed
that General Freyberg', who had been ap
pointed to command in Crete on his sug
gestion, reported on 5 May: "Cannot un
derstand nervousness; am not in the least
anxious about airborne attack." He showed
more concern about a sea-borne invasion
a danger which was, in the event, dis
pelled by the Royal Navy.

\"

MI'. Churchill felt anxious about the
threat, "especially from the air." He
urged that "at least another dozen I
tanks" should be sent to reinforce the
mere half dozen that were there. An even
more fundamental weakness was the com
plete lack of air support-to combat the
German dive bombers and intercept the
airborne troops. Even the provision of
antiaircraft guns was scanty,
By the first evening, the number of
Germans on the island had been more than
doubled, and was progressively rein
forced-by parachute drop, by glider, and,
from the second evening onward, by troop
carriers. These began landing on the
captured Maleme airfield while it was still
swept by the defenders' artillery and mor
tar fire. The ultimate total of German
troops brought by air was about 22,00{).
Many were killed and injured by crashes
on landing, but those that survived were
the toughest of fighters, whereas their
numerically superior opponents were llOt
so highly trained and still suffered from
the shock of being driven out of Greece.
Nevertheless, many of these troops foug'ht
hard, and their stiff resistance had im
portant effects that have only beCO!}le
known later.
Optimism continued to prevail for a
time in British high quarters. In the
light of reports received, Mr. Churchill
told the House of Commons on the secl'nd
day that "the greater part" of the "ir
borne invaders had been wiped out. Middle
East Headquarters went on for two m"re
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days talking about the Germans being
"mopped up."
Evacuation
But on the seventh day, 26 May, the
British commander in Crete reported:
"... in my opinion the limit of endur
ance has been reached by the troops under
my command . . . our position here is
hopeless." Coming from such a stout
hearted soldier as General Freyberg,
holder of the Victoria Cross, this verdict
was not questioned. Evacuation began on
the night of the 28th, and ended on the
night of the 31st-the Navy, in its per
slstant efforts to bring away as many
tr,'ops as possible, suffered heavy losses
from the enemy's dominant air force. A
total of 16,500 was rescued, including
auout 2,000 Greeks, but the rest were left
dead or prisoner in German hands. The
Navy had well over 2,000 dead. Three
crui"ers and six destroyers were sunk.
Thirtt'en other ships were badly damaged.
induding' two battleships and the only
air~raft canier then in the Mediterranean
FI,'t't.
TIll' Gl'rmans had some 4,000 men killed,
and about twice as many wounded. Thus,
tlwir fll'rlllanent loss was less than a third
of what the British had suffered, apart
from the Greeks and local Cretan levies.
But. as the loss felI mostly on the picked
trollps of Germany's one existing para
chut,· division, it had an unforeseen effect
on Hitler that turned out to our benefit.
"t the moment, however, the collapse
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10 days, and out of Greece within 3 weeks
from the start of the German invasion.
General Wavell's winter success in cap
turing Cyrenaica from the Italians ap
peared no more than a delusory break in
the cloud:s. With this fresh run of defeats
at German hands, and the spring renewal
of the air blitz on England, the prospect
was darker even than in 1940.
German Reaction
But Hitler did not follow-up his third
Mediterranean victory in any of the ways
expected on our side-a pounce onto
CYP'rus, Syria, Suez, or Malta. A month
later, he launched the invasion of Russia,
and. from that time on, neglected the op
portunities that lay open for driving the
British out of the Mediterranean and the
Middle East. If his forfeit was due mainly
to his absorption in the Russian venture,
it also was due to his reaction !liter the
victory in Crete. The cost depressed him
more than the conquest exhilarated him.
It was such a contrast to the cheapness
of his previous successes and far larger
captures.
In Yugoslavia and Greece, his new ar
mored forces had been as irresistible as in
the plains of Poland and France, despite
the mountain obstacles they met. They
had swept through both countries like a
whirlwind and knocked over the opponent
armies like ninepins.
Field Marshal List's army captured
90,000 Yugoslavs, 270,000 Greeks, and

Hitler's conclusion "hat 'the day of parachute troops is over,' and his
failure to follow up the victory in Crete by invading Malta, now is con
sidered as' compensating profits of the defeat suffered by our Allies
in ('rete looked disastrous. It hit the
Bll Ish people all the harder because it
fall ,wed quickly on the heels of two other
dis; ,ters-in April, the British forces had
bel , swept out of Cyrenaica by' Rommel in

13,000 British-at a cost to itself of
barely 5,000 men killed and wounded, as
later records showed. (At the time, British
newspapers estimated the German losses
as more than a quarter of a millio~, and
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even a British official statement put them
as "probably 75,000.")
The blemish on Hitler's Cretan victOl'y
was not only the higher loss, but the fact
that it weakened temporarily the one new
kind of land-fighting force he had which
could reach out and seize places over the
sea without risking interception by the'
British Navy~which still dominated the
seascape, despite its heavy losses. In effect,
Hitler had sprained his wrist in Crete.
German Viewpoint
The story of the dramatic campaign
often has been related from the British
side, but now can be given from the at
tacker's side. After the war, I had an
opportunity to interrogate General Stu
dent, the Commander in Chief of the Ger
man Airborne Forces, when he was a pris
oner of war her!?, and subsequently have
received further details from him.
He revealed, surprisingly, that Hitler
was a reluctant convert to the scheme of
attacking Crete. "He wanted to break off
the Balkan campaign after reaching the
south of Greece. When I heard this, I
flew to Bee Goring and proposed the plan
of capturing Crete by airborne forces
alone. Goring-who always was easy to
enthuse-was quick to see the possibili
ties of the idea and sent me on to Hitler. I
saw him on 21 April. When I first ex
plained the project, Hitler said: 'It sounds
all right, but r don't think it's practicable.'
But I managed to convince him in the end.
"In the operation, we used our one para
chute division, our one glider regiment,
and the 5th Mountain Division which had
no previous experience of being trans
ported by air."
The air support was provided by the
dive bombers and fighters of Richtofen's
Eighth Air Corps, which had been a de
cisive instrument in forcing the gate into
Belgium and France, successively, in 1940.
"No troops came by sea. Such a rein
forcement had been intended originally,
but the only sea transport available was
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a number of Greek caiques. It then was
arranged that a convoy of these small
vessels was to carry the heavier arms for
the expedition-antiaircraft and antitank
guns, the artillery, and some tanks~to
gether with two battalions of the 5th
Mountain Division.
"They. were told that the British fleet
was still at Alexandria-whereas it was
actually on the way to Crete. The convoy
sailed for Crete, ran into the fleet, and
was scattered. The LUftwaffe avenged this
setback by 'pulling a lot of hair' out of
the British Navy's scalp. But our opera
tions on land, in Crete, were much handi
capped by the absence of the heavier
weapons on which we had reckoned."
Describing the airborne attack to me,
General Student said: "At no point, on
20 May, did we succeed completely in oc
cupying an airfield. The greatest degree of
progress was achieved on the Maleme air
field, where the valuable assault regiment
fought against picked New Zealand troops.
The night of 20-21 May was critical for
the German Command. I had to make a
momentous decision. I decided to use the
maSH of the parachute reserves, still at my
disposal, for the final capture of the
Maleme airfield. If the enemy had made
an organized counterattack during this
night or the morning of 21 May, he prob
ably would have succeeded in routing the
much battered and exhausted remnants of
the assault regiment-especially as they
were handicapped badly by a shortage of
ammunition.
"But the New Zealanders made only iso
luted counterattacks. I heard later that
the British Command expected, besides
the airborne venture, the arrival of the
main German forces by sea on the coast
between Maleme and Canea, and, conse
quently, maintained their forces in occu
pation of the coast. At this decisive period,
the British Command did not take 1he
risk of sending these forces to Maleme.
On 21 May, the German reserves succeeded
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in capturing the airfield and village of
Maleme. In the evening, the 1st Mountain
Battalion could be landed, as the first air
transported troops-and so the battle for
Crt'te was won by Germany."
, Price of Victory
. But the price of the victory was much
heavier than had been reckoned by the ad
vocates of the plan, partly because the
British' forces on the island were three
times as large as had heen assumed, but
also from other causes. General Student
said: "Much of the loss was due to bad
landings-there were very few suitable
spots in Crete, and the prevailing wind
blew from the interior toward the sea.
For fear of dropping the troops in the
sea, the pilots tended to drop them to<)
far inland-some, of them actually in the
British lines. The weapon containers
often felf wide of the troops, which was
another handicap that contributed to our
excessive' casualties. The few British
tanl,s that were there shook us badly at
the start-it was lucky there were not
more than two dozen. The infantry, mostly
New Zealanders, put up a stiff fight,
though taken by surprise.
"The Fuhrer was very upset by the
heavy losses suffered by the parachute
units, and came to the conclusion that their
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surprise value had passed. After that, he
often said to me: 'The day of parachute
troops is over.'
"When I got Hitler to accept the Crete
plan, I also proposed that we should fol
low it up by capturing Cyprus from the
air, and then a further jump from Cyprus
to capture the Suez Canal. Hitler did not
seem ave'rse to the idea, but would not
commit himself definitely to the project
his mind was so occupied with the coming
invasion of Russia. After the shock of the
heavy losses in Crete, he refused tt> at
tempt another big airborne effort. I pressed
the' idea on him repeatedly, but without
avail."
Summary
So the British, Australian, and New
Zealand losses in Crete were not without
compensating profit. General Student's
project of capturing the Suez may have
been beyond attainment, unless Rommel's
panzer forces in Africa had aho been
strongly reinforced, but the capture of
Malta would have been an easier task.
Hitler was persuaded to undertake it a
year later, but then changed his mind
and cancelled it. "He felt that if the
British fleet appeared on the scene, all
the Italian ships would boll for their home
ports and leave the German airborne forces
stranded."

We have no doubt about the outcome of this free-world elIort. But we must
be strong, and we must have strong partners if we are to discourage new acts
of violence by the power-hungry and to win the opportunity to carryon our
work ~f peaceful progress:
President Harry S, Truman

Effects of New Developments
III Warfare 011 LogIstics
Colonel William S. Bodner, Injantl'Y
Instructor, Command and General Staff College

The !,iews C.flJi·essed ill this article
use will affect our present logistical pro
al'C the author's and al'e not 1/("cessa/'
cedures, and if their use even will preclude
ily thosc of the DC]lartmellt of the
the furnishing of the required logistical
Army 0/' the Command and General
~upport. Establishments such as staging
StafJ Collcgc.-Thc Editor.
areas, ports of embarkation and debarka
tion, ail' base complexes, large headquar
ters, railroads and railroad marshalling
GREAT deal has been said and
yards, industrial centers, storage depots,
written, since the end of World War II,
lines of communications, and important
about new weapons and new developments
population centers will be targets. They
in warfare. It is appropriate that serious
are certain to receive the full force of the
consideration be given to the effeet of
enemy's bombing efforts, both atomic and
these new developments on logistics as
conventional. In addition, we also can
applied in the three sel'vices, the Army,
expect him to employ chemical and bio
Navy, and Air Force.
logical weapon~ freely against these tar
It might be well, at this time, to look
gets.
ahead a few years to see what is in store.
Attacks on targets such as those enu
It is reasonable to expect that guided
merated above were forecast in \','orld War
missiles with accurate ranges of up to
II, when London and Antwerp were the
1,000 mill'S, atomic weapons, new aircraft
objectives of German guided missiles, and
in great numbers capable of carrying tre
th" Allit'd air forces bombed both German
mendous tonnages and traveling at super-'
and Japanese cities and industrial centel'S,
s<mic speeds, and chemical and biologicai
culminating with the dropping of the atom
agt'nts of great dpadliness will be used ill
hr.mbs on Hiroshima and Nagasaki.
the conduct of the next major war. All
of the weapons of warfare enumerated
Present National Policy and the
above prl'sently exist in a more or less
Missions of the Armed Forces
perfected state, and it is reasonable to
Under OUI' present form of governm,>nt,
assume that they will be improved as
national policy precludes the initiation of
time goes on.
a war by this country. Whether the fu
The weapons, tactics, and techniques
ture will see a change in this policy l e
which are availablt' and known today for
mains to be seen.
the conduct of war will not bt' cast aside;
tht'y will be supplemented by these new
General of the Army Omar N. BradJ..y,
present Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of
weapons.
The development of these new weapons
Staff, gives a clear picture of the policy
some of which are very expensive-should
of this Nation, the missions of the anned
cause one to consider the type of targets
forces, and how the next war will be c..n
on which they will be employed, how their
ducted in his article which appeared in
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If our country should be subjected to attack. we
would need adequate air defense and an air foree
fo!' :m immediate intercontinental retaliatory coun
t~J'attH('k; but we would also nE:'ed other 8imultQHe
011::; t1pf'rations which an air force alone cannot
.nrt·t'mpli~h.

One of these opf'ratiom, would be to keep the
sea fanes open and safe. Our imports of e~sential
stl'at<,R'ic waf materials-such as copper, tin. and
mangoanese--must continue. At the aarne time. we
mu"t . . upply our forces who are Joined in the
attack, and supply the hasps from whieh they fight.
In this Navy ta::'>k the de-structi.on Df enemy ~ub
marin(>s is cfucial. We afe giving a high priority
to anth,ubmarine hunter~kil1er groups, which in~
('iurlf' Navy airplanes flYing from carriers, and
sp(>cial Navy ships equipped with detecting deVicE'S
and kilhng weapons.
W~ must have killer sub
madn€''-\ -designed to hunt enemy schnorkels.
The Fleet Marine Force is an important part of
our Navy strength. These splendid ground units
with their own tactical ai r support a5 part of th~
Mannt> Corps. perform a Navy mission but can also
::.erv<> as regular ground troops along with the
Army. Their ~peeiaIty is amphibious operation::)
ThE' Army task is next. Across seas made safe
by tlw Navy. the Army lnust re9ch out for ad
'·:1n('('I1. bases as close as poc;sible to the enemy. From
them It would have to proceed-with air support
and with N~vy !'<l1pport. if necessary-across th~
t!rollnd to deliver the final aU-out land assault. Only
an army wlth ~he. most modern flquipment can
suc('('<:.~fully do thls Job. Kot-ea has emphasized again
that trround troops are essential not only to repe1 an
enemy bu~ also to break his wi]], and ultimately
('onq'H:~,r.

hlm.

•
•
*
*
\\'ith this definition of the missions of
the armed forces and how the next war
will be conducted, as given by General
Bradley, it might be well to list some as
sumptions, and then to consider how logis
tical support will be effected under con
ditIons of future warfare.

Assumptions
111 trying to visualize the affect of new
devdopments in warfare on logistics, it
midJt be well to keep in mind those points
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than before, and it will be characterized
by rapid movement. Second, new weapons
make necessary a greater dispersion
of all elements, both combat and service,
in order to minimize excessive losses. The
antithesis to this concept is that forces
must be concentrated rapidly, both for
combat and the support of combat troops.
Third, the ,trend is toward lighter weapons
with greater fire power, resulting in ~.n
increase in the amount of ammunition re
quired. Fourth, the trend is toward
greater mechanization and speed in air,
sea, and ground means of transportation
in order to obtain greater mobility, even
though the maintenance effort will in
crease,
Based on the foregoing, the following
assumptions. are presumed:
1. That World War III will be total
war in its truest concept, and that the
opposing forces will have and will use,
both strategically and tactically, atom
bombs and guided missiles with ranges of
up to 1,000 or more miles, and will con
duct both chemical and biological warfare
in its most unrestricted sense.
2. 'That World War III will be fought
in some area of the world other than the
continental United States, wiII be global
in nature, and will involve the movem,ent
of forces and supplies over great distances.
3. That the basic logistical tasks of the
armed services-the Army, Navy, and Air,
Force-will remain essentially the same,
cut will be more complicated and difficult
l:ecause of new developments.

will

Despite new developments in warfare, the basic logistical problems
essentially are the same. What will change is the complexity of the
problems, and the logistician must be alert and flexible in his planning
w]'. h 'stand' out in discussing trends in
fut,.t'e warfare. First, the power of the
eft'< '\se has been increased greatly and
th" trend is to increase it still further.
Th will cause warfare to be more 0 en

4. That a modern war cannot be brought
to a successful conclusion unless the forces
involved have adequate and timely logisti
cal support.
Considerin these assumptions the ues

~
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tion then arises, "Can adequate logistic
support be accomplished. if these new
weapons and means of conducting warfare
are available to the opposing forces?"
Effects of New Developments in
Warfare on Logistics
In order to evaluate the effects of these
new developments on logistics, it will help
to consider separately how supply, evacu
ation and hospitalization, transportation,
service, and management are affected,
since these are the principal logistical
tasks which must be accomplished, whether
the forces involved are Army, Navy, or
Air Force.
Supply
First, let us consider the effect of these
trends on supply. The weight of supplies
required, for one man for one day, in a
theater of operations probably wiII change.
In the European Theater, in World War
II, the weight of supplies, for one man for
one day, was 66.8 pounds; while in the
Pacific Theater, it was 67.4 pounds. A
study of the total tonnage of supplies sent
to Europe, in World War II, shows that it
was roughly six times the tonnage shipped
in World War 1. Breaking down the data
still further, the tonnage of motor vehicles,
sent to Europe in World War II, increased
58 times over that used in World War 1.
Petroleum products increased in tonnage
43 times, and the weight of explosives de
livered by the artillery, in World War II,
was 4 times that of World War I. While
it is true that there was considerable
waste-much of which could have been
avoided-and that these two wars are not
comparable in many ways, a definite trend
is shown. This tendency to increase the
quantity of equiP'lnent and supplies re
quired to wage war has existed throughout
the ages. Whilf it is doubtful that it will
increase in the ratio of approximately
6 to 1 as it did between World Wars I and
II, the trend is still upward. One thing is
certain; the number and complexity of
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items to be supplied undoubtedly will in
crease. In the last war, considerably more
than 1,000,000 different supply items were
furnished our combat forces. When one
considers the new developments in the
means to wage war which have eome into
being since the end of the last conflict,
there is no doubt that past trends will
continue. Not only will there be an in
crease in the total number of items of
supply required, but there will be an in
crease in the complexity of the individual
items.

Procurement
The increase in the number and the
complexity of items increases the problems
of the logisticians, since many of the new
weapons, because of their very nature, will
be regulated or critical items-compli
cated, highly technical, and very expen
sive. A good example of this trend is il
lustrated by the weapons firing systems
which now are used in modern aircraft,
combatant naval vessels, and antiaircraft
gun 0,1' guided missile units.
This trend also will increase the pro
curement lead time required before these
new weapons can be delivered to the ulti
mate users in the combat zone. In World
War II, the procurement lead time varied
fr0111 2 to 24 months. Local procurement of
these npw weapons will be out of the ques
tion. This illustrates another trend which
has been present in all wars to date, and
which, undoubtedly, will continue in the
future. Combat forces will not be able to
live off the land as was once the custom.
In each war, the combatants have become
increasingly dependent on their lines of
communications for supplies.
This complicates still further the prob
lems for the logistician, since his ba;ic
task remains the same. This task is to
get the correct item to the ultimate w;er
at the right time and in the proper qUhn
~ities required, in order that the user <:an
accomplish his given task within the time
limitations imposed by the situation. The
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bare essentials for combat are weapons,
ammunition, vehicles, fuel, petroleum
products, and food. Nonessentials, such
as extra clothing, laundry service, furni
ture, tentage, extra toilet articles, soft
drinks, and the like, which were provided
in such lavish profusion during World
War II, probably will not be furnished.
While it is a commonly acceptrd fact
that all the means for conducting a war
are expendable while we are engaged in
the actual conflict, more emphasis must
be placed on supply control, stock control,
and supply economy in the future, in order
to reduce the ever increasing logistical
burden. This need is pointed up by Colonel
S. L. A. Marshall in his article, "Mobility
and the Nation" (Combat Forces Journal,
August 1950), in which he states:
.. . In actual goorl.s we wa"teti more materiel in
We... tl'rn Europe in getting from Normandy Beach
to th(' Elbe River than the two million men of the
original AEF required' throughout its operation.
The total rcquirements of the first AEF were sev
eral million tons less than the surplus of the second
exppuition of 1944-45.

Storage
The storage of supplies will be affected
radically by the new developments in war
fare. In World War II, the tendency was
to have large storage installations, both
in the Zone of Interior and in theaters of
operations, so located or so constructed
that full advantage was taken of the ex
istin,,· transportation
network-roads,
railroads, airfields, and ports. In follow
ing this procedure, the accomplishment of
the 'lIpply tasks by the services was faci!
itat",l. The location of these storage in
stallations provided for more efficient and
eCOIlt>mical supply procedures. Construc
tion effort requirements were reduced, re
handling of supplies was minimized, and
the pooHng of. such items as labor, materi
als handling equipment, and transportation
was feasible. While it is true that there
was ,ome degree of dispersion of storage
instullations and supplies both in the Zone
of lltterior and within theaters of opera
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tion, it is considered now as being insuffi
cient when one realizes the effect of new
weapons on these storage installations.
In order to point out the importance of
dispersion, one needs but to consider the
possible effect of an atom bomb delivered
over one of our major seaports such as
New York. or San Francisco. While it is
probably true that a well-constructed har
bor or port will not be put out of com
mission permanently by a single atom
bomb, the damage to its facilities would
be such as to render the harbor or port
unusable for a considerable period of time.
As another example, the final outcome of
the Allied invasion at Anzio, in World
War II, probably Fould have been much
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different had the Germans possessed and
used the atom bomb. So many supplies
were concentrated in a restricted area that
it was practically impossible for the
Germans to fire an artillery shell into the
beachhead without hitting materiel of
some type.
What solutions are there to the storage
problem? One is greater dispersion be
tween supply and storage installations.
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However, it must be remembered that there
is a point beyond which 'dispersion is im
practical. Taking into consideration the
dispersion necessitated through compliance
with prescribed safety precautions, the
maximum amount of ammunition that can
be placed in open storage is 5,000 short
tons for each square mile of storage space.
Assuming that more dispersion is required
becauge of the new developments in war
fare, and, consequently, we are compelled
to reduce the amount of ammunition stored
in a square mile to 500 short tons, it is
easy to perceive the space, transportation,
and handling problems that will arise
when the ammunition requirements for
modern combat are considered.
l'
The use of underground storage facili
ties is another possible solution. However,
this, too, has its limitations. Some of the
problems presented by this type of storage
are: the extra construction effort and
materials required to prepare these under
ground areas (light, ventilation, and so
forth); the extra handling required and
the difficulty of moving supplies in and
out of these areas; and the fact that an
item such as gasoline in drums, which is
one of the "tonnage" items of supply,
cannot be stored safely in a closed space
because of the danger from fumes, and the
'possibilities of an explosion.
A third solution is to maintain balanced
stocks of all classes of required supplies
in a number of dispersed areas and to ac
cept the risk of losing all the supplies in
a given area in the event of an atom bomb
attack. This solution has a drawback in
that it tends to be wasteful of supplies.
Its use will increase the already too high
level of supply found in a theater of op
erations.
Each of these solutions presents dif
. ficulties other than those mentioned above.
There will be tremendous increases in re
quirements for means of transportation
of the types found most feasible, addi
tional supply personnel and materiel, and
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additional construction of access roads or
airfields. On top of this will be the added
difficulties of maintaining communications
and guarding, controlling, and managing
these dispersed stol'age areas.

Distribution
The distribution of supplies will be
more difficult as a result of new develop
ments in warfare. Assuming that these
new weapons will necessitate the increased
dispersion of both supplies and the usjng
troops, what are the problems faced by
the logisticians? There will be increases
ill requirements for transportation, time,
and manpower, as well as a need for hetter,
more efficient documentary procedures and
management, to accomplish the distribu
tion tasks. These difficulties even may pre
clude the establishment of forward supply
zones and bases such as were used in
World War II.
One solution to the distribution problem
would be to use a system of direct supply
from the Zone of Interior to the users in
the combat zone, using aircraft as the pri
mary means of transport. This method
of supply distribution would:
1. Reduce greatly the number of pen;on
nel in the distribution system, particu
larly in the theater of operation.
2. Save time.
:1. Eliminate much of the rehandling of
supplies.
4. Reduce order and shipping time, thus
permitting much lower supply levels in the
theater.
5. Eliminate much of the elaborate
packaging now necessary.
6. Reduce the transportation and ~tor
age requirements in the theater.
Although this method of distribution
would be simple and direct, it is the 1110st
expensive method of effecting supply dis
tribution and would require an enormoUS
fleet of cargo aircraft, as well as air
superiority, in order for it to operate suc
cessfully.
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TM Berlin Airlift proved that supply
. by air is feasible if tbe distances involved
art' not too great. After 1 year of opera
tion, the "lift" was able to deliver slightly
more than 8,000 short tons of supplies
each day, using 225 C-5!, equivalents. This

Ii
~

Jeep ambulances waiting to load patients
into a C-I? air evacuation transport plane.
tonnage of supplies is approximately the
amount required for 1 day of combat by a
"type" field army. Compare, however, the
tonnage moved in 1 day by the aircraft of
the Berlin Airlift after 1 year of operation,
with the fact that only two Liberty ships a
da,\' clln move greater tonnage.
The Korean situation today is a good
example of transportation of supplies by
al'l Jal means 'from the Zone of Interior
to an active theater of operations. One
ll11ht hear in mind the fact, however, that
th,' 'luantity of supplies any aircraft can
lift must be balanced against the fuel re
G\lI J'ements of the aircraft, to fly that dis
talice; that is, the mor~ fuel required, the
Ie.- - the payload of cargo. Because of the
gr<'at diRtances involved, the quantity of
supplies delivered to the ultimate users in .
I\", ('u is negligible and it must, of neccs
sit .. be limited to very high priority, criti
ca' items.

Evacuatioll alld H ospitalizatz'oll
he problems of evacuation and hospi
tal zation remain basically the same as
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they were in World War II, but their scope
has increased greatly because of these
new developments. First, the Medical
Corps is faced with the problem of treat
ing mass casualties caused by the use of
the atom bomb or personnel coming in
contact with radioactive materials. Second,
the use of chemical or biological agents
poses a similar problem, in that medical
personnel will be faced with the task of
caring and treating mass casualties oc
curring in a relatively short period of
time. A third problem caused by the use
of these weapons is the increase, to stag
gel:ing proportions, in the requirements
for the care of ci:vilian personnel, even
when the care provided is the minimum
required to prevent interferen~e with
military operations. As for the effect on
logistics, this all adds up to greater re
quirements for medical personnel and sup
fllies, and for the means of evacuation
and hospitalization.
The future probably will see greater
emphasis placed on air evacuation of casu-

Patients aboard a transport plane during
World War II air evacuation operations.
alties from both the front line and rear
areas of the combat zone of a theater of
operations to the Zone of Interior. The
rapid evacuation, thus made possible, per
mits casualties to receive better care, re
duces the number of deaths from wounds,
conserves manpower, and reduces the
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fixed bed requirements in the theater of
operations. The use .of aircraft for the
evacuation of the wounded was pointed
up by Lieutenant General Laurence S.
Kuter, Commanding General, Military Air
Transport Service, when he said:
Air evacuation of wounded is sound. economical.
efficient, and effective. and, in face of the world
!:lituation. it can best be operated by a global com
manu with flexibility of operation.
Using the
homeward bound space generated by outbound war
cargo requirements, air evacuation might be con
~idE;'red at, free airlift.

Another comparison of the efficiency of
air evacuation was brought out by a medi
cal officer, Captain Arrasmith, United
States Navy, who stated:
One and on(>·half C-548 a day can carry the same
number of patients from a theater of opPl'ations
that a SOD-bed hOhpit;a1 hhip can in the same time
period and. in addition. can return 350 short tons
of $upplie", to the theater.

The advantages of using aircraft for
casualty evacuation to the Zone of In
terior are that the casualty receives better
care and the hospital bed requirements in
the theater are reduced which, in turn,
reduces the amount of construction effort,
materiel, and medical personnel needed in
the theater.

Transportation
The effects of new developments in war
fa're may be greater on transportation
than on any of the other logistical serv
ices.
Ships and mill·oads.-In the past and
up to the present, the primary and cheap
est means for moving the enormous ton
nages of supplies required for modern
combat have been ships and railroads.
However, since both of these means of
transportation, along with the marshal
ling yards, shop facilities, bridges, rolling
stock, ships, shipyards, and ports of em
barkation, are exceedingly vulnerable and
worth while targets for these new weap
ons, it is doubtful if the same reliance can
be placed upon them. Ships, trains, ports,
and supporting facilities are relatively
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easy to destroy and, undoubtedly, will be
come primary targets for enemy attacks
with atom bombs, accurately directed long
range guided missiles, or with jet and
conventional aircraft. The enemy's use of
these weapons even may preclude the use
of large ports of embarkation and de
barkation, and may necessitate recourse
to artificial harbors similar to the mul
bCI"ry of World War II fame, both in the
Zone of the Interior and in theaters of
operations.
The large, slow moving convoys, such
as were used in the last war, are certain
to become targets for these new weapons
delivered by submarine or aircraft. How
ever, the effects can be offset partially
through the use of faster ships, increas
ing the distance between individual ships
of the convoy, and by providing better
protection by escort vessels against at
tacks by submarines and long-range air
craft. Another means of minimizing the
effects of the enemy's use of these weap
ons would be to construct a fleet of large,
fast, submarine cargo and personnel
carriers.
Air.-More reliance may have to be
placed on aircraft for the movement of
:,upplies in a future war. The primary
drawback is that our present aircraft lack
the capacity required to move the required
tonnages over great distances. In order
to provide logistic support by aerial means,
it would be necessary to have a large fleet
of cargo and troop carrying aircraft with
the following characteristics: a 200,000
pound payload capacity; a 6,000-mile
radius at extremely high speeds with low
fuel consumption; a rocket-assisted take
off; and reversible pitch propellers and
tracked landing gear which would permit
landings and take-offs in any compara
tively level, obstacle-free area without pre
pared runways.
Aircraft with all the foregoing charac
teristics are not beyond the realm of
possibility, but they certainly will not be
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in existence in the very near future. Hence,
we must consider effecting supply by the
type of aircraft presently available. Some
of the limitations of these aircraft were
mentioned previously under the heading
of Distribution, so the discussion here will
be limited to points not covered previously.
The' large airports required for present
type aircraft are certain to be primary
targets for guided missiles and bombs. Air
\ superiority will have to be maintained if
theRe aircraft are to remain in operation.
In brief, the use of aircraft to accomplish
the logistics tasks is feasible if certain
conditions can be met, but it is one of the
most expensive means to employ. It should,
therefore, be used only if supply cannot
be effected by other means.
Tmnsporiuiion of fuel.-The problem of
providing petroleum products in sufficient
quantities, under the conditions of future
warfare, is one of major proportions to the
logiRtician. In World War II, petroleum
products were moved to theaters of opera
tionR' by tankers and constituted more
than 50 percent of the total tonnage of all
supplies moved.
The number of gallons involved in this
tonnage' runs into astronomical figures,
and present trends indicate that more gas
oline and oil will be required in a future
war.
The next war will be one of greater
movement and mobility and will require
mol'<' transportation to accomplish the 10
gist it'al and tactical tasks. This, in turn,
will increase the requirements for petro
leum products.
.;.
A comparison of fuel requirements for
mod"rn aircraft provides an excellent ex
am] Ie of the upward trend in petroleum
requirements. At a "minimum opera
tion:']" airfieid, the aviation gas storage
re(l',:rements for a fighter group equipped
wil I. conventional aircraft are 9,000 bar
re], while that for a fighter group
equ;"p,ed with jets are 35,000 barrels.
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This trend toward increased fuel re
quirements, as a result of new develop
ments, may boost the tonnage of petroleum
products up to 60 percent or higher of
the over-all tonnage requirements.
There are many instances, in World War

II, where petroleum products, or the lack
of them, affected the outcome of battles.
In the "Battle of the Bulge," many Ger
man tanks, self-propelled guns, and other
vehicles were found abandoned with empty
gas tanks but otherwise intact. In the
pursuit of the Germans across France,
General Patton's Third Army finally had
to come to a stop because of a lack of
gasoline, in early September 1944, when
it had reached the vicinity of the Moselle
River.
All of the foregoing leads to but one
conclusion. Petroleum products in greater
quantities than ever before will be essen
tial for the successful conduct of war.
What solutions are there to this problem?
One is to increase the speed of the surface
tanker in order to reduce its vulnerability
to submarine attack. A second is to con
struct a fleet of fast submarine tankers,
with a capacity of 100,000 barrels, to re
place the present surface tankers. A third
is to improve the efficiency of the internal
combustion engine so that fuel require
ments will be less. (For example, a tre
mendous savings would be effected if one
could get 50 to 60 miles a gallon of gasoline
from the %-ton, 4x4, truck in place of the
present 10 to 12 miles a gallon.) A fourth
is to develop a universal fuel to replace
the many types now required in order to
simplify the transportation, storage, and
distribution problems. At present, we use
motor gasoline, high octane gasoline, jet
fuel, Deisel oil, black oil, and bunker fuel.

Regardless of the efficacy of the possible
solutions offered above, it appears that, in
the near future, there will be no substitute
for the seagoing surface tanker to trans
port the millions of tons of petroleum

r
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products which will be required in a future
- war. This means that the sea lanes must
be maintained for our use.

Tmnspo)'tation within theaters of opera
tioll.-Because of the effect of these new
developments on means of transportation,
motor vehicles may become the primary

:..
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A new development, the helicopter, holds
much promise as a solution to the trans
portation, problem within a theater. It
is quite possible that it may supplement
or replace ground means of transportation
for the longer hauls of cargo and person
nel. The H-16 and H-17 (helicopters)
with 6,000 and 10,000 pound capacities
respectively could be adopted readily for
this purpose. They have speed, maneuvera
bility, flexibility, can take off and land al
most anywhere, and are not hampered by
the ordinary obstacles to land transporta
tion. Helicopters with detachable pods of
rOO,OOO-pound capacity or greater are not
beyond the realm of possibility, and may
be the solution to the problem.

Service
German equipment abandoned in the 'Battle
of the Bulge' because of a lack of fuel.
means for the movement of both cargo and
personnel within theaters of operation.
The vulnerability of roads and bridges to
attack will force the use of wheeled and
tracked vehicles which should have the
following characteristics: a capability for
full cross-country movement at high speeds
both day and night, and the provision for
light armor to provide some protection to
the driver, the vehicle, and the cargo.
This, of course, does not mean that
roads will not be used. They will be used
whenever possible, but, because of their
vulnE'l"ability to interdiction and attack by
these new weapons, they cannot he counted
upon as in the past,
Railroads will be used to the maximum
extent practicable for the movement of
supplies and personnel, but they, too, are
subject to attack by these new weapons.
'The roadbeds, rolling stock, bridges, and
marshalling yards are all vulnerable
targets, and it is doubtful whether the
railroads can be depended upon in a future
war as a primary means of transportation.

Because of new deVelopments, the serv
ice required for the support of combat op·
erations will be much greater than ever
before. This has been a definite and con
stant trend in every war since the begin
ning of time and undoubtedly will con
tinue, With each war, the proportion of
fighting men to support personnel has de

Artist's conception of the H -16 helicopter
being used in a river crossing operat ion.
creased. This trend is well illustrated by
comparing the Air Force: wing slice of
World War II with that which presentl," is
being contemplated for use; namely, 5.\)00
as compared with a 6,500 slice now bemg
used by Air Force logisticians.
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Each new weapon and each new scientific
advancement in the means of waging war
se~ll1S to call for an increase in the number
of personnel furnishing service support.
In addition, the increased dispersion neces

Artist's conception of the H-16 transport
helicopter used in an Arctic operation.
sitated by new developments in warfare
will result in greater manpower require
mellts to perform the services essential to
combat operations.
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greater weights. There will be greater re
quirements for underground shelters to be
used as headquarters, hospitals, storage
areas for petroleum products and other
supplies, and work shops.
Even if roads are used to a much lesser
extent than they were in World War II,
lUuch mOI'e effort will be required to re
pair and maintain roads and bridges' if
the combat units are to be supplied and
retain their nIobility. An example of the
magnitude of this ta~k is illustrated by
the Rituation in the European Theater
where. on 15 April 1945, the engineers
were supervising and maintaining 7,476
miles of highway in the military network.
Maintenance

Maintenance is another service that will
increase in importance in a future war.
With the constant trend toward greater
mechanization resulting in the develop
ment of new and complicated weapons and
machines, there will be a greater demand

ConstrllctiQn

IL
I

There is no doubt that more construc
tion will be required in theaters of opera
tion in a future war. This increase in
construction requirements will follow the
definite general upward trend of past
wars. In World War II, it was common
practice to take full advantage of existing
facilities in towns and cities, and to utilize
available buildings for headquarters, hos
pitals, maintenance shops, storage installa
tiolls, and other purposes. Because of the
di~persion necessitated by the threat of
th, <e new weapons, and the vulnerability
of "ities, towns, and buildings as targets,
th( over-alL construction requirements un
dOI,btedly will increase greatly. Because of
a L :eater use and reliance on aircraft, both
fOI combat and logistic purposes, there will
be >l demand for more airfields, many of
th. '11 with runways capable of sustaining

The H-l'l heavy-lift jet helicopter, which
is capable of lifting 10,000 pounds.
for highly skilled, technically trained per
sonnel to keep them operating.
There has been a general trend, since
the end of World War II, to make equip
ment lighter, more rugged, simpler, and
easier to maintain. On the other hand,
there also is a trend toward the greater
use of more complicated equipment, such
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as radar, shoran, television, loran, in
frared devices, and the exceedingly com
plicated fire control systems, which will
increase maintenance problems. This lat
ter trend is creating a demand for per
sonnel who will have to be highly trained
technically in order to be able to perform
the necessary maintenance tasks, and this
will, in turn, require a longer period of
training for those engaged in such main
tenance work.
Management
The introduction of new weapons makes
the tasks of supply, evacuation and hos
pitalization, transportation, and service
more complicated and difficult than they
ever have been in the past. What, thon, is
the answer to the general trend of greater
requirements for trained service troops
to perform the required logistical tasks?
Briefly, the answer is better management.
To obtain better management, we must
have better organiZation, better discipline,
and better control in logistical support
unitg. The loosely knit, empire building
logistical organizations as were found in
the communications zone sections, in the
European Theater in World War II, cannot
be tolerated, if the suppl¥ tasks are to be
accomplished under the conditions in which
future warfare will be waged.
To overcome these past deficiencies,
major logistical support units must be
organized. They should be units with a
definite command structure and organiza
tion. Each must have a definite nucleus
which is capable of being expanded and
augmented to meet the requirement of
furnishing adequate logistical support,
under any condition, for any size combat
unit.
The Army's Type "A," "B," and "C"
L'ogistical Commands, which were ap
proved by the Chief of Staff on 19 August
1949 for inclusion in the over-all troop
basis, are a step in the right direction.
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Loge.>: 50, conducted at the Engineer'
Center, Fort Belvoir, Virginia, in May
1950, as a training exercise for logistical
commands, proved the feasibility of this
type of an organization, and a logistical
command is accomplishing the supply tasks
in Korea at the present time.

The Navy's "Lion," "Cub," "Gropac,"
and "Fasron," developed during World
War II, are units, organized on a func
tional basis, capable of providing logistical
support for various size and type fleet
units under combat conditions.
, In the Air Force, the maintenance and
supply group, air base group, headquar
ters and headquarters squadron, and sta
tion medical group perform the logistical
support tasks for a wing.
While these type units are capable of
performing the various logistical tasks
for their respective services, and of pro
viding for a congiderable degree of flexi
bility to meet varying requirements, one
primary deficiency still exists. We do not
have an adequate number of trained, ex
perienced units of the above types, except,
perhaps, in the Air Force, ready to per
form their logistical tasks in the ev;ent of
a sudden outbreak of hostilities.
Defense
The advent of these new weapons will
present new problems as far as the defense
of logistical installations, bases, area~,
and lines of communications are con
cerned. From a series of staff studie"
made as a result of Logex 50, the following
are quoted:
With the evolution of warfare. there has been a
increase in specialization in all field::..
As a consequence, a rather clear demarcation h··
tWeE'n "service" troops and "tactical" troops npw
E.':xists. Geographical areas also show this distil)\?
tion, and we now have combat zones, and communi·
<'ations zones with varying subdivisions.
trem{>ndou~

E'{cept for purely local security. the defense "f
these administrative areas has, in the past, b(', n
largely a responSibility, E"ither direct or implied, ,If
tactical units. With the constantly increasing PlQ

a
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pOI Hon of servite troops. it is essential that every
tactll al unit be used in its role of advancing the
attu('k.
Therefore, service troops must assume
I!t('att.·r responsibility for both local and area. de..
fen... e within their zone of responsibility.
In the
a"'!o.llmption of these responsibilities, it is necessary
that "el'vice troops be organized. equipped, and
tl<unf'll to adequately accomplish thh. additional

mi...... IIJn.

Logistical commanders and troops, in the
future, must be prepared to cope with the
problems which arise from these Ile~ de
velopments in warfare. They will have
to provide not only for local security but
also area defense, including the protection
of exposed flanks. They mURt be prepared
to ('ope with any of the following:
.. . l't'petl ation of fl"ont lines into administrative
flanking attack:,; into adminbtl'ativ(.> areas;
in rear areas; aerial attack':>.
both high and low level: large-scale air envelop
mpnt.... , air-landing of ene-my unit:-. for ~pt?('ific operu
twn~ within OUl' Jines; and guerrilla and partban
u\ tl\ Ity in administrative ar(>a:,.,

nt·tn...

nmphihi\lU!:> altaek:.

The necessity for logistical troops to
as'lIl1le a combat role, ill order to meet

any-one of the situations mentioned above,
will increase the problem of providing
ad~qllate logistical support to the combat
forct". Service troops will not be able to
perforJl] their supply tasks while they
thpmselves are engaged in fighting the
enemy. To meet this contingency, inte
grated defenRe. plans must be prepared
by logistical commanders, and the logis
tical organization must be flexible in order
that, logistical service can be provicted
dl'spite these attacks.
Eut'h mdh..'ldual joining the military hervice
. ('ntt' ~ on duty fir">t a~ a . , . combat . . . ~oldier.
·ailor. or airman . . . and his ta~k with either

a ,'"rllbat or h€'l'vicc mIssion b a matter of asslgn
The original purpose Ie-mains paramount ...
he Idll ... t be able to fight.

mt'll',

Summary and Conclusi~ns
attempt has been made to show how
log. ,tics is affected by new developments
i!1 warfare. Separately considered were
supply, evacuation and ho!"pitalization,
tra"sportation, service, and m~nagement.
• \ I}
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In examining each of these logistical
tasks, a pattern has developed which in
dicates a definite trend in warfare-a
trend that has been going on for centuries.
These trends show clearly that more of
practically e vay! h illg will be required.'/
Items of supply will be more complex and ,/
will be required in greater number than
ever before. Greater reliance will be
placed on aircraft for the evacuation of
the wounded, which, in turn, will tend to
reduce the fixed bed requirements in a
theater of operations. Medical personnel
will be faced with the problem of caring
for mass casualties which may occur in a
ShOl:t period of time.
Because of these new weapons, more
transportation will be required to move
the increased tonnages of supplies. The
necessity for greater dispersion will com
plicate still further this important prob
lem, for the use of two of the principal
means for moving supplies may be cur
tailed greatly because of their vulner
ability. As a result, greater reliance prob
ably will have to be placed on aircraft and
croRs-country motor vehicles to accomplish
this task.
Requirements for service will increase
as materiel becomes 1110re complicated and
there is more of it in use. There probably
will be a hig'her proportion of service
troops to combat troops than ever before.
1\lore con~truction and more maintenance
will be required, and many of the service
troops will have to be more highly trained"
technically in order to perform their
specialties. This, in turn, will require a
longer period of training.
All service troops will have to be pre
pared to fight, in addition to performing
their service missions. Better management
will be required in order to conserve per
sonnel and reduce the wastage of sup
plies, and still perform the logistics tasks
efficiently.
.
As to the question, "Can adequate 10
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gistic support be accomplished, if these
new weapons and means of conducting
warfare are available to the opposing
forces?" My answer is yes, since these
basic logistics tasks must be performed
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if we are to survive. The detailed tech
niques for their accomplishment must be
developed between the present time and
the time when these new weapons are be
ing used in aetual warfare.

The Army's research and development program seeks basically to provide
a series of superior weapons and equipment consisting at the same time of
the most economical number of types and sizes. In so doing, we can simplify
the Army's logistical problems and increase the rate of p.roduction of military
equipment.
General J. Lawtoll Collills

The United States, traditionally a peace loving nation, has consistently op
posed any plan, concept, or tendency that might lead to militarism or the
creation of large standing military forces. Instead, our national defense
concept is based on a small standing force, backed up by adequate reserves
and a continuing program of scientific research and development.
SeCl"etm'Y of Defense Geol'ue C. Marshall

The, Refugee Problem
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Lieutenant Colonel F. O. Miksche
Professor of General Tactics, Staff Coll~ge, Portuguese Army

The views expressed in this article
up to an uncertain fate? It is a phenom
al'e the azdhol"s and m'e not neces
enon of mass psychology caused, in some
sUI'ily those of the DepaJ'fmcnt of the
instances, by the fear of bombardment;
Army or the Command and Geller-al
in others, by a dread of the enemy's ar
St((ff Collegc.--The Editor.
mies; and, more often still, by the prospect
of living under the political regime that
is likely to be imposed: Another factor
ROM the time of the
Civil connected with the problem is the total
War, mass migrations of whole popula character of modern warfare, whicn tends
tions have been a normal concomitant of more and more to develop into international
The strugg;le does'
military operations, a phenomenon which ideological conflicts.
not end with victory on the battlefield, but
th~ world had not seen since the seven
teenth century, the period of the Thirty is followed by the indictment of the enemy
government as war criminals, and repri
Years' War. More than half a million
Spaniards crossed the Pyrenees in Febru sals against a multitude of persons con
al'y 1939. A year later, in the south of victed or suspected of collaboration with
France, sheltcr was sought from thE' Ger the vanquished regime. Gone are the times
man invasion by Dutch, Belgian, and when war was waged by armies only, when
French refugees. In the second half of the the civilian population figured as mere
last war, the inhabitants of whole tegions spectators, and when the occupying forces
in Eastern Europe fled in terror from the r('spected the laws, administration, and
Communists.
Similar catastrophic hap mode of life of the population of the enemy
ppnings have taken place in Korea. Only state.
th",e who have witnessed and experienced
Influence of Propaganda
th""l' mass migrations can imagine what
Propaganda is another factor that
suell gigantic movements of peoples are
causes people to leave their homes. In
rea lIy like.
'
order to influence public opinion in favor
Reasons for Mass Migrations
of the war aims, many stories are spread
\\'hy do millions of human beings aban about the cruelties of the enemy. Although
dOl' their homes and deliver. themselves it may be necessary to condone such

F

Sp~nish

The problems inherent to the establishment of an international refugee

organization are numerous and diversified because questions of a mili
tary, political, judicial, psychological, and social nature must be solved
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methods from a political point of view,
they are likely to have a boomerang effect
in case of retreat. The passionate hatred
of the enemy, engendered by propaganda,
then changes into a state of panic which
drives peopl{' into flight.
Today, when
passion has, to a great extent, subsided,
it can he admitted that there was quite
a deal of exaggeration in what was said
about the German occupation. It was the
reverse in the case of the Soviet Army,
ahout which, until the end of the war, only
praise was heard.
A Hypothe,tical Problem
A migration of peoples, such as thc
world has never yet witnessed, would take
place in case of a ,Communist invasio,n of
Europe.
G{'rmans,
Dutch,
BelglUns,
French, and many other nationalities
children, old men and women, on foot and
transported by every imaginable kind of
vehicle-would clutter the roads of the
\\'cstcrn eountries. Such a mass movem{'nt
would bring many problems, some of them
so gigantic that their solutions would ap
pear to be dubious, Supposing that thc
numher of refugees, amounting to 7 to
1(1 millions, exceeded the combined strength
of all the Allied fighting forces, what di
rection would thesc fleeing' hordes take?
Those seeking to emhark for England,
America, or Africa doubtlessly would head
for the French Atlantic ports.
Others
probably would strike toward the Swiss
and Italian Alpine passes in the hope of
reaching Sicily as a stepping stone toward
some other destination.
Marseille ar.d
Toulon would attract those who desired to
cross to North Africa. Many others, prob
ably the majority, would head for Spain,
with thc object of seeking refuge behind
th" natural bani"r of the Pyrenees. In
dealing with ou\' subject, we propose to
examine the matter from the point of view
of the latter supposition, inasmuch as it
provides us with a typical problem which
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might develop on an international frontier
of great strategic importance.
From the military standpoint, the chief
danger would lie in the blocking of im
portant strategic communications lines,
thereby interfering seriously with opera
tions and, in some cases, even bringing
them to a standstill. Unless severe meas
ures are taken, defensive lines may be
swept away by the sheer weight of the
fleeing' masses flowing like a tidal wave
over them.
Panic-stricken people have
fertile imaginations. They spread all kinds
of rumors, and their very presence has a
disintegrating effect not only on the in
habitants of the rear areas but on the
troops as well. Enemy agents and parti
sans call hide easily in crowds. In case
of an invasion of Europe, the Soviet armies
could cover their advance by a screen of
millions of refugees.
Phases of Wartime Migrations
In spite of the indescribable chaos which
characterizes the stampede of fugitives,
these modern migrations in wartime show
threc recognizable phases, which succeed
each other almost like the echelons of an
almy.
Phase i.-During the first 2 to 3 weeks,
Irke an advance guard in front of the
main body of troops, come the people of
means who, as a rule, are better informed
than the masses. They ride in elegant
cars and their papers are in order. As,
for the most part, they are financially self
sufficient, they do not cause any special
tlOuble.
They disappear quickly, ('a"ily
finding accommodations in hotels.
Phase .e.-As the stream grows larg'·!'.
things begin to get livelier. The luxul'Y
automobiles are followed by smallel' alld
more modest vehicles, on which are fast('n
I'd all kinds of boxes and bundles, alld
even bedding. In this group are to be
found state officials and services, which
have been evacuated officially, as well as
members of the middle classes such as

J
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doctors, engineers, and merchants, Ever
greater grows the flood of nomaqs, and the
number of trucks and motor buses in
creases as compared with private cars.
!'llUse .3.-The worst oft' are the l'efugees
found in this phase. Without order 01'
discipline in blind chaos, they occupy the
whole width of the highways. In an end
less chain, the heterogeneous mass of ve
hicles rolls on, carrying people of different
cias,es of society, nationality, and age, to
gether with their varied belongings such
as furniture, sewing machines, and every
imaginable kind of chattel. Horse-drawn
carts block the way for motor vehicles, and
often it takes hours before a passage can
be cleared for them. The crowds of pedes
trians also grow larger, many of them
pushing their worldly belongings along in
jll'lllmbulators and carts, whel'eas others
try to find a way by hiking across country.
Oftpn, deserters mix with the crowds
sOllletimes armed sometimes weaponless
some on foot, others riding on military ve
hicles. Demoralized, they strike a tragic
note in the kaleidoscopic procession.

By leaving their homes, many of the
refng'ees expose themselves to far greater
dalll':ers than they would encounter if they
remained wher!? they were living. As men
tioned above, however, they are the victims
of mass psychology. Seized by panic, re
ginn after region and village after village
an' '",ppt along. Most people act under the
inlluC'nce of the steadily growing rumors
anci only decide to leave at the last moment,
wil,'1\ faced by enemy occupation. Th~
major portion of the fugitives consists of
Wlllncn, old men, and children, politically
in"gnificant, who would not have to fear
an," serious reprisals from the epemy. Act
inc under the impulse of panic, they drag
Will) them those possessions on which they
happen to lay their hands at the moment
of departure. Instead of warm clothing
all.! provisions, they load their vehicles
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with junk of al~ kinds and items of no
practical value during their flight.
Control of Mass Migrations
To control such mass migrations is not
an easy matter. These migrations com
prise people who:
1. Are seized with panic and act irra
tionally.
,
2. Are imbued with the instinct of self
preservation. Consequently, they arc so
egoistically constituted that their aptitude
to help others is reduced to a minimum.
3, Tend to become irritable because of
har~ships already endured, and because
they ai'e faced with the prospect of an
uncertain future.
4. Are obsessed by an insensate jealousy
of those better off than themselves. As a
result, the lowest human instincts come to
the surface.
Under such circumstances, the authori
ties, civil or military, who try to help,
reap little thanks. On the contrary, they
become very soon ail object of hatred.

Anybody who i" called upon to handle this
problem primarily should take all these
psychological factors into consideration
while maintaining a' profound understand
ing for all human weaknesses. These weak
nesses are not characteristic of anyone
nationality or race; they would be man i
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fested by all peoples subjected to the same
psychological influences.

Preventive Measures
The measures to be taken against such
chaotic mass movements of peoples should,
above all, be preventive, which is, of course,
only possible if they are adopted well in
advance. It is especially important that a
central board should be formed, with
branches in all areas of the country,
charged with the task of studying the
problem closely and, at the same time,
developing the necessary practical meas
ures to cope with it. Press propaganda,
radio broadcasting, and all other means
should be used to dissuade the people from
engaging in wild flights into the unknown ..

It is the duty of the authorities to re
strict the number of refugees to a mini
mum.
Only those persons should be
evacuated who are likely to suffer reprisals
at the hands of the enemy, or who, for
military or economic reasons, are likely to
be of value to the war effort.
The Geneva Convention of 12 August
1949 requires governments to designate, in
advance, sanitary or neutral zones in a
theater of operations. Thus, one of the
preventive measures would be to demarcate
clearly several safety regions, to be held
inviolate by the armies. These zones would
serve as sanctuaries for the protection of
passive persons, generally speaking those
who are incapable of military service and
who would not be exposed to political re
prisals. A local committee, supported by
executive personnel, with police backing,
should ensure the functioning of each "f
these zones, which would be subject to the
authority of the Red Cross and representa
tives of the nonbelligerent states.
Whether such steps are likely to meet
with success is a moot question as, espe
cially during the days immediately preced
ing an occupation by the enemy, it is
exceedingly difficult to reason with a panic
stricken community.
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Hypothetical Problem Continued
We will stick to our example and ex
amine the problem from the point of view
of a Soviet invasion of the West, involving
the organization for the evacuation of
refugees over the Franco-Spanish frontier.
The execution of such an operation
would be facilitated considerably by an
agreement between the two countries interested. Roughly, such a convention would
have to be drawn up in such a way as to
settle, among other things, the following
matters:
1. The necessary co-operation between
the civilian and military authorities of
both countries, both on French and Spanish
territory, together with the appointment
of liaison officers.
2. The designation of routes by which
the stream of civilian refugees and the
retreating military units are to be canal
ized, together with the frontier crossing
points.
3. The organization of the refugees in
orderly columns and their being provided
with foodstuffs and fuel, as well as the
appointment of escorts in the shape of
police or gendarmery responsible for their
discipline.
4. Arrangements for the evacuation of
refugees by railroad. (This is less prac
ticable in the case of the Pyrenean fron
tier, as Spain and France have ditferent
l'ail ~auges.)
5. The organization of sanitary serv
ices.
6. The security measures to be takl'n
against politically unreliable elements, to
gether with the prevention of an infiltra
tion of enemy agents.
7. The problem of deserters. From ,he
outset, it should be decided that all mili
tary persons, or small groups of soldiers,
not under responsible control, should he
considered as refugees. Such a rule would,
in principle, apply to units smaller than a
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battalion. The fate of such military per
sonnel could be decided upon later.
It is clear that there exists a series of
problems whose eventual solutions should
be ~tudied thoroughly months in advance.
However, would any government be pre
pared to tackle such matters in advance
at the risk of creating, by such preventive
measures, a defeatist psychosis among its
population? If the Soviets cross the Elbe,
att~mpts, undoubtedly, would be made to
. stop them at the Rhine and then at the
Seine or the Somme. If, on the other hand,
. they got as far a'S the Loire, it would al
ready be too late. Again, it is probable
that the Spanish' Government which, by
granting the right of asylum, would as
sume an enormous task and responsibility
and, therefore, might adopt a waiting at
titude until the last moment.
Be that as it may, whether 01' not the
refugee problem is subjected, in advance,
to consideration between the respective
governments and the high command of the
Atlantic powers, it certainly will arise in
c:w' of an invasion of Europe. If it is
not Jlossible to hold up the Soviets on the
Elhe 01' the Rhine, within 3 to 6 weeks 3
to 5 million desperate people will be clam
oring, more and more violently, at the
doO! s of the Pyrenees and, unless appro
lll'latc measures are taken in time, wiII
end by bursting them open by force. We
havl' remarked already, and would repeat,
that it is hardly within the power of man
to tind an entirely satisfactory solution of
th.· problem. What should be done then in
01 d"r to bring at least some semblance of
oldL'!' Into the chaotic eon fusion and there
b~ ,ave as many human lives as possible?
A, it is hardly likely that the necessary
ht··pS will be taken in anticipation of this
ca' '[strophe, we will act on the assumption
til" t everything has to be improvised.
Guiding Principles
In order to achieve our purpose, we shaH
h:l'. e to conform to the following prin
ciples:
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1. The solution of the problem can be
sought only on a collective basis. There
only can be one standard for all refugees,
irrespective of their social status or na
tionality.
However tragic the fate of
many persons may be, the loss of time
incurred by the individual treatment of
separate cases easily could prove fateful
for many others.
Passports or similar
documents, which. in normal circumstances,
entitle the bearer to cross frontiers, can,
at a certain stage, no longer be taken into
consideration, either for lack of time or for
reasons of security. Special cases can be
dealt with later.
2. In order to pl'event any demoraliza
tion of the real' areas and to make it
difficult for enemy agents to carryon
their activities, refugees not only should
be kept isolated from the civil popula
tions of the hinterland and the troops but
all traffic between the various camps in
which they are interned should be con
trolled and reduced to a minimum.

3. ~ 0 state or army can provide the
necessary means in personnel and material
needed for the control, transport, and
maintenance of the mass of fugitives sud
denly appearing on the scene. For this
reason, an organization should be created
under the strict control of the responsible
authorities and on which all able-bodied
refugees should be made to serve, their ve
hicles being put to communal use.
4. The task should be undertaken with
the utmost energy. In order to canalize
the stream of fugitives in a certain direc
tion, with a view to removing them from
the scene of military operations as quickly
as possible, it is often necessary to adopt
justifiably Draconian measures.
Influence of Terrain
Exactly as in military operations, the
configuration of the terrain also has a
decisive influence on the solution of the
problem. What would happen in the case
of our imaginary example? North of the
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Pyrenees, the country is flat and, conse
quently, is abundant in communications
and large localities. South of the Spanish
frontier, the roads are less numerous and
the main routes, in any case, would be
l'pserved for military purposes. The town
ships are small and incapable of sheltering
any considerable number of refugees.
There would be great danger of conges
tion in the narrow mountain passes
through the Pyrenees. For obvious strate
gic reasons, the Spanish Army probably
would be forced to establish their advance
positions at least 50 miles in hont of the
Pyrenees, partly in order to take in the
exhausted retreating Allied troops before
the narrow mountain passes are reached.
In these forward areas, the organization
for the control of the fugitives would have
to begin its work. The operation could be
divided into three phases:
1. Pre-Pyrenean arrangements.
2. The canalization of the migrating
masses through the passes behind the
Pyrenees into transit camps.
3. The 'transport of the refugees from
the transit camps deeper into the hinter
land and to camps of a more permanent
naturt:'.
Instructions to Refugees
Uncertainty is a state of mind to which
fugitives easily become victims. We have
mentioned already how quickly rumors
spread, causing panic and disol·der. To
avoid this, the refugl'es should be told
what to expect and how to behave. This
can be done by distributing ]lrinted leaflets
containing the following instructions:
1. You are subject to the jurisdiction
of the country offering asylum.
2. All directions of the competent au
thorities are to be strictly obeyed.
3. All persons crossing the frontier do
so at their own risl<.
4. In view of the large number of desti
tute persons, neither food nOlO lodging can
be guaranteed.
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5. All movement of displaced persons is
restricted to designated roads.
(These
roads should be listed, together with any
·spccial markings.)
6. No one should proceed beyond 1,000
yards on either side of the above men
tioned roads. Anyone found outside this
zone will be punished.
7. Any modification of the regulations
mentioned above can emanate only from
the recognized authorities.
8. Fugitives can cross the frontier only
at designated points. (It would facilitate
matters if a map were provided in order
to enable the fugitives to find easily the
roads and the crossing points.)
9. The authorities call upon everybody
to maintain peace and discipline.
10. In order to prevent traffic blocks,
columns not marching in proper order will
be diverted to side roads.
With the object of directing the move
ments of the refugees, large numbers of
police and gendarmery should be ,ta
tioned, in advance, at suitable points. At
all important crossings, control posts
should be established to observe and re,e:u
late the flow of refugees. The authority.
whose task it is to deal with the problem,
should be kept informed at all times re
garding the strength and direction of the
moving' masses, for which purpose air
craft can be used fOI' observation. Pickets
should be stationed to prevent the crow,ls
from using roads of military importance,
and from infiltrating across country be
tween the specified routes.
Additional measures to be taken elwr
getically include:
1. Tbe organization of vehicles in groups
of 100, which should be split up again
into smaller units.
2. The placing of each group in the
charge of qualified refugees whose ord"l's
must be obeyed. In principle, there should
be one controller for every five vehicles.
\Vherever possible, former policemen or

j
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members of the military should be ap
pointed to these posts.
:J. The earrying of only absolutely es
sential loads. Refugees should be distri
butl'd evenly among the vehicles, accommo
dfltions being found especially for elderly
pel'HOnS, women, and children.
',1. The distribution of all available mo
tOI' fuel in such a way that all vehicles can
kc<'p moving.

5. The diversion of all
tutnsport to separate roads.

horse-drawn

(j, The holding up of all columns not
complying with the above measures until
the regulations are followed.
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the third in the final camp, and the fourth
would be retained by the refugee. Children
under 10 years of age should have tallies
tied round their necks for identification.
As many refugees pick up, gn their way,
a variety of weapons, their disarming is an
important matter. Notices, posted along
the roads, should point out that anyone
found possessing fire arms will be looked
upon as a partisan. Rifles or pistols should
bE' allocated only to the police or the mili
tary. Collecting points for arms should be
created along the roads, at frontier posts,
and in the camps. Warnings ~hould be
issued repeatedly as it is certain that many
refugees will try to hide their weapons.

Identification

The Transit Area

For reasons of security, it is advisable
t~ have several hundred counterintelligence
ag'l'llts disguised as refugees mix with the
clo\V(ls for the purpose of observing and
<Iett-cting suspicious persons, to whom the
attention of the authorities should be
dl'U\vn, It would be practically impossible
to "ubject each refugee to an examination
at t he frontier posts. Interrogations tak
ing !) to 6 minutes a person are of no prac
tkal value, apart from the fact that, in
till' case of large numbers of refugees,
many days and weeks would be required
fa!' the purpose. Furthermore, the sudden
halt mg of the refugees at the frontier
po,t< would cause congestion all along the
ronks which could result only in chaos.

An area, consisting of an appropriate
number of transit camps, should be estab
lished at a distance of from 40 to 50
miles behind the front line.
Here1 the
preliminary sorting out of the refugees
takes place.
This is done, based upon
certain specified criteria such as national
ity and age groupings. The principal aim,
however, is to get all the refugees out of
the operational area as soon as possible.
For this purpose, perhaps it would be ad
visable to regroup them according to the
categories of their vehicles. Each transit
camp would be divided into several zones,
in which trucks, motor cars, motor buses,
and ambulances would be parked sepa
rately. This would facilitate the organi
zation of homogeneous columns 'in which
all vehicles would have the same general
characteristics. [In the hypothetical ex
ample of the refugee migration from
Western Europe over the Pyrenees, it is
supposed that most of the people would
use road transport.]

I II order to carry out a partial check, it
ma." he more advisable, when issuing the
Il'Hllets described above{ to distribute num
bl'l, d leaflets, to be filled in by the refu
ge,', themselves. The information should
in, :Ilde the name, nationality, profession,
and details of the refugee's last domicile.
Th",,, particulars would be required by
tht' nation granting asylum, Such forms
conlt! be completed in quadruplicate, each
bei "Q' printed in a different color. The
fir.,' copy would be surrendered at the
frP'ltier, the second in the transit area,

In order to make full use of all vehicles
on a collective basis, they should be
requisitioned accordingly in the transit
area. They would be required for:
1. The transporting of all refugees to
the hinterland; this means including those
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without their own vehicles. All motor
buses, and the greater part of the motor
ears and trucks, should be used for passen
gel' transport. They should be organized
for continuous traffic between the transit
area and the hinterland until the evacua
tion is completed.
2. Coping with the numerous other tasks
arising in connection with the evacuation
and administration of the refugees. A
portion of the vehicles reserved for the
authorities is used for:
a. Provisioning the refugees. Each camp
must prepare its own transport unit for
this purpose.
b. The different administrative activi
ties, such as road traffic control, camp.
management, and security and sanitary
services.
Self-Help
As we already have mentioned, in war
time, no nation is in a position to provide
all that is required for the evacuation of
whole populations. Therefore, the refu
gees themselves must be made to help in
every way, and all persons with the neces
sary qualifications-professional or phys
ical-to carryon useful tasks, should be
called into service, It shOlild be remem
bered that the administration of several
hundred thousand or even millions of
human beings calls for an organization of
several tens of thousands of individuals.
It is obvious, therefore, that the greater
part of those who will make up this or
ganization must come from the ranks of
the refugees themselves. On an average,
about 15 to 20 supervisors arc required
for every 1,000 displaced persons.
As and when the refugees arrive in the
transit area or in the hinterland camps,
a census should be taken to uncover the
following skills:
, 1. Chauffeurs and mechanics.
Wher
ever practicable, these persons should re·
main in charge of their own vehicles.
2. Persons whose education fits them
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to function in the administration of the
camps, in supply, or in other services.
3. Police personnel to perform such
duties as maintaining order, controlling
traffic, and guarding depots and supplies.
4. Doctors and nurses to organize a
health service.
5. Engineers and technicians to be made
responsible for the maintenance of roads,
the construction of camps, and the supply
of water and electricity.
6. Nonspecialists, who are physically
capable, who could be organized into units
sllch as labor companies, not only for the
purpose of assisting in executing the tasks
mentioned above, but also be called up for
other duties whenever and wherever neces
sary.
Printed notices should be posted to make
known the categories of individuals re
quired, and where they are to report.
The sojourn of refugees in the transit
area should be limited to 24 to 48 hours,
the time required for regrouping. When
the transport columns are ready and the
roads are free, the evacuation should go
ahead.
As regards the administration of the
camps themselves, it is an unfortunate
fact that, in these times, their organiza
tion and administration are only too well
known, and we need not, therefore, enlarge
011 the subject. We merely would add that
for 100,000 refugees, at least 5 camps are
necessary.
Other Problems
Complicated as the measures describl'd
above may be, there are problems of a
material nature which are much more dif
ficult. For every 100,000 persons, 200 tOllS
of foodstuffs and supplies are' required
each day: Their evacuation into the hinter
land, and the upkeep of the administrative
machinery would call for an enormons
quantity of fuel. Without medicines and
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me.lical instruments, the sanitary services
cannot function. In each camp, barracks
and roads have to be built, for which
cOln,truction materials and tools are re
quired. Cooking ranges are essential to
provide mass feeding. What will be the
.source of all this material? What nation
cr. international organization will supply
it? These are the questions to which it
is difficult to find satisfactory answers_
Suggested Solutions
In each theater of war, there should be
constituted, in advance, a special central
organization to deal specifically with this
refugee problem, at the head of which
woule! be a central headquarters. In spite
of the necessity to co-operate closely with
the different military commands, it would
appear, nevertheless, that a civilian, inter
national body would be better adapted to
handle the problems of mass evacuation
rather than a purely military, if only for
the reason that the transit areas and
canips should, whenever possible, be de
clared neutral zones. Another reason is
that the masses to be dealt with probably
wIll he made up of many different nation
alitil's:
Strong police forces should be placed
undl'1' the dire~t orders of this responsible
authority by the nation offering asylum.
Tlw setup of such a headquarters might be
as follows:
[<''''st Department - (Personnel) .-This
department, will contain the records of all
pel'lIIanent officials employed or under the
pl'0t.'ction of the organization (refugees),
thl' II1formation office for all refugee in
qui'les, and the press service.
S, eond Department {Security and pub
lic "l,der) .......,.This department is" concel'J,l.ed
wit;, the supervision of refugees, counter
intI iligence activities, interrogation and
th, "!stablishment of identities, the police,
an.' the administration of justice.
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Third Department (Operations).-This
department is concerned with the carrying
out of the evacuation, traffic control, and
the administration of the camps.
Fom-th Department (Quartermaster and
maintenance service) . -The supply of
foodstuffs, fuel. building materials, and
tools is the concern of this department.
Fifth De'l;al"tment (Sanitary services).
The function of this department is self-evi
dent.
This outline of the headquarters of a
refugee organization gives us a rough idea
of how vast and diversified are the prob
lems which have to be tackled. Questions
of a military, political, judicial, psycholog
ical, and social nature are interwoven
............................................. ........ ADVANCE
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closely with each other. Under the control
of this central headquarters there should
be subordinate headquarters functioning
in all sectors of the field of operations,
whose task it would be to keep in close
touch with the army commands. As is the
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case in normal military operations, there
should be specially reserved wireless and
telephone networks to ensure constant con4
tact between the separate headquarters,
traffic control posts, and camps. After the
completion of the evacuation, p~rts of the

organization, especially those in the transit
area, could be inactivated whenever re-·
dundant. The administration of the camps
and the question of the final destination
of the refugees would remain as final
problems to be solved.

.J

We have learned that without industrial preparedness, military forces alone
are impotent. 'VI' are convinced that if war should ever come again, QUI'
great productive capacity and the proven ingenuity of our men and industry
"ould assure us the means" e would need to attain ultimate victory.
General J, Lawton Col/ins

I.

•
Reduction of the Colmar Pocket
A 6th Army Group Operation
Colonel Jonathan O. Seaman, A ),tillery
Headquarters, Seventh Al"I11Y

Tile uielcs e.l"}Jrcsscd in this a)'ticle
To understand the Colmar Pocket opera
nrc the alltho)"s and arc not neccssal'
tion, which was part of the Franco-Ameri
il!J thnse of the Del'al"fmcnt of the
can campaign referred to by MI'. Ingersoll,
A rill!!, the A)'/n!! WUI' Col/cgc, 01' the
it is desirable to sketch briefly the forma
('ommand and Gel/eml Stal)' Cnl
tion of the 6th Army Group and th,e opera
/(,ye.-The Editnr.
tion~ which pJ'eceded it.

IN

HIS book TOI) Secret, Ralph Inger
,ull wrote " . . . many of the most heroic
,tories of the war will come out of the
FI anco-American campaign. . . . The war
on the Continent could not have been won
WIthout the 6th A rmy Group; but the 6th
Army Group dicl not w.in thl' war. It re
mained a 'me too' organization until it
endt'd its fig'hting caJ'eer. . . ."
Although a great deal already has been
Wl'Itten about the campaigns in Europe,
I'l'lat'ively little has been recorded of the
opl'I'ations in Southern France. One of
tIl<' operations that is least known is that
of the Colma): Pocket. It is interesting not
Dilly from the standpoint of pure military
maneuvers, but also because in the final
phase it was a combined operation of
FI'l'nch and American units under the im
lI!t'diate command of the French First
A lIllY, which, in turI» was a part of the
American 6th Army Group. Furthermore.
th,· tprritory being fought over was politi
cally important to both France and Ger
III "ny.

Background
Thl' landing in Southern France was
conceived by the Combined Chiefs of Staff
at thl' Quadrant ConfCl'ence in Quebec. in
August 1943, foJ' the purpose of assisting
the cross-Channel operation by holding
G('J'llIan units in the south, and drawing
additional units from Northern and Cen
tral France. At the Sextant Conference
in Cairo, in November 1943. the Combined
Chiefs of Staff confirmed their views ami
ohtained agreement from President Roose
velt and Prime Minister Churchill. 1m·
mediately following the Cairo Conference,
"The Big Three"-Roosevelt, Churchill,
and Stalin-met at Teheran where they
agreed on the strategic plan for the assault
against \\'estern Europe. It was to consist
of a main assault against Western' France
and a secondary effort against Southern
France. This southern force was destined
to become the 6th Army Group.
The Headquarters, Seventh Army, under
the command of Lieutenant General Alex
ander M. Patch, was charged with the de-

The 6th Army Group operation in Alsace during World War" provides
the military student with classic examples of the proper utilization
of the armor.infantry team, and the problems of a combined command
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tailed planning for the invasion of South
ern France. In planning and launching
this operation, many obstacles had to be
overcome. The greater part of the neces
sary men and materiel had to come from
the Mediterranean Theater so there was,
quite naturaIly, an inevitable competition
for available resources.
Mid-June, 1944, was the original target
date for the invasion. However, as a re
sult of the stalemate at Cassino and Anzio,
resources earmarked for the Southern
France operation were utilized in the
Italian campaign and the invasion was
postponed indefinitely. FinaIly, D-day was
set for 15 August 1944. The invasion
force, under the command of General
Patch, was a veteran force composed, ini
tiaIly, of the Seventh Army-consisting
of one United States corps (VI) of three
infantry divisions (3d, 36th, and 45th)
one provisional airborne division, and the
French Army "E" of two corps of seven
divisions under the command of General
de LaUre de Tassigny.
At 0800, 15 August, the VI Corps as
saulted the French Riviera and, meeting
light initial resistance, advanced rapidly
inland and established a firm beachhead.
The American divisions fought with
great skiII and quickly pushed up the vaIley
of the Rhone River. Meanwhile, the French
force landed and pushed westward captur
ing Toulon and Marseille, after which it
was directed to advance northward on the
west bank of the Rhone and assist in the
capture of Lyon. The race northward con
tinued and, on 14 September, firm contact
was established near Chaumont by units
of the French 1st Infantry Division of
the southern forces and the French 2d
Armored Division of the United States
Third Army.
Taking advantage of the exploitation
possibilities immediately after the landin!!-"
General Patch had employed his units in
the most advantageous places as they be
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came available. This had placed the French
II Corps on the left of the United States
VI Corps. It was appreciated early that,
for future operations, it would be more
advantageous for the French forces to
operate on the right of the front and the
American forces on the left. Accordingly,
the French II Corps, after being pinched
out of action foIIowing its contact with
the United States Third Army, was di
rected to move to the east flank and join
the French I Corps which had already gone
into the line along the Swiss border.
On 15 September, Headquarters, 6th
Army Group, under the command of Gen
eral Jacob L. Devers, became operational
and assumed command of the United
States Seventh Army and the French
Army "E" (later redesignated the French
First Army). At the same time, the 6th
Army Group was placed under operational
control of Supreme Headquarters, Allied
Expeditionary Forces (SHAEF). As
Headquarters, 6th Army Group, assumed
command of the forces in Southern France,
the Germans, who previously had been
falling back rapidly, began to stabilize
their defenses. At the same time, the
Seventh Army had to slow up its pursuit
so that essential supplies could catch up
with front-line elements which were then
almost 500 miles from their beachhead
supply points.
The 6th Army Group actually held two
fronts. The southern front, facing east,
was along the Franco-Italian border. This
was being held by Major General Freder
ick's First Airborne Task Force and the
French 2d Moroccan Infantry Division.
The northern front faced north and north
east in front of the Eelfort Gap and gen
erally west of the MoseIIe River. On the
immediate left of the Seventh Army, th,·
XV Corps of the Third Army had closed
to the Moselle at EpinaI. At General
Devers' request, the XV Corps was at
tached, on 27 September, to the 6th Army
Group by SHAEF, which also agreed to
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attach an additional infantry division at a
later date. The XV Corps consisted of the
United States 79th Infantry Division, the
French ~d Armored Division, plus sup
porting troops. The following day, the 6th
Army Group issued Letter of Instruction
NUI"ber One which passed control of the
xy Corps to the Seventh Army and re
defined the missions of the United States
Seventh and French First Armies.
Scheme of Maneuver
The general scheme of maneuver was
designed to close both armies on the Rhine
River. The Seventh Army was directed to
Luneville and then on to Strasbourg, while
the French First Army was ordered to
breach the Belfort Gap and capture Mul
house and Colmar. Although it was re
alized fully that the key terrain features
of the Saverne Gap and the Belfort Gap
would be heavily defended, it was believed
that these divergent main efforts provided
better avenues of approach and would be
less- costly in time and resources than an
att('mpt to force the easily defended Vosges
mountain positions, particularly since the
approaching winter undoubtedly would
provide snow clogged roads and subzero
weather in the mountains. The scheme of
maneuver further directed that the two
armies close to the Rhine in the Strasbourg
and Mulhouse areas and then join forces
in the Alsacian Plain, thus isolating the
enemy in the Vosges Mountains.
The enemy fought desperately for every
inch of ground, hoping to gain time to
&tl'l'ngthen his Vosges-Belfort Gap posi
tion. As a consequence; the French were
stopped completely on their right, although
sm;>l1 gains were made along the remain
der of the 6th Army Group front. Through
out October, the Seventh and French First
Al "lies made every effort to k~ep the of
fClJ,ive rolling, but they were hampered
fer"Jusly by severe shortages in ammuni
tiol' and other supplies, and the increasing
ree"tance of the enemy.
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The November Offensive
Since an all-out offensive was impossible
because of a lack of supplies, the 6th Army
Group began to build up reserves of am
mun\tion and gasoline in the army rear
areas. The army group G4 estimated that
mid-November was the earliest date a
fully co-ordinated all-out attack could be
launched.. In the meantime, limited ob
jective attacks "";ere continued in order to
gain a suitable line of departure for the
forthcoming offensive.
The enemy forces facing the 6th Army
Group were reported by the G2 to be the
German Nineteenth and Fif~h' Panzer
Al'Iuies, with a total estimate\l strength
of 7-7,500 combat effectives, 410 artillery
pieces, and 120 tanks.
The 6th Army Group forces had been
increased by the United States 44th Infan
try Di'vision, in October, and the United
States lOOth and 103d Infantry Divisions
in early November. The French First
Army now had six divisions including the
5th Armored Division which arrived from
Marseille in October, and the 2d Moroccan
Infantry Division which had been replaced
on the Franco-Italian border by the 4th
Moroccan Mountain Division. Thus, the
6th Army Group comprised a total of 14
divisions, of which 3 were French armored
divisions. In addition, the United States
14th Armored Division closed in Marseille
on 2 November, and was being equipped
rapidly.
the meantime, Headquarters, 6th
Army Group, and the Seventh and Third
Armies had had ample opportunities to
study German Army tactics. One charac
teristic, used almost without fail, was the
German habit of moving their general re
serves on the evening of the second day or
the morning of the third day of Allied
attacks. It was decided to capitalize on
this habit and the Third Army (a part of
the 12th Army Group) agreed to initiate
an attack in the Metz area between 10
and 15 November. The plan called for the

In
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6th Army Group to attack not earlier than
:l days nor later than 5 days after the
Third Army's attack. It was hoped that
by this maneuver the 6th Army Group's
attack would catch the enemy's general
reserves on the move, and that the German
commander then would be faced with a
difficult decision as to their employment.
Detailed plans for the offensive were
made by the armies and submitted to Head
quarters, 6th Army Group, for approval
and co-ordination.
The Seventh Army plan called for the
XV Corps to make the army group main
effort on the axis Sa1'l'ebourg-Stras
bourg, with the 44th and 79th Infantry
Divisions making the initial assault, and
the French 2d Armored Division in reserve
to exploit a break-through. One regi
mental combat team of each infantry divi
sion was motorized to exploit any favor-;
able situation which might develop. The
45th Infantry Division was held in army
reserve, but earmarked for use by the XV
Corps.
The French First Army plan was to
drive on the ~lontbeliard-Mulhouse axis,
bypassing Belfort which was strongly de
fended. The French I Corps, on the south,
was to make the main effort.
On 8 November, 2 days earlier than
planned, the Third Army's attack jumped
off in order to take advantage of favor
able weather which would allow for the
maximum participation of air power. This
change in timing' meant that the 6th Army
Group must attack no later than 1a No
vember. Accordingly, officer couriers were
dispatched to the Seventh Army and the
French First Army informing them that
D-day was 13 November.
As the day of the attack approached,
the weather on the 6th Army Group front
grew worse. Heavy rains and blinding
snowstorms raged throughout the area
and. in the Vosges Mountains, tempera
tures dropped to below freezing and the
roads became clogged by snowdrifts.
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Streams and rivers, throughout the lower
regions of the area, overflowed their banks.
General Devers, the Army Group Com
mander, considered postponing the attack
until the weather was better and air sup
port possible, but finally decided to go
ahead as planned, stating in effect that the
Germans would not expect an attack in
such weather and that complete surprise
undoubtedly would be obtained.
The Seventh Army launched its attack,
as scheduled, at 0700, 13 November, in a
heavy snowstorm, encountering little re
sistance during the first day. The fact that
the German trenches in front of the right
division of the main effort wele not oc
cupied indicated that complete surprise
had been obtained. However. large num
bers of antipersonnel and antitank mines
and booby traps, as well as soft, boggy
terrain caused relatively slow progress
initially.
The French First Army did not attack
as scheduled, postponing its attack by 1
day. At 1200, 14 November, the attack
was launched with the French I COl'ps4fln
the south making the main effort. In spite
of snow, numerous mines and booby traps,
and boggy ground, the attack progressed
well and, on 16 November, the Belfort Gap
defenses were broken on a 27-mile-wide
front.
The Pocket Forms
On the north of the Seventh Army front,
the VI Corps crossed the Meurthe River
in the St. Die-Raon-l'Etape sector, the
XV Corps captured Sarrebourg, and the
French 2d Armored Division rushed
through the hole to exploit the success.
Meeting little resistance, the French ar
mored division swung north and so'uth of
the main route through the Saverne Gap
and captured the key communications cen
ter of Saverne on 22 November. It then
halted momentarily to clear the main high
way through the Saverne Gap, did an
about face and sped toward Strasbourg,
and entered that politically important city
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on 23 November. By 25 November, enemy
positions in the Northern Vosges had col
lapsed and elements of the 2d Armored
Division were driving south of Strasbourg
along' the Rhine Plain. (See Figure 1.)
The French First Army on the south
continued to push with utmost determina
tion and, on 20 November, elements of its
I Corps broke through to the Rhine River
capturing Huningen and Kembs, while
farther to the west Belfort was captured.
At this point, fate stepped in and created
a situation that had serious effects for
some time to come. Two French armored
divisions, the 1st and 5th, were turned
north to pursue and destroy the completely
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the traffic jam and, by that time, the
Germans hastily had reorganized and es
tablished a defensive position running
along the DolleI' River, north of Mulhouse,
hinged on the Hardt Forest and the Rhine
River. French units were unable to break
through this line for several weeks.
On 24 November, a conference was held
at Headquarters, 6th Army Group, at
which General Eisenhower and General
Bradley, Commanding General, 12th Army
Group, attended and discussed the eurrent
situation and future plans. It was de
cided that the Seventh Army should swing
northward with the bulk of its forces and
\:;reach the Siegfried Line, protect the

The objective of the savage campaign of the Colmar Plain, in 1945, was this peaceful
lonking town of Colml\f, France, as seen from the air.-Department of Defense photo.
d,i,,,rganized enemy. Combat commands of
thv 5th Armored Division attempted to
ut: ize the same limited road net which
ail, ady was being used by other traffic
an,'. as a result, became hopelessly tied
up 111 a huge traffic jam. At the same
tin·,·. a German counterattack was
lal. 'iched toward Delle but was repulsed.
FI" ty-eight hours was required to unsnarl

southern flank of the 12th Army Group,
and, by that maneuver, assist the 12th
Army Group in closing to the Rhine in its
zone. A secondary mission assigned to the
Seventh Army was to assist the French
First Army in closing to the Rhine. Four
days later, the XV Corps attacked north
ward and, within 3 days, made gains up
to 10 miles reaching the Moder River at
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several points. Meanwhile, the French
First Army was able to make only minor
gains in its attempt to close the Colmar
Pocket from the south and west.
In order to assist the French First Army
and relieve the Seventh Army of the
responsibility of fighting on two fronts,
the army group commander directed the
Seventh Army to capture Selestat, pinch
out two of the VI Corps' divisions which
were fighting in the French zone, move
them to the north, and pass two divisions
(the French 2d Armored Division and the
United States 36th Infantry Division) to
the control of the French First Army as
soon as Selestat was capturen. The next
day, 3 December, the VI Corps captured
Selestat and, leaving the two divisions as
planned, then swung northward to assist
the XV Corps in breaching the Siegfried
Line.
The Seventh Army continued its drive
to th" north. As the Siegfried defenses
were being pntered in several places, on 16
December, the Germans stru<~l{ with their
counteroffensive in the Ardennes and the
Battle of th .. Bule:e began. For a short
time longer, the Seventh Army continued
its drive to the north, plowing thl'ough the
Westwall in at least three place". (See
FigurE' 2.)
On the Defensive
Soon a SHAEF directive was received
which called for the 6th Army Group to
pass the Seventh Army to the defensive
at once and to relieve elements of the
Third Army, including taking over a 40
mile sector formerly held by the XII and
----Y;:X Corps of the Third Army. This addi
tiCtnal sector was to be taken over by the
forces organic to the 6th Army Group,
augmented by the addition of the 87th
Infantry Division. These instructions
palised the 6th Army Group from a suc
cessful offensive to the defensive-and the
Colmar Pocket was born.
In the meantime, the 6th Army Group
G2, on 21 December, warned that a German
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attack in the Homburg area was imminent.
The enemy definitely was conducting an
aggressive defense and the G2 was con
vinced that the Germans could start an
offensive within 10 days.
The German offensive in the Ardennes
continued to move westward. On 26 De
cember, SHA EF forwarded instructions
for the 6th Army Group to fall back to the
line of the Vosges, and so give up Alsace
and the important city of Strasbourg.
These instructions apparently had in mind
the shortening of the 6th A rmy Group's
lines, thereby making additional units
available t~ SHAEF for action in the
Arc\ennes.
Two days after receiving the order to
withdraw, the 6th Army Group was di
rected by SHAEF to assemble a corps of
one armored and one infantry division for
SHAEF reserve. To comply with these
lIlstructions, Headquarters, Gth Army
Group, placed both the Seventh Army and
the French First Army on the defensive,
outlined main and intermediate battle
positions, and pres('1'ibed detailed plans
for th,' co-ordination of the defenses of
both armie~ and with the Third Army on
the left. The Seventh Army was directed
to assemble the XXI Corps-which had
just arrived-composed of one armored
and one infantry division as SHAEF re
serve. The two divisions were the 36th
Infantry and 12th Armored, both ~f which
had just been placed in army reserve. Ad
ditional changes of attachment of units
within the 6th Army Group also were
made. At the same time, the Seventh
Army again was warned of a possible
strong German attack.
The directive of SHAEF was imple
mented by these actions, which indicat<·c\
that the 6th Army Group had no intention
of falling back on the line of the Vosge;;
until forced to do so by enemy action.
On 30 December, the G2 again warned
of u possible Gerl11an attack (strength:
three to five divisions) against the Sevent 11
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Army. It was believed that if such an at
tack were successful and the enemy were
able to reach Sarrebourg, a withdrawal
from Alsace would be necessary.
Importance of Alsaee and Strasbourg
The political importance of Alsaee and
Sll'asl;ourg to the French should be menFIGURE 1.
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is reported to have urged General Eisen
hower to make every effort to hold Stras
bourg because of its political importance,
and General Devers received similar repre
sentations from General de Lattre. So
concerned was the French Government
that it offered the services of three divi
sions of the French Forces of the Interior
to the 6th Army Group to aid in the re
tention of Strasbourg. These divisions
were inspected to determine their combat
readiness and it was decided that only
one-the 10th Infantry Division-could be
employed effectively.
The Germans Attack
As predicted by the G2, the Germans
launched a strong attack, shortly after
FIGURE 2.
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IIpd. As a result of the Fl'anco-Prussian
\I ar of 1870-71, France lost AIsaee to

t I'

(;,'rll1any and did not regain that province
the end of WO,fld War 1. When
I 'anee fell in 1940, Germany again an
I \ed AlsaeE', and now, in December 1944,
:t large part of Alsace, including Stras
Il'g, had been liberated from the Nazis.
"I'n the French Government learned that
1,
lith Army Group had been directed to
" !anize a defensive position along the
-tern edge of the Vosges Mountains, it
"ught an immediate evacuation of Alsace
, d been contemplated. General de Gaulle
l'ltll

midnight on 1 January, on the front of the
XV Corps, forcing a withdrawal. After
heavy fighting, the front was stabilized
on!) January., While this attack was reach
ing its ma~imum intensity, the Germans
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established a small bridgehead north of
Strasbourg after crossing the Rhine River
undetected. The VI Corps thought the
German action merely was a nuisance raid
and only sent a small force to eliminate
the bridgehead. The action failed, and the
enemy continued to build up the bridge
head. The VI Corps apparently still failed
to appreciate the seriousness of the situa
tion and made only piecemeal attacks to
reduce it without success. When it became
clear that the integrity of his forces was
being threatened seriously, General Devers
ordered the VI Corps to' withdraw to pre
viously prepared positions along the Moder
River. This withdrawal took place during
the night of 20-21 January and, with the
stabilization of the XV Corps front on the
left, the serious German threat to the 6th
Army Group ended. About this time, the
German offensive in the Ardennes was
being contained effectively and. appreci
ating that the 6th Army Group was being
attacked from two directions, SHAEF
agreed to release the XXI Corps to the
6th Army Group. Subsequently, it was,
assigned a sector on the left by the Seventh
Army.
In the meantime, the French First Army
had been unable to reduce the Colmar
Pocket with its own means. The only im
portant gains made in the entire sector
were by the United States 3d Infantry
Division fighting slowly but with determi
nation.
It must be pointed out that the French
First Army had suffered heavy casualties
among its officers in the long fight from
the Mediterranean up through Southern
France, and in the Belfort Gap. These
losses now were being felt seriously, par
ticularly in the colonial divisions which
had lost a large proportion of those offi
cers experienced in handling colonial
troops.
The Colmar Pocket

The Colmar Pocket covered an area of
approximately 850 square miles. (See Fig
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ure 3.) Instead of having a relatively
simple 70-mile front along the Rhine River,
the forces of the 6th Army Group were
faced with a winding, flooded, and moun
tainous battle line of more than 100 miles.
The terrain varied from the high moun
tains of the Vosges, near Thann, to the
flat Alsacian Plain between Selestat and
Mulhouse. This rugged front, which was
now the responsibility of the French First
Army, was being manned, either actively
or in reserve, by three armored and five
infantry divisions-all French-and the
United States 3d Infantry Division. As
long as the pocket remained, it not only
immobilized for use elsewhere from seven
to nine divisions, but also represented 1I
continuous, potential threat.
It was estimated that the enemy had
eight divisional formations, totaling ap
proximately 15,000 combat effectives. Two
enemy divisions had been out of contact
for a sufficient time to have been refitted
with replacements from across the Rhine.
Tanks were in evidence, together with a
considerable numb('r of Panzerjiigerem
(self-pl'opelled antitank weapons). The
short, interior lines of communications
permitted the Germans to mass their forces
with great rapidity to meet any attacks
attempted by the French First Army.
Furthermore, the enemy had the capability
of bringing in reinforcements from across
the Rhine, and the possibility of regroup
ing and attacking in any sector alwa~'s
remained a threat.
As stated ('arlier, after the fall of
France in 1940, Germany had annexed
Alsaee. So much did Germany want to
keep Alsace that Heinrich Himmler hi11l
self, the Deputy FUhrer of Germany, had
been directing operations in the Colmar.
Pocket. Himmler ('ven boasted that he
would regain all of Alsace and present
Strasbourg to Hitler as a gift on 30 Janu
ary. which was the anniversary of the rice
of National Socialism in Germany.
The existence of the Colmar Pocket not
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only tied down the French forces effec
tlVcly, but also became an increasing irri
tant to the Seventh Army in Northern
Alsace. When the enemy began his of
fpnsive against'the Seventh Army on New
Yeai·'s Eve, it was apparent that he hoped
either to destroy the Allied forces by a
giant pincer movement or drive them back
into the Vosges.
Plans for the Operation
All the time that the 6th Army Group
was on the defensive, General Devers
looked forward to resuming his offensive
at the earliest possible time. He appre
ciated fully that the liquidation of the
Colmar Pocket should have first priority
in order that the maximum number of di
visions could be made available, as soon as
possible, for the all-out offensive to breach
the Siegfried Line and, subsequently, to
cross the Rhine, and for Operation Inde
pendence, which was scheduled to be an all
Fl"C'llch operation to reduce the German
porkets around the port of Bordeaux in
WeStern France. He directed his planners
to make detailed plans for the operation
which later became known, through the
whimsey of code names, as Operation
Chrel1ul.
On 10 January, the plans for Operation
ChcrJ'ful were submitted to Major General
David G. Barr, Chief of Staff, 6th Army
Group. It was appreciated in the begin
ning that since the French had been unable
to pliminate the pocket, additional troops
would be necessary. It was considered that
th,· addition of one United States corps
consisting of two infantry divisions (in
cluding the 3d Infantry<Division still under
th" command of the French First Army),
Olll" armored division, and additional corps
artillery and other supporting troops
"<luld" provide ample forces for complete
rl",luction of the pocket. It was believed
firmly that the operation could be com
pl.-ted within a week after it started. The
d"-irability of employing an airborne divi
SI"n was studied and the planners believed

that, although an airborne division was
not essential to the success of the opera
tion, its use would block the routes of
escape, thus allowing our forces to destroy
the enemy rather than to push him across
the river to fight at a later date. They
felt also that the use of an airborne divi
sion might reduce the period of the opera
tion from 1 to 3 days.
After studying all the possible courses
of action, the planners recommended the
following general scheme of maneuver:
fiGURE 3.

THE COLMAR POCKET

GERMANY

The attack should start with the main
effort of the French I Corps in the direc
tion Mulhouse-Ensisheim-:Neuf Brisach,
while the troops on the left flank of the
I Corps made a secondary attack to cap
ture the high ground north of Thann. It
was believed this would cause the enemy
to displace to the south to meet the threat.
As soo-n as the displacement started, the
French II Corps should then attack to cap
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ture Colmar. The main attack. to be con
ducted by the United States corps. then
would start from the north on the axis
Sdestat-Neuf Brisach. bypass Colmar.
and seize the Neuf Brisach area. It was
contemplated that if an airborne division
were available. it should be dropped in the
vicinity of Neuf Brisach. at the same time
as the main attack was launched. to seizE'
the communications net there.
The planners studied weather records
and Rhine flood records for many previous
years and determined that early February
probably would have less rain and would
be warmer and slightly less cloudy than
January.
However, the innumerable
streams, small rivers, and canals criss
crossing the Alsacian Plain, where most
of the fighting would take place, generally
wel'e at their lowest stage in latc January.
Taking all things into consideration, it
was recommended that the operation
should start in carly February, and cer
tainly, prior to the 20th of the month.
One other t,."mendously important con
sideration was the serious supply and per
sonnel situation. Numerous shortages ex
isted in such items as field wire, ammuni
tion, radios, tanks, and other combat
vehieles. As regards replac('ments, each of
the United States infantry divisions was
short approximately 1.100 infantrymen.
General Devers gavp tentativp approval
to the plan and, on 14 January, discussed
the entire 6th Army Group situation with
Lieutenant General Walter B. Smith, Chief
of Staff, SHAEF, who was visiting Head
quarters, 6th Army Group. General Devers,
at that time, asked for one infantry divi
sion for use in the Colmar Pocket opera
tion, and one armored division to replace
the French 2d Armored Division so it
could take part in the French attack.
SHAEF complied by attaching the United
States 10th Armored and the 28th Infantry
Divisions to the 6th Army Group. How
ever, since the 28th Infantry Division had
been badly battered in the Battle of the
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Bulge, it was not to be used in a full
scale offensive.
Convinced that he could get no addi
tional units, and based on the latest
weather forecasts, General Devers an
nounced that the operation would com
mcnce on 20 January. Letter of Illstl'lic
fio/! Nllmber Nine was issued on 18 Janu
ary embodying the general scheme of ma
neuver described above but did not include
a United States corps as embodied in the
plan. The Frpnch I Corps was to attack
from the south on 20 January, and the
French II Corps was to make the main
attack from the north on 22 January. Al
though the operation was expected to last
cnly 7 days, sufficient artillery ammuni
tion for 10 days of battle was allotted from
the IHh Army Group's small reserve. The
annil's were warned that great care must
be exercised in its expenditure. and that'
additional artillery ammunition might not
he available.
Operation 'CheerfuI'-the Attack
The French I Corps on the south jumpecl
off as ~cheduled, but the weather failed
to agree with the forecast and the corps
attack was started in a severe snowstorm.
The 2d J.\loroccan Infantry Division, the
9th Colonial Infantry Division, the 4th
l\lcroccan :'.Iountain Division, and elements
of th" 2<1 Armored Division making the
attack gained tactical surprise and, ini
tially, made rapid progress. The French,
however, failed to exploit their success
that night, and stopped advancing. The
Germans reacted rapidly and, the followin!!;
morning, launched vigorous counterattacb
greatly slowing' up the progress of the
I,'rench I Corps.
The second phase of the opel'atioll
started as scheduled on 22 January with
the attack of the French II Corps. The
1st Infantry Division, the 2d Armorl·.!
Division, and the 3d Infantry Division
made the main attack. Slow progress was
made, initially, because of heavy min.'
fields, but, during the night, the 3d Divl
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infiltrated through the Colmar Forest
and jumped off from its eastern edge at
da,'!ight. The division continued to make
prog'ress and, by the 26th, had cleared the
III River from Selestat to IlIhausen and
had reached the Colmar Canal, which runs
{'u,twardly from Colmar, at three points.
Further to the north, the 1st Infantry Di
VI, ion established a bridgehead across the
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ingly, asked for and received an additional
United States infantry division from
SHAEF. The 75th Division moved into
the French First Army sector on 27 Janu
ary. The United States XXI Corps as
sumed command of the three American
infantry divisions (3d, 28th, and 75th) and
elements of the French 5th Armored Di
vision. The XXI Corps' mission was to

A French Army half-track moving through a tank barrier which was left open by confused
German defenders in the outskirts of Colmar, France.-Department of Defense photo.
III River. On the south, however, the
Fr< nch I Corps attack had slowed down
considerably and was making only local
gall1s. In the first 5 days of the battle, the
Fr,'nch in the south had used their entire
supply of artillery ammunition which had
b",'n allocated for the whole op,eration,
1'\"'11 though ample warning of the SCIll'city
of all types of this item of supply had been
gl\ <'n. Additional ammunition 1;0 complete
th,' operation had to be provided from the
a]",ost exhausted 6th Army Group 1'1'
~·lll

Yes.

;eneral Devers was -not satisfied with
th, progress of the attack and, accordi

continue the attack and to capture Neuf
Brisach.
By 29 January, the XXI Corps had fS
tablished a bridgehead south of the Cpl
mar Canal and was advancing on Colmar.
In the south, the French I Corps was mak
inq; slow progress and was fighting in the
Nonnenbruck Forest and in the northern
outskirts of Cernay. By 3 February, the
2,8th Division had captured Colmar and
the 3d Division had reached Neuf Brisach
-a fortified city built in the seventeenth
century by the great French engineer
Vauban, and considered by many to be his
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masterpiece. Units of the 5th Armored
Division were relieved by elements of the
2d Armored Division which continued the
drive south.
On 5 February, the United States 12th
Armored Division, which had just been as
signed to the XXI Corps, passed through
the 28th Division in the Colmar area, and
ORDER OF THE DAY #6

0
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ments of the 1st Armored Division at
Fessenheim on 7 February. On that day,
General de' Lattre de Tassigny issued
Order of the Day # 6. (See Figure 4.)
The Colmar Pocket was closed: only
mopping up operations remained. (See
Figure 5.)
The weather during the entire battle
7 February 1945

FROM: General de LATTRE de TASSIGNY
Officers, Non-Commissioned Officers and Soldiers, American and French of
the French First Army: I do not want to wait until the end of this rugged and
victorious fight before telling you of my joy and my gratefulness.
For nearly three weeks I have been granting you no respite, and night, and
day I called out to you relentlessly and increasingly, "Forward!"
It was necessary.
No task was more important and more beautiful than that of saving
Strasbourg and definitely liberating Alsace. No task was more fruitful in its
results, military and political. No task more deserving of your generosity
and your sacrifices.
You have all understood this, and covered with mud, cold and exhausted,
you have found in yourselves the extreme energy necessary to overcome the
desperate energy of the enemy.
I thank you, my dear American Comrades, who have brought us your valor
and who have spared neither your arms nor your blood in order to help us.
And for you, my dear French Comrades, you can claim with justifiable
pride that you have been artisans of a great national event, of which our
children will speak with emotion and respect.
All divisions of the Army of Liberation were present and all of them,
each with its particular genius, and each with an equal love for the Mother
Country, have gloriously consecrated their part of the battlefield.
The German is being completely pushed from the sacred soil of France.
He will not return!
FIGURE 4.

drove south toward Rufach. Within 24
hours, the division had overcome resistance
and had made contact with elements of
the French 1st Armored Division driving
from the south, thus isolating the enemy
to the west in the Vosges. At the same
time, the 3d Division stormed and cap
tured Neuf Brisach. The 2d Armored
Division, driving southward, joined ele

was the worst that had been encountered
on the Rhine Plain for more than 10 years.
Nonbattle casualties, resulting mainly
from the abnormal weather, were greater
than battle casualties. The Americans suf
fered 2,961 battle and 3,228 nonbattlp
casualties while the French casualtie~
totaled 5,067 battIe and 11,963 nonbattl,'
losses. During the operation, 16,438 Ger
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muns were captured and a great many
others were killed or wounded.
With the closing of the Colmar Pocket,
a thorn that had been in the side of the
6th Army Group since mid-November was
eliminated. It was now possible for the
French to take over a large sector along
th(' Rhine, and additional troops now were
available to the Seventh Army for the re
sumption of the offensive and the ultimate
destruction of the enemy.

I
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Conclusions
The November offensive, from a plan
ning point of view, was well conceived
and co-ordinated. It was highly successful,
producing results greater than expected.
Thp belief that the Germans would commit
their general reserves in the Metz area
waR well founded, and the initial attack
by the Third Army to the north paved the
way for the Seventh Army to utilize ef
fectively its armor and motorized infantry.
The main effort hy the XV Corps is an
outstanding example of the proper utiliza
tion of armor in its primary role of ex
ploitation after enemy defenses have been
PCli(·trated. The maneuver which sent the
French armored division north and south
around the Saverne Gap, outflanking that
strong and easily defended position, was
brilliant and resulted in the opening of
several routes into the Alsacian Plain.
Th,· use of motorized infantry to follow
closely behind the French armor provided
the forces necessary to hold the ground
all l'udy gained and to aid in the reduction
of ('nemy strong points. , The French First
Anny employed the same principles in the
sOllth, thus breaching the strongly de
fended Belfort Gap, capturing Mulhouse,
au'; reaching the Rhine.
rristorians writing of the operations
rna ,- argue that it was tactically unsound
to -,wing the major part of the Seventh
AI,ny to the- north to assist the Third
AI"IY in penetrating the Siegfried Line
whde the Colmar Pocket was still in ex-

l
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istence. Such an argument is not realistic.'
The Germans were reeling backward and
the French First Army, by an outstand
ing maneuver, had breached the Belfort
Gap and had reacJ:ted the Rhine. The
French had available for use in the Al
sacian Plain a force consisting of four
French in~antry divisions, three French
armored divisions, one United States In
fantrY Division, and additional smaller
units totaling an additional division.
fiGURE 5.
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There was every reason to believe that
the French would be able to close, the
pocket from Switzerland to Strasbourg
with little difficulty.
Although there were many considera
tions which contributed to the failure of
the French to close the pocket, the prin
cipal ones are twofold. First, the terrific
traffic jam of armored units, when the
Germans were on the run, definitely in
fluenced adversely the whole operation.
The Germans regrouped successfully and
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hastily established defense positions which,
for weeks, prevented other than small
gains in that sector. Second, French cas
ualties had been heavy, particularly among
the officers in colonial units. Since few,
if any, replacements familiar with the
handling- of colonial troops were available,
there was an inevitable lowering of morale
and efficiency of these units.
A~ to the Seventh Army's drive north
ward, the Siegfried Line actually was pen
etratt'd in ~everal places and the swing
to the north, therefore, must be consid
ered highly successful. On the Saar front,
only remnants of German units stood be
tween the Third and Seventh Armies and
the Rhine River whE'n the German Ar
dennes offensive caused the shifting of
AnH'rican divisions to the north. \Vhether
it would have bE'en preferable to allow the
Seventh Army to continue its northward
drive to outflank the strong enemy posi
tions in front of the Third Army, rather
than to assume the defensive, is interesting
conjecture. If the northward drive had
been allowed to continue, it is possible that
some of the GeJ'.man units scheduled for
the Battle of the Bulg-e would have had
to be diverted to the south, thus reduc
ing- the enemy effort in the Ardennes.
When the Seventh Army was placed on
the defensive, Headquarters, 6th Army
Group, still hoped to renew the offensive
in the Colmar area with the French First
Army. The plan failed, not because German
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capabilities were not evaluated properly,
but rather because of a failure to appre
ciate the lack of strength of the French
forces.
The German New Year's Eve attack had
been anticipated correctly, and the XV
Corps was able to stop it after losing
some ground initially. To the east, the
VI Corps failed to appreciate the seJ'ious
n(,SR of the German bridgehead established
nerth of Strasbourg and, subsequently, the
corps was required to fall back to the
Moder River in order to protect the in
tegrity of the army group front.
As to the planning for the final Colmar
Pocket operation, the official history of the
nth Army Group states that there is no
doubt that the plan of operations was
sound and that had the entire United
States corps recommended for employment
been available at the commencement of the
operation, the pocket undoubtedly would
have been closed in the 7 days predicted.
In this brief summary of events lead
ing up to the formation of the Colmar
Pocket and of the operation resulting in
its elimination, it is impossible to cover the
magnificent actions of the divisions and
smaller units which made up the 6th Army
Group. It was, however, the heroic' actions
of these divisions and smaller units-both
American and French-which made pos
sible the successful operations of the (ith
Army Group.

r
The Division Slice in Two World Wars
Colonel Car! T. Schmidt, Infantry
Instructor, Army War ~ollege

The t,iews e.l'pressed in this U/·tiele
pai'd dearly for our shortage of combat
• divisions.
the author's an.d are not neces
sarily those of the Depal'iment of the
Certainly, we could have made good use
AI'lIlY, the Army TVa)' College, or the
of more than 89 divisions. Several advan
CU111mand and Geneml Staff Col
tages would have followed from a larger
lcge.-The Editor.
number. One would have been the ability
IIrc

WHEN

Germany sUl'l'endered, on 7
May 1945, the United States had some
12.million men in its armed forces. Less
than one-fifth of these men were in ground
combat units. All of the 89 Army divisions
then in existence, and all of the divisions
of the Marine Corps, were in overseas
thea(pl's of operations, and all but 2 had
been in action. No reserves, other than re
placement~, repmined in the United States;
nor was there any sig-nificant strategic re
oel v.. of uncommitted forces in the thea
ter,;. For some time. too. the problem Of
supplying trained replacements to the
comilat divisions had been critical.

Olll' interpretation of these facts is that
our ll1obilization plan~' provided with re
markable accuracy for the minimum forces
re(jliIJ'ed to win the war. It also may be
said 1hat, had our operational plans suf
felt,1 a serious check, we 'Yould have

to withdraw units from action before the
point of fatigue had set in, and beyond
which casualties tended to mount seriously.
Another would have been more systematic
unit training, witho1.!t the disruption and
turnover within units caused by emergency
demands for individual replacements. A
third would have been greater ability to
concentrate decisive force at critical mo
ments.
But could the United States have mobi
lized, fought, and supported more divisions
without seriously reducing the strength
and quality of its over-all strategic effort?
Were there wastes of manpower, the cor
rection of which )Vould have added to our
fighting strength? Is this country's capac
ity to deploy combat divisions overseas
as limited as it appeared to be in World
War II? These questions are of more than
historical interest, for the proper utiliza
tion of American manpower, in a future

Economy of force is necessary even in an army that prides itself on the
sUfteriority of its resources. Americans must work harder and live with
les;, Only then can we build more power in the men behind the guns
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war, has become a problem of utmost
importance.
.
One approach to the answer is by way
of history. We may compare the employ
ment of manpower and the division slices
of the American Army in World Wars .J
and II, determine points of difference, and
establish reasons for the differences. Such
an analysis may point to lessons that have
an application to the future. This is the
approach taken by the present article.
-Analysis of Division Slices
in the Two Wars
Number and strength of divisions.-By
11 November 1918, the Army had acti
vated 58 divisions.
Of these units, 42
were overseas. However, 12 of the 42
divisions were not functioning as combat
units, having been drained for replace
ments or converted to othe!' uses in Fmnce.
Of the 16 divisions forming in the United
States, 9 were at less than half strength
in November 1918. The total strength of
the Army (less personnel in the Air Ser
vice and related activities) on 11 Novem
ber was 3,514,137 men. Of this number,
933,862 men were in divisions.
On 30 April 1945, the Army contained
89 divisions (67 infantry divisions, 16
armored divisions, 5 airborne divisions,
and 1 mountain division). All were over
seas, and all were at or not far below their
authorized strength. The total number
of men in the Army (less Army Air
Forces) at the end of April was 5,983,492,
of whom 1,194,569 were in divisions.
Effective division sliccs.-Obviously, we
would be led to false conclusions if we we,re
to use the total numbers of activated divi
sions in the two wars as the basis for
calculating the respective division slices.
It is more reasonable to determine the num
ber of divisions that would have existed if
an divisional peTsonnel had been assigned
to such units at maximum authorized
strength. On 11 November 1918, the table
of organization strength of an infantry
division was 28,059. Therefore, the total
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of 933,862 men then in divisions was equal
to 33.3 World War I full strength infan
try divisions. Similarly, on 30 April 1945,
the authorized strength of an infantry divi
sion was 14,037. The total of 1,194,569
men then in divisions was equal to 85.3
World Wm' II full strength infantry divi
sions.
On this basis, the world-wide divisionl
slice of World War I was 105,000 men,
and that of World War II was 70,000. )
Equivalent division slices.-It is ap
parent that these slices also are faulty
for purposes of comparison because the
World War I infantry division at author
ized strength had twice as many men as
the infantry division of World War II.
Therefore, a further adjustment is neces
sary if we are to have a valid basis for
comparison. Based on this adjUstment,
we ean calculate the number of "equivalent
divisions" on the two dates in terms of a
single authorized strength. If we apply
the 1945 strength of 14,037 men to the
personnel in the divisions on 11 November
1918, we find that the 58 activated divi
sions of World War I were equivalent in
manpower to 66.7 World War II infantry
divisions. In these terms, the world-wide
division slice in 1918 was 52,600 men, as
against a world-wide division slice of 70,
000 in 1945.
Distribution of personnel.-A more illu
minating approach to a comparison of the
relative numbers of combat troops in the
two wars is the distribution of personnel
in the Army by major categories.
Division slices in comparable theaters.
It also is interesting to contrast the divi
sion slices of 1918 and 1945 in approxi
mately the same theaters of operations,
that is, Western Europe. In the American
Expeditionary Forces, the slice, in terms
of a division equivalent in manpower to a
World War II infantry division, was 3~J,000 men. The comparable slice in the
European Theater of Operations was
45,000 men.

r
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Interpretations *
For our purposes, the data presented
above have the following significance (con
sideration is given only to the Army minus
Air Force personnel):
1. In 1918, almost half the Army was
in combat categories; in 1945, only a little
oirer a third.
2. Personnel classifiable as replacements
numbered somewhat over a quarter of the
Army in both wars. However, they were
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laneous categories were proportionately
much higher in 1945 than in 1918.
5. Aviation drew more heavily on serv
ices of the rest of the Army in 1918 than
in 1945. Therefore, the division slice of
1945 is not disproportionately weighed by
support for the Air Forces.
6. The proportion of personnel in the
Army whose job was to support troops
in divisions was 45 percent greater in
1945 than in 1918, that is, for every 100

DISTRIBUTION OF PERSONNEL IN THE ARMY IN TWO WORLD WARS

Divisions
Nondivisional combat forces
(less antiaircraft artillery)

Percent of
Total Army
Total
(less Air)
Strength
1918 1945
15 Nov 18 SO Nov 45
933,862
1,194,569
26.6 20.0

Percent of
Total Ground
Combat Forces
1918
19J,.5
56.3
53.5

726,149

779,882

20.7

13.0

43.7

35.0

Ground combat forces (less
llntiaircraft artillery)
Antiaircraft artillery

1,660,011

1,974,451
259,403

47.3

33.0
4.3

100.0

88.5
11.5

Total ground combat forces
Nondivisional service
Replacements
Overhead and miscellaneous
Total Army (less Air)
ArlllY Air Forces

1,660,011
945,470
454,863
453,793
3,514,137
190,493

2,233,854
1,638,214
841,715
1,269,709
5,983,492
2,307,501

47.3 37.3
26.7 27.4
13.0 14.1
13.0 21.2
100.0 100.0

100.0
56.9
27.4
27.4

100.0
73.3
37.9
56.9

3,704,630

8,290,993

TOTAL

-------------_._-conciderably higher in proportion to com
bat troops in 1945 th~n in 1918.
;J. Personnel in service categories num
bered somewhat over a quarter of the
Army in both wars. Service personnel also
were considerably higher in proportion to
coni bat troops in 1945 than in .I918.
.1. Persormel in overhead and miscel
* T;

~~

data in the table found on page 53 and the

ma""I'ial on which "Interpretations rt are based. are
fou Id on pages 191-193 inclusive of The Army

Cro 'nd Forces; The Organization of Ground Com
bat Troops. published by the Historical Division. De
pal'ment of the Army, in 1947.

-----------

men in a division, the number of men in
support was 276, in 1918, and 400, in 1945.
Combat Capabilities of Infantry
Divisions in 1918 and 1945
Was the increased support given to the
combat division of World War II accom
panied by greater power on the battle
field?
The essence of success in tactics is the
delivery of overpowering fire from the
right place at the right time. Two in
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gredients in this essence are fire power
and mobility. There are other elements,
notably leadership and the will-to-fight,
but they cannot be measured arithmeti
cally. The relative fire power and mobility
of tactical units, however, can be calcula
ted with I:! tolerable approximation.
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ported a givfn number of combat troops
in World War II than in World War I.
2. The potential effectiveness of a divi
sion on the battlefield was much greater
in 1945 than in 1918.
The division of 1945 had more fire power
and mobility than its counterpart in 1918
Fil'e powc/·.- The infantry division of
bccause its weapons, vehicles, and signal
communications were superior. These im
1945 not only was equipped with more
provements, in turn, were a product of
effective weapons than the infantry divi
the rapid progress made in science, tech
sion of 1918, but it also delivered more
nology, and industry in the years between
fire in battle. The weight of ammunition
of all calibers expended, on the average,
the two wars. But the new tools of war
had a price: the additional manpower
irt each division day of combat in the
needed to operate and maintain them. The
European Theater of Operations was 2'12
greater fire power and mobility of the
times greater than in the American Ex
World War II division could be achieved
peditionary Forces. This contrast is all
only by giving it increased noncombat sup
the more striking when we recall that the
infantry division of World War II had. port.
only half as many men as were authorized
In other words, technological develop
the division of World War I.
ments in warfare made necessary a larger
division slice. It is possible that there were
Mobility.-The World War I division,
other reasons, too, for the growth of the
unless assisted by nonorganic transporta
noncombat elements of the Army-reasons
tion, was limited in its mobility to the rate
to be found in the peculiar strategic
of march of its foot soldiers. The World
character of World War II and in the im
\Var II infantry division, however, was
pact of American standards of living upon
capable of moving either at the rate of
the military service.
march of its infantry regiments or, by em
The factol' of technology.-We may con
ploying its organic vehicles in echelons, at
sider first the materiel requirements that
the much higher rate of motor trucks. In
reflected technical developments in the art
rear areas, it could move at least 7 times
of war. This is a factor that would have
as far in 24 hours as could the division
operated regardless of the particular strat
of 1918. In strategic mobility, the 1945
egy of \Vorld War II. The point is this:
infantry division (not to mention the tac
Because of innovations in warfare, tlw
tical capabilities of the armored division)
tools used by the Army in World War II
was much superior to its counterpart of
were very different from those used 25
World War J.
years before. These requirements weI e
The higher fire power and mobility of
expressed not only in an increase in the
the divisions in World War II were a re
numbers and types of items of equipment,
flection both of better equipment and of
but also in increased bulk and mechanical
greater logistical support.
refinement of much of that materiel.
The initial movement of one American
Reasons for the Disparity Between
soldier with his equipment in World War
Division Slices in the Two Wars
I required an average of 2.7 measuremellt
So far, two conclusions have been
tons. The comparable figure for World
reached:
War II was more than 5 tons. Furthel
1. Substantially more manpower sup
more, an average ton of materiel for the
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American Expeditionary Forces took up
63 cubic feet of space; for the United
States Army in the European Theater of
Opl'rations 99 cubic feet was required.
In short, 57 percent more space for each
tOil in storage and transportation was
nc('d"d in the European Theater of Opera
ti,ms than in the American Expeditionary
Forces. Supply requirements of the Ameri
call Expeditionary Forces averaged 59
pounds for each man each day; in the
European Theater of Operations they
averaged 67 pounds. The relative mechan
ization of the two forces is reflected in
the fact that the consumption of gasoline
for aviation and all other purposes in the
American Expeditionary Forces was a
little over 1 pound for each man each day,
whereas in the European Theater of Op
erations it was more than 11 pounds for
nOli aviation purposes alone.
A~ we have seen, an infantry division
in 1918 hasI an anthorized strength of
28,059 men. An infantry division in 1945
haa half that strength. Yet the armament
requirements were almost in reverse pro
portion. The 1918 division had 86 artillery
pieces, whereas the 1945 infantry division
included 136 artillery weapons. The divi
sion of 1918 had 260 machine guns. With
half as many men, the 1945 division was
equipped with 461 machine guns. In World
War I, a division had 804 motor vehicles
and 1,080 carts and wagons. An infantry
divi,ion in World War II had 1,474 motor
veh,c1es. In World War I, there was no
arlllored division. The total number of
tanks employed by the Ameriean Expedi
tiol1ary Forces was 2"65. (Most of these
wen- 6-ton tanks; all were furnished by
th" French and British.) In World War
n. "n armored division was equipped with
2,(1:,] self-propelled vehicles, in~luding 272
tanl:s.>

I he increased volume, variety, and com
ph-, ity of the tools of war were accom
pa. ied by greater volume, variety, and
co; ,plexity in the supply of the tools, the
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ammunition and fuel required for their
operation, as well as in their transporta
tion, storage, and maintenance. Therefore,
the factor of technology alone demanded
more manpower for the support of a com
bat unit.
'I The factol' of stmte[Jy.-There also was
a major strategic difference between the
two wars: This difference inevitably was
reflected in the relative sizes of the division
slices.
So far as the American Army was con
cerned, vVorld War I was confined to a
relatively narrow front in one major the
ater of operations. The strategic problem
was to move a large, partly equipped army
across a single ocean line of communica
tions into a relatively secure and well
organized base; there to assemble and
complete the training and equipping of
the army; and, finally, to join with strong
Allied armies in defeating the enemy upon
a single front, primarily by means of in
fantry and artillery.
The problems of World War II were
much more complex. Our strategy in that
war was to hold at least one of two major
enemies at bay, while gathering our
strength for offensive action, and then, be
cause we were unable to attack both op
ponents in force at once, to give priority
to the defeat of the more formidable. The
holding phase of our strategy required
the provision of great logistic aid to our
Allies, the securing of numerous lines of
communications, and a preliminary of
fensive against the enemies' logistic po
tentials, primarily by means of air and
naval action. The second phase of our
strategy was executed when our men were
trained and equipped, and we were able to
bring to bear preponderant weight in
materiel. We then launched major am
phibious and air offensives designed to
seize and secure bases in enemy-held areas,
first, in Africa and Europe, and, iater, in
the Pacific. Once these major bases had
been secured, it was necessary further to
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assemble large armies for the final of
fensive toward the enemy homelands.
To say that the American Army's stra
tegic problem in World War I was com
paratively simple is not to deprecate the
skill with which it was solved. It does
lead one to expect that a smaller propor
tion of the Army's manpower had to be
committed to noncombat duties than was
required by the more complex and more
widely deployed operations of World War
II.
The factor of lines of communications
and sources of sllllply.-In World War II,
the Army was confronted by a logistical
situation different, in important respects,
from that of the earlier war. These dif
ferences-in part an expression of tech
nological developments and strategy-also
must be considered in an analysis of the
support required by combat units.
Not only were our troops in World War
II more highly mechanized and, in part,
more distantly deployed than in 1918, but
they also received less logistical help from
their Allies.
Only 43 percent of the 2 million men in
the American Expeditionary Forces were
shipped overseas in American vessels.
However, most of the 5 million soldiers
overseas at the end of World Wur II, and
virtually all of their supplies, were trans
ported in American ships. In 1917-18,
there was but one overseas theater, 3,000
miles from American seaports. At the
European terminus were well-developed
ports, far from the front and unharassed
by the enemy. The unloading of men and
supplies proceeded without serious inter
ruption. The troops were moved toward
the front over a secure railway system,
operated, in large part, by French person
nel and equipment. In World War II, our
troops were transported to five major
theaters, in Europe and Africa, Southeast
Asia, and the Western and Southwestern
Pacific. Instead of only 3,000 miles, men
and supplies were sent 6,000 miles to the

!
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South Pacific and even 12,000 miles to the
ports ,of India and the Persian Gulf. Many
of the overseas ports were inadequate, Or
were badly damaged. In some instances,
no ports, were available; major assaults
were mide again'st defended shores in
order to seize harbors and repair them
with ou~ own means. Ashore, the troops
moved largely with their own transporta
tion.
For its supplies, the American Expedi
tionary Forces drew, to a large extent,
upon the British and French. On a ton
nage basis, 51 percent of all supplies re
ceived by the American Expeditionary
Forces from 1917 to 1919 came from
Europe, and only 49 percent from the
United States. For particular equipment,
notably artillery and aircraft, the Army
depended almost entirely upon British and
French sources. By the spring of 1918,
the Armies of France and Great Britain
had suffered very heavy casualties. At
this point, America's contribution to the
Allied cause became primarily one of man
power. In 7 months, 1'~ million American
soldiers were shipped to France, there to
be supplied, in gr~at part, by our Allies.
The American Expeditionary Forces
were handicapped seriously by not having
enough service support for their combat
units. The shortage of service troops be
came more and more acute in the last
months of the war. In September 1918,
it was decided to turn over to the Services
of Supply three newly arrived infantry
divisions, pending the arrival of more
Services of Supply troops. In other words,
the division slice of the American Expedi
tionary Forces was probably too small.
By contrast, the much heavier supply
requirements of the American Army in
World War II were met far more com
pletely by its own logistical services. More
over, the Army made large material con
tributions to the Allied armed forces alld
to the civilian populations overseas. For
example, almost all of the equipment us~d
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by the revitalized French Army, which
had 12 divisions in action at the end of
the war, was supplied by the American
Army. Our forces operated lines of com
munications in Persia and India for the
sole purpose of sending supplies to the
Russians and Chinese. The Army also
was obliged to assist in maintaining a
minimum subsistence for the populations
of liberated and occupied areas, and this,
too, burdened its service forces.

The long, complicated, and relatively
insecure lines of communications of the
Army in 1941-45, together with the heavy
demands made upon its supply system,
thus were additional reasons for the high
proportion of service troops in World War

U.
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The factor of replacements.-We have
seen that replacements were in higher
ratio to combat forces in 1945 than in
1918. For every 100 men in divisions, there
were 38 replacements in May 1945, as
against 27 in November 1918. This was
an 'element of greater combat strength in
the division slice of World War lI.
Before World War II, it had been the
practice to fight divisions until they were
seriously reduced by casualties, and then
withdraw them from the line and rebuild
them. In 1918, the American Expedition
ary Forces ha'd to reduce the strength of
its' divisions and, finally, to disband several
newly arrived divisions in order to main
taill the limited strength of those already
in battle, In contrast, the replacement
system adopted by the American Army in
Wol'ld War II provid~ for a flow of in
di\'idual soldiers from training centers to
tl1<' divisions in combat, in order to keep
th,,-.. units near full strength. Losses were
replaced without the dissolution of any
di\ lsions committed to action, although
sOI',e of them suffered heavy and continual
ea- lIalties over a period of years.
:\ot only were there, proportionately,
m"re ~eplacements in World War II than
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in World War I, but also they were more
fully trained and their movement was con
ducted more systematically. The personnel
required to give this training and to man
age the replacement system were a sizable
portion of the Army's "overhead."

The factor of living, standards.-During
the interval between the two wars, the
American' people approximately doubled
their yearly per capita production of goods
and services. The increase in output was
accompanied by a marked rise in consump
tion levels. Not only did this mean greater
individual consumption of the "essen
tials"-food, clothing, and shelter-but
als~ more consumption of "luxuries" and
near luxuries. As a result, the wants of
the American people ranged more and
more widely. Increasingly, the bounty of
modern industry was expressed in auto
mobiles, radios, skin creams, beard soften
ers, silk stockings, cigarettes, billfolds,
dancing lessons, puffed cereals, and motion
pictures. Not merely the luxuries of the
fathers, but also luxuries unknown to the
fathers, became the necessities of the chil
dren. Under the pressures of convention,
at least a moderate consumption of such
things came to be part of a decent living.
People were caught up more and more in
an elaboration of dress, diet, housing,
recreation, and adornment. At the same
time, habits of wasteful consumption be
came more widespread and firmly fixed.
It was easy to recognize the many forms
of waste that had become a part of the
accepted living pattern. The comparative
wastefulness of Americans is widely ad
mitted by Americans themselves. It was
widely regarded as a proof of the success
of their productive system.
The point made here is not that this
is morally reprehensible, It is simply that
the rising American living standard, and
its accompanying wastes, have been in
creasingly costly in terms of materials and
manpower, and that as a result, the Ameri
can habits of consumption inevitably are
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reflected in the standards of the armed
forces of the American people.
It is difficult, statistically, to throw light
on the influence of this factor iJ1 raising
the manpower and material requiremE'nts
of the Army of 1940-45. Yet there is no
doubt that it did have a suhstantial effect.
Everyone who knows the habits of Ameri
can ,.;oldif'rs of all ranks, f'veryone who
knows of the services provided system
atically by the Army. can provide illustra
tions. There were the laundry and bath
units, the refrigerated foods, the efficient
Jlostal s<'rVlce, and the well-made shoes
and trucks. On thE' other hand, there were
tho wasted rations, the gasoline burned
in needless jeep rides, the serviceable
equipment cast aside, the soft drinks
shipped thousands of miles, the elaborate
merchandisf' of the Post Exchanges (at
least in the rear areas), and the mountain
ous baggage that was transported by our
moving troops. Possibly the modern Ameri
can business office-with its lavish use of
paper, typewriters, files, and clerks-had
its reflex, too, in swelling the demands of
the higher headquarters. The American
troops of 1918 were hailed by the Quarter
masters as "the best fed soldiers in the
world." Yet the average soldier in the
American Expeditionary Forces ate only
4.3 pounds of food a day, whereas his
European Theater of Operations counter
part required more than 7 pounds. The
ration of 1945 was more palatable than
that of 1918, but why~even allowing for
convenient packaging-should it have
weighed 3 pounds more?
The Army of 1918 also had a high
of living, compared with its Al
lies, and its soldiers were not noted for
thrift. But the pressure of civilian living
habits upon the Army-the urge to dupli
eate the comforts and usages of civilian
life-was heavier in World War II, if for
no other reason than because these habits
were expressed on a materially higher and
more lavish plane.
~tandard
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Inflation of the Division Slice
in World War II
\Vas the division slice of World War II
larger than can be reasonably explained
hy th(' factor of technological developnwnt
and by the unique strategic and logistical
rE'quirements of the war? The discus~ion
of living standards in the preceding para
gTaphs suggests that it was. The prolific
demands for men and equipment to be
employed in many ways not related to
combat. the habit of "empire building."
the tendency to burden the military estab
lishment with comforts and conveniences.
specialized services, and complex agencies
of control-these were powerful forces in
the inflation of noncombat elements of the
Army.
Colonel S. L. A. Marshall- (in the COli/
bat Forces Journal of August 1950)
pointed up certain aspects of the problem
in trenchant language: "In actual goods,
we wasted more materiel in Western
Europe in getting from Normandy Beach
to the Elbe River than the two million
men of the original American Expedition
ary Forces required throughout its opera
tion. The total r<'quil'ements of the first
American Expeditionary Forces were sev
eral million tons less than the S1.I1·plus of
the second expedition of 1944-45.
" . . . such tremendous waste came
mainly from two faults in the system. The
flTst is our overindulgent attitude to
ward our troops; we seem to feel that
their loyalties cannot be commanded un
less the Army acts as a pappy to them
and puts their creature comforts above
all else. The second was a basic weak
ness in the checks or controls over the
supply demands of the field armies. . . .
Both [evils] came . . . from the iIlusilln
that American resources are practically
inexhaustible. That idea of the national
wealth, and how we should use it wh 0 n
war comes, is by no means' confined to t ;le
armed services. But to the extent that
they follow this public fancy, instead of

»
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determining a fundamental soundness for
their own economy, they sanction the
bogging down of true mobility under un
supportable weights.
\

'I·

':'

"The lack of a fundamental supply dis
cipline in all ranks of all the services
causes more friction and destroys more
mobility in the operations 6f American
foret's than any other weakness. And it
is a chief contributor to our mOI'al weak
nes~."

Not only were there avoidable wastes of
manpower and materials in the flow of
supplies to the troops, but there also were
wastes in the organization and operations
of headquarters and of troop units.
The staffs of higher headquarters ab
~orbed many of the most experienced of
ficer,. not to mention others who might
have been more useful elsewhere. More
over, the massive paper work, the com
plicated co-ordination, the network of
communications, and the liaison demanded
by ;'lephantine headquarters threatened
to block the rapidity of action for which
the Army was physically equipped. Gen
eral 1\lcNair wrote: "The overhead of
heaciquarters in this war is viewed as stag
gering. We have the advantage of the
most modern equipment in communica~
tions and transportation, which should op
era tt' to reduce overhead but actually
is operating to increase overhead in
steaci. . . . If commanders are allowed to
indit-ate their own needs, experience has
shown repeatedly and almost invariably
that there will be no en,? to the increases
demanded."
[l"plicating supply lines and different
standards of service in the Army, Navy,
an,l the Ail' Forces complicated and slowed
IOIr: tIc operations. Intricate ·organiza
tim. for Army administration, services,
and ,"upply existed in the .overseas thea
tel'; , Each theater commander was free
to t up whatever type of logistic struc
tm', he desired. The result was that no
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two were alike. Large headquarters with
vaguely defined and overlapping functions
were the rule. Differing systems, proce
dures, forms, and nomenclature were bar
riers to effective supply co-ordination.
Furthermore, accor,ding to the Final
Rel'OI·t of the Army SO'vice Forces, "a
fully satisfactory organization within tac
tical units' of thE;' Army for performing
logistic functions in the field was not de
veloped during the war. The number and
types of service units, over 150 at the end
of the war, is one indication of the con
fusion in this field. I n addition, special
units or units with special equipment were
continuously created. There was an un
necessary overspecialization in types of
gervice troops, thereby making it difficult
to secure maximum flexibility in the util
ization of service personnel."
The advantage of hindsight makes it far
easier to point to such wastes today than
during the war. Many activities that now
appear unnecessary could not have been
so regarded at one time or another while
the conflict was going on. War inherently
is wasteful. Nevertheless, it must be evi
clent that a greater sense of the value of
men and materials is essential to the·
safety of this Nation.

,
Lessons Applicable to a
Future War
\Vhat. lessons can be drawn from this
compal'1son of division slices in the two
wars? Have we found any guideposts that
point the way toward reasonable rl>duc
tions 1n the noncombat elements of ~rmy
InanpO'\~er?

We have seen that a number of major
factors operated taward a relatively large
employment of manpower in supporting'
roles in the Army of 1941-45. These very
features suggest approaches to the prob
lem of deflating the noncombat categories
in a,future war.
TechllOlogy.-For one thing, the increas
jng complexity of the tools Qf war de
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mands more and more manpower in sup
port of the combat troops. Some of this
growing complexity adds to the battlefield
potential of the Army. But it is at least
possible-if not probable-that the net ef
fect of technical developments in certain
directions will reduce the Nation's fighting
power. The cost of these developments
the manpower that they remove from the
pool of potential fighting soldiers-may
more than offset their contribution.
This possibility is raised strikingly by
the trend toward motorization. To realize
that there is a limit to the profitable em
ployment of motor vehicles, we need only
envisage the absurdity-in the present
state of technology-of providing every
man in a combat unit with a vehicle. An
excess of transportation surely will im
mobilize an Army.
The large number of motor vehicles as
signed to combat units in World War II
added greatly-directly and indirectly
to the demands for shipping space and
thereby reduced the number of troop units
that could be sent abroad. The more ve
hicles were used overseas, the more ship
ping was needed for fuel, spare parts,
replacement vehicles, drivers, and main
tenance men, and the less was available
for combat troops, weapons, and ammuni
tion.
.
Economy of force is a basic necessity
even for an Army that prides itself on
the superiority of its technical resources.
Let us consider any proposals for the
adoption of new tools of war--or, for that
matter, proposals for a wider use of ex
isting tools--only if their benefits are
evident from the broad standpoint of ob
jectives and costs to the national war ef
fort. These proposals must prove that the
manpower and materials needed for the
production, maintenance, and operation of
the new tools of war would not be em
ployed better elsewhere. They must prove
their worth-not in making life more con
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venient or easier-but in adding directly
or indirectly to the striking power of our
fighting men.

Strategy.-The complexity and the wide
range of American strategy in World War
II also did much to swell the requirements
for manpower in noncombat assignments.
A multiplication of strategic commitments
also is a multiplication of demands for
men, especially for lines o~communica
tions. If our limited manpower is to be
used for the most urgent tasks, our stra
tegic planning must look to the concentra
tion of force on primary objectives. Fur
thermore, we must devise better means of
estimating long-range troop requirements
and for anticipating the deployment of
units. This is necessary, if logistkal plan
ners are to have a firm basis and suffi
cient time to furnish sound support for
projected operations.
Standards of living and working.-An
other lesson, perhaps the most difficult to
be learned from the experience of World
War II, is that the whole range of our
requirements can and must be reduced in
the interest of economy. No one con
sciously advocates waste. Our problem,
however, lies in convincing men, in spe
cific situations, that they can get along
with less and be the better for it. What
is required is a fundamental change in
attitudes; a change that will make for a
far stricter application of economy in COll
crete cases. This is a problem of leader
ship and initiative at every level, civilian
as well as military.
It is pertinent to recall the ideas of a
resolute spokesman for economy in the
Army. General McNair's chief thought in
tactical organization was to concentrate
a maximum of men and materiel in of
fensive striking units capable of destroy
ing the enemy's capacity for resistance.
The derivatives of this idea were mar.y.
One was to have a minimum of noncombat
soldiers, to hold down nontactical overheutJ,
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and to make ,tactical staffs small and ef
ficipnt. Headquarters companies, staffs,
and administrative' personnel should be
kept small by the elimination of unneces
sary links in the chain of command and
by reduction of paper work through the
use of verbal orders. Combat units should
have only such personnel and equipment
as they require at all times. Transport
and special equipment should be assigned
sparingly and pooled where possible.
Weapons and units primarily defensive
in character should absorb as little as pos
sible of the national resources. Special
tYl>e 'Units and excessively specialized per
sonnel, useful on certain occasions only,
should be discouraged.
:\lodern weapons and modern transpor
tation have greatly increased the tactical
potl'ntial of combat units. But the need
for 1/lorc combat units will not be met,
unless we learn that American soldiers
can get along with less and be the better
for 'it. Nor does this hold only for the
fighting troops. The living standards of
troops in rear areas also must fall in line.
Furthermore, most people probably can
work harder than they do. The duty hours
of front-line units can at least be equaled
in the rear are:;ts, and, especially, in head
quarters.
Administrative and service troops also
be prE'pared to defend, themselves
a2;amst raids and penetratioris'. Economy
of force argues against stationing combat
units in rear areas to $uard the lines of
cOlllmunications. All men, in the technical
alh! administrative services, must be
tramed in the essentials of small unit com
tat as well as in their technical and ad
milistrative. specialties. By the same to
ker , administrative and service units must
be organized and equipped so that they
ca engage in combat.
mu~t

\ll this is not merely a matter of pro
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claiming doctrine based on a concept of
stern supply discipline, nor of applying
a red pencil to tables of organization and
troop lists. It is, rather, one of devising
controls and standards of inspection to
make those controls work. All ranks, in
all services, must weave tighter discipline
into their performance of duty.
<II

Conclusion
There were almost three times as many
men in the Armed Forces of the United
States in World War II as in World War
1. Yet the number of men in our ground
combat forces was only 50 percent greater.
Furthermore, the Army division slice of
1945 was one-third larger than the com
parable slice of 1918.
Several factors were responsible for the
limited numbers of men in ground combat
units and for the large proportion of non
combat elements in the Army during
\Vorld War II. One was the heavy allo
cation of manpower and materials to con
trol the sea and the ail', to eJ;lgage in
strategic air bombardment, and to sup
port our Allies. Another was the require
ment to secure and maintain long and dif
ficult lines of communications. A third
factor was the .need for men and supplies
to move, operate, and service masses of
heavy and complicated mechanical equip
ment. There was desire and pressure to
give the men in the armed forces some
thing comparable with the American
standard of living. There also was the
large overhead that seemed necessary for
the control of a complex of specialized
units. And, throughout the process, there
was, unfortunately, a great waste of man
power and materials.
Our ability to economize in these factors
will determine the extent to which we can
increase the relative size of our ground
striking force in the future. The value
and the cost of technical innovations must
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be assessed more carefully. Strategic com·
mitments must be limited to those essential
to the national purpose. Above all, Ame;"
icans must learn that their resources are
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limited, and that they must work harder
and live with less. Only in this way can
we build more power in the men behind
the guns.

NEXT MONTH
Main Articles
The i'1'epal'atioll of a Technical SCI'vice Mobilization Plall by Major General William
H. Middleswart; and Progress Toward Decentralized Command by Lieutenant Colonel
George W. McCaffrey.

Foreign Military Digests
The foreign digests include "Reflections on Defense" from Rel'"e Militoi)'e d'l II·
forlllation (France); and "Logical Methods in Tank Development" from the Bi'ilish
An"y JO/l/'1wl (Great Britain).

Books for the Military Reader
Reviews of Engilll'cl'S of Ihe SOlllhlceSt Pacific /,941·1n45, l'olllmc VIII, Cl'iliqllt:
and [lm::;l, ['orlmit of Half' a COlllillCllt are included,

I
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UNITED STATES
Bulldozer 'Chuted

Antisubmarine Plane

Tht' Air Force has parachuted a 9 ',;'-ton
bulldozer from a cargo plane-the heaviest
load ever dropped successfully.
Within 5 minutes after the bulldozer
was landed, it was in full operation. Such
heavy equipment previously was dropped
in >'ections, but the parts often were
damaged on landing, making the entire
unit worthless.-News release.

The first of a "substantial number" of
the Navy's newest, and one of its most

Overseas Supply
The Air Force has geared its overseas
supply procedure to meet the urgent world
wide needs of the national emergency.
It has put into effect a new system for
supply control designed to speed world
wi,jp delivery of supplies and to keep an
up-to-date account of the where-abouts of
all items shipped by the Air Force.
The system includes ,the use of electri
cal accounting machines to keep records
and an elaborate world-wide communica
tim" system to transmit messages. These
mn,'hines enable the Air Force to keep
an accurate. record of each item from the
tin1" of requisition until it is delivered.
A .;orId-wide teletype and radio network
op' 'ds requisitions from overseas iostal
lalons to a monitoring point in this
cOlintry.-The New York Times.

The Martin P5M-l Marlin

flying boat.

deadly, antisubmarine weapons, the Mar
tin P5M-l lI1arlill flying boat, recently
completed its first flight.
One of the most completely electronic
any equipped planes ever built, the Madill
is designed especially for the detection
and destruction of enemy submarines. In
addition to this role, it can be used as
a cargo or general utility carrier.-Armed
Fo/·ce.

Serlin Radio
The United States radio station in Ber
lin has added millions of Iron. Curtain
listeners to its audience with th~ instal
lation of a 20,OOO-watt short wave trans
mitter.-News release.
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Navy Helicopter

Convertible Stratofreighter

The Kaman Aircraft Corporation re
cently completed and demonstrated its
first production model of the Navy HTK-l

The first production airplane in a new
multipurpose C-97 Stratofreighter series
recently was delivered to the Air Force.
Designated a KC-97E, the 72-ton air·
plane is designed to operate either as a
tanker aircraft, troop transport, cargo
carrier, or hospital plane.
Convertibility from one to any of the
other of these uses can be accomplished
in a few hours.-News release.

Improved Compasses

The HTK-I being used as an ambulance.
helicopter. It is designed primarily as
a two place (pilot and student) trainin~
craft, but can be used for combat ambu
lance work.
Performance data have not been re
leased.-N ews release.

Monofuel
Gas turbine engines in airplanes may
become more widely used with a so-called
monofuel which contains, in addition to
the combustible material, an oxygen-re
leasing chemical which supplies the neces
sary oxygen for combustion. Present fuels
used in rockets contain sufficient oxygen
to assure combustion.
This newly patented monofuel can be
used in rockets, or in other situations
where a self-sufficient fuel is desired, but
it is recommended particularly for gas tur
bine engines to permit them to operate
without dependence on the atmosphere
fN oxygen.-Science News Letia.

Airports Needed
Nearly 5,000 new or improved civilian
a.irports in American territory are needed
to meet the demands of aviation now and
during the next 3 years, according to a
recent report by the Civil Aeronautics
Administration.-Science News Letter.

American troops in Korea have received
two new types of compasses designed to
assist ground forces· in reconnaissance and
navigation, and for aiding forward ob
servers in directing fire.
Developed by the Army Corps of Engi
neers, the new wrist-type compass and
lensatic compass are vast improvements
over those used during the last war.
The new instruments are light, accurate,
sensitive, and rugged enough to with·
stand the most severe conditions of com·
!;at for a long period. They are resistent
to water, weather, shock, mildew, and
fungi; and have been drop-tested for air
and airborne operations.-A )")i!ed Force.

L-206 Cargo Plane
Lockheed Aircraft Corporation has been
selected to develop a new turboprop me
dium cargo airplane for the Air Force.
Carrying the design designation L-:!IiO,
the new freighter is distinguished by a
squat, highly utilitarian fuselage with
large aft cargo doors and an especially
sturdy floor built only 45 inches frol11 the
ground. Straight-in loading of bulky car!!;o
without special freight handling equip
ment will be possible.
Inherent in the design is the capability
of performing a variety of missions undt'r
extreme operational conditions. The care:o
area provides for carrying many types
of loads, including ground force vehicles
and equipment.-News release.
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'Flyaway Kit'

World's Fastest Plane

Durability and compactness are major
features of a new portable medical kit
containing sufficient drugs and other sup
plies to give interim care to a squadron
of ~OO to 300 men for about 30 days.
Called the "Flyaway Kit" because of
the ease with which it may be air-trans
ported, the array of instruments, pills,
and similar items has had provisional ac
ceptance by the Ail' Defense Command,
and may become standard for the entire
Ail' Force.-Armed FOI'ce.

The Navy recently announced that its
supersonic experimental plane, the D-558-f!
Skyrocket, had exceeded all airplane speed
and altitude records.
The exact marks attained were not dis
closed, but the announcement implied that
the speed probably was in excess of 1,000

Lightweight Revolvers
Some 2,000 Air Force crewmen are test
ing three different models of a lightweight,
.38-caliber revolver as possible replace
ments for the .45-caliber automatic now
in use.
The revolvers all use a 2-inch barrel,
but the frames and cylinders are made of
lightweight, high tensile strength alu
minum alloy.
The three models include a six-shot
revolver weighing 11 ~'2 ounces, a five-shot
revolver weighing 10''2 ounces, and a
six-shot revolver weighing 14 ounces.
Th(' .45-caliber automatic now used by
ail'nl'wmen weighs about 2''2 pounds,
An", rl Force.

Added Fire Power
Etforts to increase the fire power of
military police units are under way. Re
port< on l\IP combat operations in Korea
indicate that traffic patrols and traffic
contl'ol points frequently are attacked by
gnell iIIas or infiltrators. The lack of auto
mati,' weapons has handicapped the MPs
in su('h instances.
Tl." Provost Marshal General has pro
pos".! to the Chief of Army Field Forces
that nlilitary police units in field ar
mil', be provided with .30-caliber machine
gun, with pedestal and ground mounts,
and with additional Ml rifles.-Combat
Fo,., ,'S Jow'nal.

The Navy's supersonic research plane-the
D·558·2 Skyrocket-Douglas Aircraft photo.

miles an hour and the altitude more than
12 miles.
The highest previous speed claim was
the Air Force's statement that its Bell
X·I experimental plane had exceeded the
~peed of sound by "hundreds of miles an
hour." The speed of sound at sea level is
760 miles an hour. At the high altitudes
at which the current tests have been made,
it is 660 miles an hour.
The previous world altitude record was
59,492 feet-about 1114 miles-made by
a British l'amplre jet fighter. The X-I
has been unofficially but reliably credited
with reaching 63,000 feet,o just short of
12 miles. The SkYl'oc!cet's record breaking
flights lasted from 11 to 16 minutes.
News release.
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Mineral Exploration Pro;ects
The Defense Minerals Administration
(DMA) has signed 93 contracts for
mine!'al exploration projects since the
program started last April.
The contracts call for expenditures of
more than 6 million dollars, with the
Government paying about 58 percent of
the cost and private industry paying the
remaindcr.-News release.
I

Air Cargo Handlin~ Improved
A portable outdoor freight elevator and
an in-plane mechanical stevedore have
been developed for use at advanc(' landing
fields where regular loading aids are un
available. Both picce~ of equipment arc
]lowered by the plane's own electrical sys
tem.
Large enough to hold many items at a
time, the 10 X 10 foot <:'levator can raise
10,000 pounds mOl'C than 12 [('('t, a height
adequat" for all major transporb today.
The ~tpvedol'e conveyor, a companion
piecl' to the "levator, i~ a subfloor endless
chain runnil1'~ the length of the cabin.
In a floor slot, a device hooked into th('
electrically drivcn chain pushes or pulls
leads wei,"hing up to 10,000 pounds, Loads
slide easily along the metal floor.
Pm'table switche~ on a long cabl" on
a swivel reel attached to the ceiling per
mit the operator to walk beside cargo be
ing haull'd by the conveyor.-New~ release.
WAC Center Proposed
A new, permanent training center for
the Women's Army Corps, to cost about
10 million dollars, has been proposed to
Congress by the Secretary of Defense.
It would be at Fort McClellan, Alabama,
and would replace the present WAC train
in~ center at Fort Lee, Virginia.
The 'Vomen's Army Corps now has a
strength of about 10,000, and it plans to
have three times that many by the middle
of next year.-News release.

NQvy Jet
The Navy has awarded a production
contract for an undisclosed number of
F J -:! F "''Y sweptwing jet fighters.
The FJ-2 Flu'Y is an advanced develop
ment of the Navy North American F.!-l
FIII'Y, the first American jet aircraft to
calTY out operational landings and take
offs aboard a carrier at sea. The new model
will be powered by an advanced jet en
gine designed by General Electric.-News
release.
Pacific Islands Control
President Truman recently signed an
order transferring administrative respon
sibility for the Trust Tel'1'itory of th"
Pacific Islands and for American Samoa
from the Navy to the Secretary of the
Interior.
The Trust Tel'l'itory islands comprise
the former Japanese mandated islands
the Marshalls, the Carolines, and the
Marianas. There are 96 inhabited islands
in a total of about 2,500 that have been
designated as a strategic trust territory
hy the United Nations.
American Samoa has been a<lministNed
ly the l'nited States Navy for the last
50 years. The American island of Guam
in the Marianas was transferred to the
Interior Department a year ago last Au·
gust.-The New }'o"'", Timcs.
Elevator Bridge
The touch of an elevator button will
transform the Navy's new $228,500,000
super aircraft carrier into a flush-deck
ship for handling large planes and night
operations.
Navy designers plan to mount an "is
land"-a carrier's bridge-on an elevator
to permit the lowering of the bridge
to make a flush-deck for plane landing>'.
Construction of the supercal'1'ier is
scheduled to start within a few months,
with completion expected in about !l
years.-News release.
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Collapsible Jet Helicopter

H-18 Helicopter

The Army has announced plans to build
a collapsible, lightweight, jet-propelled
helicopter, designed for ease of mainte
nance under field conditions.
Two men can collapse it and load it
aboard a jeep. Assembly of the machine
cmi be accomplished with ordinary tools,
and critical parts can be replaced with
in a few minutes. It will operate on ordi
nary fuel used by Army vehicles.
The Army expects the machine to prove
valuable in front-line l'econnaissance and
obervation, and for use during the early
phases of airborne operations.-News re
lease.

Sikorsky Aircraft has delivered the first
three H-18 helicopters to the Army Field
Forces for flight evaluation.
Ideally suited for military observation
and tTansportation, this new helicopter

Atomic Radiation Hazards
Radiation hazards will not delay rescue
and recovery work after an air burst of
an atom bomb, it was announced officially
in the report of Joint Task Force Three
upon the atom bomb tests conducted in
Api'll and May.
In' a high aerial bUl'st there would be
no I'csidual radiation. In a low air burst
just above the ground's surface, the sig
nificant residual radiation would be con
filled to radius of 300 to 400 yards which
would be completely devastated and need
no I'('seue work.-Scicllce Nell'S Leifc}'.

Above, the H-18 in flight. Below, the H-18
fitted for carrying two litter patients.

Transferring Ships
The United States is transferring 24
oyer escorts to Allied powers in Eu
I'OP" and South America.
Fifteen of the vessels already are in
Alii",] hands under th~ 1941 lend-lease
act. Brazil has eight, France has six, and
Gl'e:.t Britain has one.
01 the remaining nine vessels, France
and Denmark each will get two, while
Pel' will buy three and Uruguay two at
one1enth the original costs, plus rehabili
tatb'l] charges.
'fost of the warships involved are of
a t~ pc no longer used by the United States
Na\,\'.-The New York Times.
de~tl

can carry the pilot and three 'passengers,
or the pilot, two litter patients, and one
passenger.
It has a maximum speed of 112 miles
an hour, a cruising speed of 96 miles an
hour, and a maximum range of 340 miles.
Amc}'icall Helicopter.

Jet" Bomber Desi~nation
The Air Force designation for the
British Canberra twin-jet bomber that will
I:;e built in the United States is the
B-.57 A.-Flying.
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Airborne 'Mechanical Srain'

Basic Training Extended

A "mechanical brain" soon will be air
borne and grinding out answers to compli
cated electromechanical problems high
above the earth.
This new "brain"-a digital differential
computer-will become part of a "flying
laboratory" which North American Avia
tion is preparing for in-flight testing of
guided missile components.
It will provide information to support
data which scientists already have ob
tained with other computers in company
laboratories.-News release.

The Army has extended the basic train
ing period in its replacement training
centers and training divisions an addi
tional 2 weeks.
The extra training time, which brings
the basic training period to 16 weeks,
is intended to give the soldier further
practice in "combat skills," use of indi
vidual weapons, and physical condition
ing.-Armed FOI·ce.

Military Assistance
The United States has announced that
it would give a grant of 20 million dol
lars in military aid to Nationalist China's
forces through the agency of the Eco
nomic Co-operation Administration.
This specific support of a military pro
gram represents a broadening of ECA's
fundamental operating principles in For
mosa and is designed to help the Chinese
Nationalist Government to meet the heavy
increased military expenditures without
imposing an additional strain upon its
civilian economy.
The 20 million dollar grant was half
of a general 40 million dollar grant made
by Congress.-News release.

Small-Scale Models
Savings of approximately 62 million
dollars on Army Corps of Engineers' civil
works projects during the past 10 years
have been effected through the use of
hydraulic model studies.
The compilation is based on 59 model
studies for which data are available show
ing savings effected in construction and
operation of the original projects. The
. small-scale model analysis cover three
major phases of engineer projects: initial
detailed investigation of the problem; de
sign; and construction.-Anny Navy Ail'

Force Journal.

'Human' Dummy
The Air Force has developed an "almost
human" dummy, with metal, plastic, and
fiberglas bones, for use in tests on a
human's bone structure.
A series of tests will be conducted on
the effects of accidents on the bones of
the frangible dummy in the hope of pre
venting fractures and broken bones of
human pilots who may have to crash land
airplanes or undergo accidents.
The dummy will do more than just oc
cupy space and supply weight. Its collar
tones (the most easily fractured in hu
mans) will snap just as would a man's
and its vinyl plastic foam "skin" will
show the effects of cuts or abrasions.
Anatomically correct in body mobility,
weight, distribution of a weight, and the
body as a whole, it can assume the same
positions as a human, and was desig-ned
to represent measurements of a muscular,
200-pound man.-Armed Force.

'Free Piston' Engine
A new type "free piston" engine is be
ing' tested by the Navy.
The plant combines the high "thermal
efficiency" of the Diesel cycle and the
light weight and moderate bulk of the
gas turbine. There is no vibration.
Use of the "free piston" eliminates
the crankshaft, flywheel, and moving parts
such as connecting rods, cranks, and
bearings. This means less friction Hnd
more power for propulsion.-All Halle/s.
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Atomic Weapons

Mobile Hangar

The Director of Defense Mobilization
recently announced that atom bombs are
being turned out in this country "on an
industrial basis." and that the develop
ment of atomic war heads for artillery
shells and guided missiles is advancing,
as is the development of the atomic
po\vered submarine.-News release.

The world's first mobile aircraft hangar
has been completed at the Marine
Corps Air Station, Cherry Point, North
Carolina.
Constructed in two triangular-shaped
sections, the hangar is mounted on steel

Cold Weather Research Center
The Department of Defense has estab
lished a research center to conduct basic
and applied studies in the field of snow,
ice. and frozen ground. applicable to Arc
tic and Antarctic regions.
The scientific data to be sought. in
volving a comprehensive knowledge of the
fundamental physical and mechanical
properties of snow. ice. and permafrost.
will be used to improve American military
operations in extremely cold climates.
ArlilY lVavy

Air Force Register.

Above, the new mobile hangar half opened.
Below, the hangar in a closed position.

Exchange Agreement
The United States has completed nego
tiations for 25.000 tons of benzol from
Gcrfnany in exchange for 65.000 tons of
premium gasoline. The benzol. a scarce
matcri"al in this country, is to be used
in making synthetic rubber in government
OWnt'd plants.-News release.

Atom Protection
The Navy has announced that it has
test,'<1 and perfected a way of using a salt
wah'r spray system to protect ships and
men from atomic explosion dust particles.
The system was descfibed as being a
semIautomatic spray from foam and fog
nozzles which is used to wash down a ship
befol'c atomic particles have a chance
to dry.
The ·tests were part of 4 :veal's' re
seall~h in radiological contamination and
deeontamination. They are expected to
givI valuable data for use in designing a
full,,' protective system.-Armed Force.

wheels which roll back and forth on rail
road tracks. It has been nicknamed the
"clamshell" because of its unique clam
like opening and closing characteristics.
Planes taxi between the two sections and
the hangar closes around them.

It measures 29 feet high, 173 feet long
when closed, has 100-foot sides, and weighs
118 tons.-US Marine Corps release and
photos.
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BENELUX COUNTRIES

WESTERN GERMANY

Defense Plans Set
The Defense MiniRters and Chiefs of
Staff of Belgium, the Netherlands, and
Luxembourg have reached agreement on
the division of naval tasks in wartime and
the protection of shipping lanes to Dutch
and Belgian ports. In addition, they
have discussed co-operation in internal
defense.-The New }'ork Times.

New Metal Developed
A metal developed in Western Germany
soon will be available in the United States
to ease scarcities of strategic materials.
The new metal, known as "Cupal," con
sists of aluminum with a layer of cop
per welded to it by an exclusive process,
and rolled to specific thicknesses.
A sufficient supply of the metal will be
available for defense purposes, as well
a~ for selected civilian uses.-The Sew
}-u'k Times.

PAKISTAN
Diesel Locomotives
Pakistan has ordered 2:1 Diesel-electric
locomotives from the United States and
25 locomotives from Japan.
Pakistan is changing- over from coal
burning locomotives to be free of her de
pendence on foreign coal sllpplies.-:'lews
l't1lease.

AUSTRALIA
Defense Program
The Prime Minister hUH announced a
three-point program of defense prepared
ness, which includ(>s:
1. Increasing the trainl'd strength of
the armed forces sO that effective forc(>s
are ready for instant use in event of war,
and maintaining training and other fa
lilities ready to produce additional forces.
2. Equipping' these forces.
:l. Strengthening the whole economy to
meet wartime and war preparation plans.
-News release.
Rocket Range Fleet
Several Bristol 171 helicopters are to
be added to the ail' fieet operated by the
guided missile establishment from the
Wooillcra rocket ran"c,
The first is expected to arrive from
Great Britain soon in a Bristol Freighter,
which also will be added to the rocket
'rang(' fleet. The fleet at the rang'e already
include~ Dakotas, Bristol FI'cightC1's, and
Vickers
Fikings.-Allstmiiall -Defence
a1/(/ Sen'ices NClcsieifer.

FRANCE
Antisubmarine Plane
Construction has been completed 011 the
n J'cUlld [IIW, a prototype antisubmarine
plane for the French Navy, and taxiing
tests soon will be started.
The plane has a Mamba airscrew-tur
bine in the nose for crusing, and a
N ene jet engine in the tail for high speeds.
-The Aerolliallc, Great Britain.

JAPAN
Airline Approved
A license for the first private domestic
ail' trdnsport service to be operated in
Japan si~ce the end of the war has been
granted to a proposed Japanese airline
company. The company is planning, to
buy two DC-4s and foul' DC-.ls, and ex
pects, initially, to get supplies of spares,
hangar accommodations, pilots, and main
tenance facilities from other airlines.
Th~ ACJ'o]Jiul1(" Great Britain,

SWEDEN
Map Naval Ex!,ansion
A new G-year expansion program for the
Swedish Navy has been proposed by its
commander in chief. The program prov;,ies
for construction between 1952 and 1: 158
of 4 destroyers, 3 submarines, 1 minelayer,
12 minesweepers, 11 motor gunboats, "nd
15 motor torpedo boats.-The New r,·,'k
Times.
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GREAT BRITAIN
Supermarine Swift

Jet-Propelled Boats

Quantity production of the Vickers Su
i" "I1Ial'illc Swift is now under way for
the Royal Air Force, The Swift, powered
by a Rolls-Royce turbojet engine, is a
devl'lopment of the Nene-powered SU]J('1"

Jet-propelled -patrol boats are to be used
by the British Navy. The first of these
will be launched by the Admiralty in the
near future.
The engine to be used in the first jet
driven ship is remarkably light. It weighs
only 600 pounds, including the gear box,
compared with 2 ~2 tons for the Diesel en
gine which it replaces.-BI'itish hllol'll/a

tion Services.

flying Boat Fighter

The Supermarille 535, which is regarded as
the prototype of the Supermarille Swift.
HHII nlf' 5J5. Photog,raphs and other per
fOl'lllanCe data 011 the Sn'ift have not heen
lel"'loed, but the 5JS is regarded a" thE:
prototype of the new plane. --News relea"e.

l

Su/~hur

Flight tests have been resullled with the
world's first type of jet flying boat fighter,
the Saunders·Roe SRIAI. The first two
prototypes were lost in mishaps, and the
new tests are being carried out with a
third plane.
Thl' fi).:hting' in Korea has pointed to
till' u"efulness of a plane that could sup-

Plant

A large sulphur plant soon will be built

11l'al' Southampton to help remedy the
intill"trial shortag'e of that product, for
whkh ·Britain is largely dependent on
Unl!c'd States suppliE:s. The plant is ex
pcrt,'d to produce about 12,000 tons of
sulphur a year.~The N('/{' 1'(l1'i,; Timrs.
Jet

HelicjoDters

Work ih under way in England on a
hUg" jet·powered helicopter capable of
ean,l'ing 100 fully armed soldiers.
The Society of British Aircraft Con
,tnl( tors has announcecf that several ma
jo!' British manufacturers have jet heli
eop','!'s on their drawing boards. However,
it \I til be 2 years before one reaches the
flyil,!!; stage, and 5 years befor~ the air
el'U I' are in service.
A ilurt from their military value, air
line- are considering using them on a
ero,,·Channel helicopter passenger route
to j.'rm;lCe.-News release.

The single'seat, twin-jet. SRIAI flying boat
fighter plane.-Saunders-I{oe photograph.
port land and naval forces in areas far
from prepared airfields.
The SR! A 1 is twice as fast as any
other flying boat, with a speed of more
than 500 miles an hour. It is powered
with two turbojet engines fitted side by
side in the hull with a single air intake
in the nose.
Standard armament of the SRI Ai is
foul' 20-mm cannon in the nose, but a
variety of other weapons can be carried
under the wings.-News release.
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ITALY

BRAZIL

Defense Bill

Indian Aid

The Italian Chamber of Deputies has
adopted a new defense bill authorizing the
enrollment of a force of at least 40,000
men in the Defense Corps (MILITARY
REVIEW, F:ebruary 1951, p. 72). The corps
presumably would be assigned to duties
now carried out by carabinieri (federal
police) and regular city police.-News re
lease.

One million pounds of rice soon will
be shipped from Brazil to the famine
stricken areas in India through 'the United
Nations International Children's Emer
gency Fund. The rice was contributed by
the Brazilian Government, which also do
nated $86,253 to the fund.-News release.

FINLAND
Diesel Locomotives
The state railroad administration is
planning to replace worn-out steam loco
motives with streamlined Diesel-powered
engines. The first of the new locomotives
will be imported from Italy before the
end of the year, and plans call for the
acquisition of 105 such engines durin!!,' the
next 10 years.-News release.

COMMUNIST CHINA
Recruiting Program
A high-pressure campaign to get student
"volunteers" for enrollment in military
academies is under way in Communist
China. Youths are being accepted from
universities, colleges, middle schools, and
technical and normal schools for a program
aimed at creating a new elite group of
officers and leaders for the Red Chinese
armed forces.-The New YO/·k Times.

War Fund Drive

CUBA
Technical Assistance
Cuba and the United States have signed
a general agreement on Point Four tech
nical co-operation, which provides for an
interchange of technical information and
personnel for development projects and
industries. The United States already is
furnishing technical assistance to Cuba
on various projects.-The New Yo/'k

Times.

Donation8 sufficient to buy 365 war
planes have been pledged so fal' in the
Chinese Communist campaign to raise
funds for equipping its forces in Korea.
Campaign leaders expect to get enough
money to buy more than 1,000 aircraft,
in addition to many tanks and artillery
pieces, by the end of this year.-The XC1[,
l'o/'k Times.

USSR
City's Might Underground

BULGARIA
Armed Forces
The Greek Army General Staff estimates
that Bulgaria's armed forces exceed 170,
000 troops-more than double the limit
set by the Bulgarian peace treaty.
I n a press release, the general staff re
ported that in addition to the regular
armed forces, 'there were tens of thous
ands in armed Communist organizations
in that neighboring Balkan country. The
peace treaty limits Bulgaria to an army
of 56,800.-News release.

Vladivostok, the Soviet's Far East bas
tion, is a city whose real might lies un
derground in the surrounding hills. Air
craft hangars, ammunition depots, supply
dUmps, and troop quarters are bUl'led
in huge man-made caves.-National Geo
graphic Society.

Military Aircraft
United States intelligence officials e,ti
mate that one-fourth of all Soviet fil',t
line military planes are stationed in [he
Far East.-Flying.

FOREIGN MILITARY

DIGESTS
Soviet Tactical Tendencies
Translated and digested by the MILITARY REVIEW from an article by
Lieutenant Colonel Berteil in thE:" uRevue MiHtaire d'Information" (France) 25 April 1951.

SURPRISED, in 1941, by the shock power
and maneuvering skill of the Welll'machl,
dominated by what the German generals
called their "operational superiority," the
Soviet Army, at first, did not find any
thing" with which to counter German tac
tic:s except the vastness of its territory
and the traditional tenacity of its infantry.
However, with their flexibility and ca
pacity for adaptation, the young Soviet
""mll,landers soon drew valuable lessons
froll! their defeats and corrected the de
fccts which existed in the Soviet doctrine.
If, on the whole, they followed the doctrine
of the enemy; in many respects they gave
proof of originality, especially in regard
to their doctrine of attack or defense of
cities, night fighting, mass employment of
tanks, use of partisans against the rear
of the enemy, and combat against encircleCharacteristics of Soviet Doctrine
The most characteristic features of this
fillet rine are:
1. Great flexibility in the basic princi
pks'in the 'employment of the arms, which,
h"retofore, we regarded .as sacrosanct.
~. A systematic effort to achieve sur
pI ise.
3. An attitude that offensive action is

paramount and that the destruction of the
enemy must be undertaken by means of
close combat.
4. A tendency to attribute a predom
inating value to the "power" factor, rather
than to the "possibilities of maneuver"
factor.
5. An extreme flexibility in the co
ordination of arms and the centralization
of means.
6. A strict delineation as to the com
mand and staff responsibilities of com
manders and their staffs.
7. A pronounced inclination for the
systematization and the formularization
of tactical procedures.
When one searches to discover the di
recting principles of the employment and
co-ordination of the various Soviet arms,
either in documents oj' by studying the
operations of the last war, he immediately
is struck by the absence of a prescribed
doctrine, and the great freedom with re
spect to adherence to principles which
we regard as inflexible. For example, two
such deviations, one regarding close air
support and the other the employment of
tanks, are particularly striking:
A recent French manual states, in
part: " . . . Air superiority, or, at least,
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air control over the theater of operations
which has been chosen by the command,
is an indispensable condition of every op
eration. . . ."
Further on, the same manual states:
" . . . On the result of strategic [air]
actions depends the expediency of the
unleashing of important ground opera
tions.
Disregard for Air Superiority
The Soviet Command, many times, has
deliberately engaged in and won decisive
battles without having air superiority, or
air control over the battlefield, and with
out having effected the strategic actions
(the isolation of the field of battle) that
our manuals consider as indispensable.
For example, we can cite the battle of
Stalingrad in 1942-43 and the battle of
Kursk in July 1943 in which the Soviet
Command, without possessing either air
control or even marked superiority, em
ployed all of its air forces in close-support
missions supporting the tanks and in
fantry.
The results obtained at Kursk prompted
Colonel General Roudenko of the Soviet
Air Force to write: "The defense of the
front was based on the close combination
of ground and air which, during the de
fensive phase, gave exceptional results."
During the offensive operations at Orel
and Kharkov, the Soviets succeeded in
their break-through and subsequent ex
ploitation operations although the Luft
waffe was able, in the Orel sector alone,
to maintain a tempo of 1,000 sorties daily
between 21 July and 16 August.
Employment of Tanks
As regards tanks, the French manual
mentioned above states, in part: ". . .
The distribution of tanks by platoons in
infantry units, under the pretext of en
suring uniform distribution, is, as a rule,
to be avoided." Further on, the manual
states: " . . . Tanks and tank destroyers
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must not be employed as fixed stronlS
points in a position. . . ."
The Soviets frequently employed their
tanks and self-propelled guns in a decen
tralized manner, in platoons of three to
an infantry company, in almost all battles,
whether they were offensive or defensive
actions.
In offensive operations, Soviet tanks
supported the infantry, closely intermin
gled in its ranks, aiding it with their
fire, and received, in return, assistance
in the crossing of obstacles, close defense,
and demining actions.
In defensive operations, the tanks often
were employed as fixed strong points,
dug in up to their turrets. The tanks
and self-propelled guns constituted the
backbone of the strong points, with the
infantry's automatic weapons and mor
tars holding the intervals.
Even though this type of employment
caused the Soviets to lose many tanks,
it permitted them, on several occasions,
to halt massed German tank attacks. At
Kursk, and at the second battle of Khar
kov, this tactical practice, joined with
close air support, permitted the Soviets
to destroy the main body of the German
tank forces, which, during the 2-month
period, lost from 1,800 to 2,000 tanks.
When we study Soviet strategy and
tactics, it must never be forgotten that
the Russians, strongly impregnated with
Asiatic tendencies, are truly the spiritual
heirs of "those Greeks of the golden
tongue" whose cleaverness and trickery
has been related to us by Geoffroi de
Villehardouin.
Deception a Major Trait
Everything in the conduct of operation
is aimed at deceiving the enemy, to lead
him into making mistakes, to expose him
self under wrong conditions, to dra\l
him into traps, or to surprise him.
Well-conceived camouflage, absolute se
crecy, false information, the systematic
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employment of dummy positions, diver
sionary attacks, and attacks at night or
during bad weather are employed in all
echelons.
Every Soviet operation constitutes a
writable puzzle, which is extremely dif
ficult to decipher, for every indication must
he run through the sieve of possibilities.
When it is recalled that one of the domi
nant traits of the German doctrine was
to search for "the intentions of the
enemy," no tendency could be more de
ceptive for the technicians of the Wehl'
mach t than this aspect of Soviet tactics.
Alongside of this characteristic trait,
we find an offensive will manifested in
absolute fashion in all echelons and un
der all conditions.
The Soviet manuals of 1942 state:
"Only offensive action conducted with
fierce determination to destroy the enemy
in hand-to-hand fighting gives victory."
Even in the pages devoted to defensive
fighting, the manuals emphasize that
only in the "counterattacks carried to the
poiilt of hand-to-hand fighting bring de
ch;ions to defensive action by the destruc
tion of the enemy."
Massed Attacks Were Costly
This idea of offensive fighting, con
dUded to the limit or at any cost, joined
with limitations on the initiative of the
subordinate commanders together with
comparatively untrained troops, resulted,
during the war, in repeated attacks by
compact masses, which cost the Soviets
grt'at losses in manpower. Hence, the So
viet Command saw the necessity for re
act mg aganist the tendency toward massed
attacks. It made use, thereafter, of the
concept of the minimum /I·ont.
The 1943 Soviet manuals prescribed:
T'.e width of the attack front of a. division i:;
det. mined by. the mission, the strength and fire
mp", t.", of the unit, as well as by terrain conditions
anl~ the character of the enemy defense. A medium

bp.

division. operating in the framework of an

al·n
g-rol.1p. norrnal1y is assigned a zone of action
of }"ound 4,500 yards, but never less than 3.400
YUI,·,.
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Although the average strength of the
Soviet divisions was not, at that time,
greater than 6,000 to 7,000 men, this
density still was great, and the losses
continued to be high. Hence, since the
end of the war, there is evidence, based
on reports and maneuvers, that an effort
is being made to produce that balance of
all arms '!Vhich will tend to reduce losses,
but which wiJI not reduce the offensive
wiJI of the troops.
The minimum front of 1943 has been
increased. At the present time, the So
viets hold that a battalion is able to
maneuver without difficulty, in offensive
acti'on, in a ..zone more than 1,100 yards'
wide, and defend itself in a sector 2,200
yards wide.
Likewise, while the 1939 manuals
prescribed that an attacking force should
attack over its entire front, or, at least,
man it in its entirety, we read in an article
in a 1946 military publication:
It sometimes happens that a division must at
tack in a zone of action whose width exceeds the
ordinary norms justified by the experiences of war.
Under th€'!:oe conditions, the organization and con
duct of the offensive must present certain particu
larities. .among which it must first be stated that the
principal effort will be made in a narroW and vul
nerable sector. In the other sectors of so wide a
front, the operations of the attack units will con
sist in the execution of limited or simulated offen
sive mis!;>ions, and the security of junction points
and f1ankh.

Fire Superiority Essential
Stalin has declared that "the cannon is
the god of war," thereby affirming the
organization and doctrine of the Red
Army.
This doctrine is developed in the manu
als of the Soviet Army. In the 1942 man
uals, can be found the following terms:
The success of the attack is ensured by fire
!'uperiority from the very beginning, and by carry
ing the fire closer and closer to the enemy. until it
becomes crushing and the enemy, reduced to im

potence. abandons the fight or is destroyed.

Fire superiority is obtained, in accord
an,ce with the situation, either by central
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IZlI1g the artillery, mortars, close-support
aviation, and other support weapons into
a single echelon-division or combat
team-or by employing the large caliber
self-propelled and towed artillery weapons
as close to the attack objectives as pos
sible.
In th" latter cu~e, the Soviets decentral
ized to the extreme in certain phases of
the fighting, even scattering their artillery
weapons for employment in direct fire
roles, using' their aircraft in close-support
of a battalion or company Of tunks, and
distributing their tanks down to the in
fa;'try cOlllpanies.
The Concept of Density
An enormous quuntity of artillery weap
ons (120,000) and tanks (150,000) via,;
produced by the Soviets during the last
war. This, plus th" almost total employ
ment of aircraft in close-support missions,
permitted the Soviets to achieve power in
all echL'lons. This pow"r is systpmatize(1
in the concept of density-density of artil
lery, tanks, mortars, and battalions. Every
thing b translated into figures, and it is
rather curious to find again in th" Soviet
staff of 1945 and the postwar period the
same tendency which existed on the West
ern front in U116-17.
The following arc a few typical Soviet
densities:
A I·tillcry: 480 pieces to the mile at Stal
ingrad; 560 at the battle of Korsun; and
990 at Berlin, where the operations were
supported by 22,000 guns and mortars.
Ta nks: 40 to 64 tanks to the mile at
Stalingrad; 97 at Kursk; and 320 armored
vehicles to the mile at Stettin.
In/anh'Y: One division for every 3,275
yards of front-that is, one battalion for
every 550 yards, with a depth of 2 ~2 to 3
miles.
The systematic application to all eche
lons of these concepts of minimum and
maximum fronts and density, although it
maintains operations within the specified
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norms and facilitates the work of the
headquarters, confers on Soviet tactics a
rigidity of maneuver which leaves little
]'00111 for the unexpected.
Formularizing Tactical Procedures
Moreover, the Soviet Command always
has attempted to translate tactical prote
dUl'es into generalized formulas, thereby
attempting to provide type solutions within
a given framework. Although the grpat
Soviet commanders have given proof of
theil> ingeniousness, initiative, and charac
ter, these qualities appeal' to he but little
encouraged in the commanders of the
8n1<lller units.
Command and Staff I{esponsibilities
The Soviet manuals provide sit'iet
delineation as to the command and staff
responsibilities of the commanders and
their staffs. This includes;
1. The absolute subordination of tech
nical chiefs to tactical commanders.
2. A clear distinction between the dutieS
and responsibilities of the commander ant!
his stalY.
:1. The close fusion of the headquarters
of the differt'nt arms.
For the Soviets, the commander must
be located as close to his units as possible,
in order to conduct the battle. However,
in this position, he is unable to call for and
receive all the information necessary for
this task. Therefore, his staff fills this
vital role. This staff is not found, nor .lops
it work, in the same area where the com
mander is located.
There exists, therefore, a separation in
space and need for a direct connection bp
tween the commander and his staff.

Typical Example
For example, in a tank attack, the COlli
mander of an armored regiment will be
in his command tank a short distance b..
hind his units. In addition to the radiO,
he has at his command agents on motor
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cycles or in tanks to convey commands to
his units and to maintain contact with hig
,talr. The role of the staff is particularly
important. It accompanies, in its move
ments, the headquarters of the infantry
commander, where also is found the artil
]Pry liaison detachment. A common ob
,cl.vation post is in the immediate vicinity
of the headquarters. The chief of staff of
the armored regiment is thel'e personally,
and ensures surveillance of the field of
hattIe. He complements his personal ob
,ervations by the reports of an advance
mobile observation post which he detaches
",h('never the need for it is felt.
The chief of !'taff transmits to the
armored regiment commander:
I. The orders of the higher headquar
t{'l'~.

~. The information and request!' coming
from the infantry.

:k His personal observations.
In turn, he rec('ives from the regimental
l'onl1nander:
I. Information concerning the maneuv,:r
pllrsucd.
~. Data conc('rning the enemy.
:\. I~equests for fire to be transmitted
to the artillC'l'Y.
The orders to the unit3 and to the dirC'ct
>lIpport self-propelled artillery are trans
Illitted either by the regimental com
mander or his chief of staff, depending on
the situation.
The Soviets concede, therefore, that
1 il()Ugh the place of the commander is with
hiS men, he finds hims,elf unable to esti
Irlate the situation, and is obliged to fall
hack on his staff in all matters concerning
I'I)-operation with the other arms and the
lll'veillance of the field of battle.
Offensive Operation~
I n the execution of offensive operations,
Ihe Soviets place the accent on two essen
: lal elements: surprise and pOWer.
Surpr.i-se is achieved by the choice of the
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hour and the utilization of meteorological
data, the employment of unexpected Jines
of departure, rigorous camouflage of pl:ep
al'ations, diversioriary attacks, night at
tacks, 01' attacks in bad weather.

Power is strived for by the employment
in mass of artillery, aireraft, and tanks.
The methods employed by the Soviets in
offensive operations are similar to those
in l'('pute in France in 1939. However,
they are adhered to with great inflexibil
ity, and emphasize the systematic applica
tion of the Schwo'pllllkt (point of main
effort), and enveloping maneuvers.
O,f particular note in the execution of
such operations is:
1. The systematic employment of tanks
accompanying the infantry.
2. Thc' utilization of' large bascs of fire
(mal'hine guns, mortars, and artillery).
;l. The artillery support in the for111 of
rolline; han-ages.
4. The use of aircraft in a close-support
roll'.
The ('ommanders influence the action, in
the main, by fire, and appear to hold back
but a small reserve, which is fixed by the
manuals at a platoon for each battalion,
and a company for each regiment.
Tbe Soviets draw distinctions between
operations conducted against field posi
tions, stl'ong'ly organized positions, and
cities.

Attacks Against Strongly
Organized Positions
In the case of operations against a
strongly organized position, the propor
tion of tanks engaged in support is two
to three medium tank battalions to two to
three infantry regiments. The tanks are
apportioned in platoons, at a ratio of one
plato~n of three hmks for each infantry
company.
The attack always is preceded by an
artillery preparation and often by air ac
tion, whij;h does not last more than 2
hours, It varies with changes in position,
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and by concentrations being repeated at
varied intervals, with the principal object
of forcing the enemy to leave his cover
prematurely. A large portion of the artil
lery-at times as much as a third-is en
gaged in direct fire missions.
At night, or by infiltration during the
prC'paration, the infantry moves to the
line of departure. Its covering fire units
participate in the preparation, and at zero
hour, the tanks, which had been assembled
in a waiting position, move out with
machine-pistol troops riding on top of
them, heading for their objectives. At the
moment that they cross
infantry line
of departure, th
atter spring to their
feet a
ward to the attack. The
infantry follows the tanks very closely,
with machine-pistol troops preparing the
way for the advance by infiltrating into
the enemy's positions. The covering fire
units support the attack by moving for
ward, by bounds, to remain close to the
advancing troops. The self-propelled guns
follow the tanks at a distance of from 220
to aao yards, methodically taking under
fire any antitank resistance that shows it
self.
The close-support aircraft attack at low
altitudes with machine guns or rockets,
directing their fire against all enemy per
sonnel and weapons sighted.
The artillery, as a rule, executes a
rolling barrage, waiting for the infantry
at the principal lines to be taken.
As soon as the first infantry elements
enter the enemy positions, they are passed
by the second wave of infantry, which
continues the attack. As the attack moves
forward and the artillery reaches the end
of its range, its control is decentralized
and it is displaced forward to reinforce
the other artillery weapons accompanying
the attack formations. The flanks are
covered by tanks and groups of artillery,
most of which are self-propelled.
In the case of solidly organized positions
which are protected by mine fields, the
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infantry may attack by itself, until the
breaches are opened. If it has demining
tanks at its disposal, the latter open the
breaches.
The Soviets hold that an attack against
a defensive system of a depth of from 4
to 5 miles, and consisting of two to three
echeloned positions, generally exceeds the
capabilities of a division, even when it is
reinforced, al)d should be undertaken by
an army corps, which then attacks with
successive divisions. Each infantry divi
sion normally receives the support of an
armored brigade of heavy tanks. The
closest co-ordination is obtained by the
commanders of the tank and infantry
units, who are located well forward, and
by their staffs, which are consolidated into
common headquarters, farther to the rear.
Special liaison is provided the tank and
infantry commanders, who often occupy
the same tank during the attack. The
chiefs of staff command and control the
artillery and the close-support air forces.

Attacks by Sovlet Army Corps
The disposition of forces in an attack
by a Soviet army corps is illustrated by
the following example:
In the lead, demining tanks accompanied
by engineers move forward, supported hy
the fires of the artillery, the tanks, and
the self-propelled guns. This forward
movement starts during the artillery prep
aration and continues at a distance of ap
proximately 220 yards behind the barrage.
The medium tanks, following in columns
at a distance of 55 to 110 yards, constitut..
the first echelon. They operate in direct
support of the infantry, carrying personnel
ori the tanks, and are accompanied by en
gineers charged with widening th,'
breaches in the mine fields. After tht,
breaches have been crossed, the tanks de
ploy, accompanying the first echelon of th,'
infantry. In the rear of the infantry, thl'
heavy tanks form a second echelon, which
changes position by bounds at a distance
varying between 220 and 440 yards. They,
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in turn, are followed by the self-propelled
guns.
Behind the self-propelled guns is the
tllwed artillery, and then a second echelon
of infantry. The following division marches
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152-mm guns used for direct fire. In cities,
each assault group receives the mission of
taking the two sides of a street in house
to house fighting. It is followed by supply
groups and supporting detachments which

Artillery, a major factor in all Soviet tactics, was employed extensively during the last
\lar to, repel the German armies in the East.-Army Information Digest photograph.
in the wake, sometimes followed by a
brigade of tanks for use in exploitation.

Attacks Agaillst Cities
I n the case of positions fortified by con
erde bunkers, or in the case of attacks
against cities, the Soviets send c:.;t, in ad
Vallce of the first medium tanks, assault
groups made up of rifle and assault troops
alld specially trained eh'gineers accompa
nil'd by heavy tanks and self-propelled
gUllS. Each group is charged with the
mi<;sion of blowing up a well-defined ob
~tacle that must be crossed, thu~ enabling
tiI" medium 'tanks and infantry to pass.
All assault group may be composed of a
c"'llpany of riflemen, six heavy tanks, a
platoon of engineers, two or three self
plopelled guns, and a battery of 122- or

occupy and organize the conquered terrain.
The break-through of fortified positions
generally is the task of the large infantry
units reinforced by' artillery and tanks.
(Sometimes, the Soviets used armored
divisions for this purpose.) For this mis
sion, the tank units, concentrated on a
narrow front with 200 tanks for each mile
or less, are echeloned in three waves, with
the heavy tanks and self-propelled guns
forming the leading waves. The medium
tanks constitute the second wave, with the
infantry riding the tanks. The motorized
artille~y is used in the third wave. Artil
lery and aircraft provide a preparation
prior to the attack. This method of attack
has been very costly in materiel, but it has
enabled the Soviets to break through the
fortified lines of Stettin and Koenigsberg.
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Exploitation
Exploitation is based on surprise and
speed.
Surprise is obtained by diversionary
and holding actions, and the employment
of reserve groups in new directions to dis
concert the enemy. Armored and mechan
ized units, followed by motorized divisions,
are the principal instruments of exploita
tion. Exploitation groupments are under
the direct orders of the army or army
group commanders.
Speed is regarded as of prime impor
tance, and is obtained by decentralizing
the means, locating the commander well
forward where he can issue orders quickly,
organizing the rear areas to facilitate the
forward movement of supplies and rein
forcements, and by audacious reconnais
sance action. The latter must, essentially,
discover the defended and undefended
zones of tl;!e front, by going around the
positions held by the enemy.
The Soviets see];, systematically, to ef
fect the encirclement of lag'ging units and
the dissection of retreating columns. Pock
ets are not reduced by the first echelons,
but by the' reserves. This reduction is ef
fected by splitting the forces trapped in
the pockets and cleaning them up one by
one. In an exploitation action, all arms
are decentralized completely. Close air
support officers al'P assigned to the ex
ploitation units in order to g'uide the air
<:raft to the objectives.
The artillery is charged with the pro
tection of the flanks, and flank guard ar
tillery units are formed for this mission.
Their commanders, like the close air sup
port officers, are located with the head
quarters of the exploitation units.
The infantry is carried in vehicles or
towed in trailers by the tanks. In winter
operations, the infantry travels on skis.
Detachments left in the rear areas guard
critical points in the line of communica
tions.
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The orientation of the columns must be
such that they will be able to get ahead of
or cut the retreating enemy in order to
achieve the major objective, the encircle
ment of the enemy forces.
Delaying Action
The Soviets prescribe the conduct of de
laying action in a way similar to that of
the Germans, who were their masters in
this respect. The Soviet manuals insist
on the necessity of conducting delaying
action obliquely with respect to the enemy's
directiol\, of march, in order to permit
lateral counterattacks and ambushes, and
also reinforcing of the troops with artil
lery, armored vehicles. and engineer troops.
There is nothing particularly original in
this method of conducting delaying action
except the insistance on the importance of
counterattackH based on the employment
of armor, and action aimed at leading the
enemy to deploy in a given direction, thus
exposing his flank to a counterattack
which has been prepared iIll advance.
Disengagement is effected under cover
of darkness or by using smoke screens. In
disengaging themselves, the tanks leave be
hind dummy tanks to slow down the ad
vance of the enemy. When the mobile
defense' is conducted by the infantry alone,
it is the assault units which form the last
echelon.
Tank !'erS/lS tank combat is conductl>d
by the Soviets according to the particular
l'haracteristics of their own equipment.
The latter are distinguished more by the
Htrength of thei l' armament and thei r
maneuverability than by the protection af
forded by them. They always attempt to
induce the enemy tanks to move, so that
an attack can be made against the exposed
sides. thereby making maximum use of
the superior range of their artillery. Thr.
ambush is the rule. Movements serve, in
the main, to draw the enemy into an am·
bush or to gain a more favorable position
for firing. In these operations, the Soviet,
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combine the actions of medium and heavy
tanks and self-propelled guns.

Night Attacks
This summary picture of Soviet tactical
tendencies would not be complete if at
tention were not called to the special in
clination of the Soviets for night fighting.
At the beginning of the campaign of 1941,
they planned only restricted night actions
against limited objectives. However, they
rapidly undertook extensive operations
conducted by large units. Thus, the great
attack on Berlin was a night attack ex('
cuted by an entire Ukranian army group
in the "artificial moonlight" produced by
W:l searchlights. In the case of such at
tacks, often executed without artillery
pn'paration, the infantry and the tanks,
which generally advance with their head
lights on, are preceded by special all-arms
dl·tachments with well-defined objectives.
These detachments, which are formed be
forc the operation, rehearse the attack on
1ll0tlt>Is or si;11ilar terrain. The command
of thpse detachments is held by either an
infantry or engineer officer of regimental
or hattalion level.
Conclusion
seeking surpl'ise, by plac
ing' emphasis qn fire power in offenBive
0pl'rations and on the tenacity of its in
fantry in defensive operations, Soviet tac
tie,. in spite of their efficacy, lack flexibil
it,. The absence of initiative on the part
~Iethodically
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of the subordinate commanders has opened
a chapter of lost opportunities in many
battles. However, it must be realized that
the Soviet Army of 1945, and that of 1950,
which is its direct heir, were born of the
defeats of 1941-42, and the hecatomb of
the Soviet infantry.
The units which were constituted at that
time, in addition to being hastily trained,
lacked qualified subordinate cadres. As
always in such a case, the Soviet Command
accentuated the employment of heavy
weapons and artillery to overcome the
weaknesses of the infantry.
Fqr this, it required merely rudimentary
maneuvers and an ul)limited spirit of sac
rifice. Hence, the preponderance of artil
lery and the systematic search for power
rather than for flexibility and skill. Thi<;'
concept has received the blessing of vic
tory and it still dominates the Soviet or
ganization and doctrine.
However, let us not deceive ourselves.
The Soviet Army is rapidly reconstituting
its subordinate cadres, especially its cadres
of professional officers and noncomniis
sioned officers. As soon as these cadres are
trained and available in sufficient quanti
ties, they will provide flexibility to Soviet.
tactics in order to achieve less costly
methods of combat.
The experience of th€ Korean conflict,
and the results obtained by the Soviet in
structors with the North Korean troops,
testify that substantial progress has been
made, in this respect, since 1945.
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How to Defeat the Soviet Union
Digested by the MILITARY REVIEW from an article by Major General
J. F. C. Fuller in the ··Weekly Recorder" (Great Britain) 24 March 1951.

Is THE Soviet Union invincible? No!
Can the Soviet Union be defeated? Yes!
She can be defeated in both the moral and
physical fields of war, and, if in the
former, a third world war is by no means
inevitable. Even if it should erupt, its
length is likely to be vastly curtailed.
However, these ends are possible only
if the \Vestern powers clearly understand
that the problem which now faces them is
conditioned by the world situation, and
because the Soviet Union holds the initia
tive b o' her aims and her stmtegy.
The World Situation
Today, the world situation is similar
to the one which faced the Unite,j States
a century ago, but on a much larger scale.
In lR58, Abraham Lincoln said:
A hou~(' divicled again."t Ib,elf <,annot ::.taml.
beolieve this Government cannot endure permanently
ha f ..,In \'to' ancl half fl e£> • • • •
It Will beC'ome all one thing or all the othEo'r.
Either thl' oI>pon('nt~ of "lavel'Y ,,,ill apf'e~t the fur~
the!' sPIt'ad "of it. and plac(l it whel'e the publil'
mind ~hall le~t in the bclwf that 1t h" in l'Ollr..,e
of' ultirnatt· (',\ tmdion. or ib a,lvorateh will push it
fOl\van! till it ..,hall become alike lawful in all the
..,tilte.... uld a.., well a~ new-North a~ well a.., South

Consequences
All that is nl'cessary is to substitute
"\Vorld" for "Government" and "West"
and "East" for "North" and "South," and
the situation today is the same. This j,;
the primary fact upon which the defense'
problem of the Western powers is based:
a world divided into two irreconcilable
irleological camps, the one representing
freedom and the other slavery.
Arising out of this is a condition which
was unknown a century ago. It is that
today all major international conflicts rap
idly develop into world wars, and though
this is accepted universally, there are four
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cGnsequences which are far from being
so recognized. They are:
1. In practice, if not in theory-as th"
words "world war" imply-all nations,
whether they like it or not, are either ac
tive or passive belligerents, and, in conse'quence, neutrality is outmoded.
2. The age of national wars has passed
into the age of group wars. No sing-Ie
nation has sufficient resources to wage a
successful world war, not even the United
States or the Soviet Union; only a group
of nations can do so.
3. National armies are, therefore, fully
operative only when they belong to a group
of armies.
i 4. Logically following this, all major
defense problems now are group probl(,111s.
The Soviet Union's Aim
What of the Soviet Union's aim? ;\lore
than :30 years ago, it was laid down by
Lenin, and apart from it the Western de
fense problem cannot begin to be Ull(kr
stood. In his own words, it was "To brinA'
to triumph the World Revolution, to create
the Soviet Republic of the World." In
other words, world revolution was to fOf!ter
Soviet expansion.
Objectives
In this vast plan of conquest, what w('I'''
Lenin's primary objectives? Again, in his
own words:
To unite the pruJetariat of indu."trial Gernl311Y.
Austria, and CzeC'hu~lovatda with the proletariat of
RUssia, and thereby create a mighty agrarian "nd
indu~tl'ial combination from Vladivostok to the
Rhine. from the Finnish Gulf to the blue waters of
the Danube. capable of feeding it<;elf and conf:r(lllt
ing' the reactIOnary capitalism of Britain with a
revolutionarY l!iant, which with one hand '\\'(\JIM
disturb the senile tranquillity of the East and \\ lth
the othE:>r heat back the pirate capitalifom of An~lH
Saxon C'ountrie~. If there were anything that ('olltd
compel the English whale to dance, it would be 1he
union of revolutionary Russia with the revolutionHl)~
Central E.urope.
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Strategically, Central Europe was the
c(,llter of gravity of Lenin's plan, which,
ollce occupied, would unbar the door lead
ing to world conquest.
World Conquest
Thus, should this proletarian union be
cl'merited, as Lenin considered it could be
by revolutionary means, then it followed
that the rest of Europe would become
strategically untenable and could similarly
be conquered.
Once Europe was reduced to a Soviet
satrapy, the'Mediterranean would become
uQtenable. Therefore, the Middle East
could be won and Africa subverted. Fi
nally, when the entire Old World was So
vietized, the psychological conquest of the
New World could be undertaken, and the
Soviet Republic of the World established.
How long this grandiose plan would take
to accomplish was outside the problem, for
the Soviets are Orientals-the~' do not
think in terms of time, instead they think
in te;'ms of eternity. A plan to them is a
,Il'rree of fate; hence its stability.

•

The Hub
Though in 1920 Lenin's ~cheme was, for
tIll' time being, checked by Pilsudski at the
battle of Warsaw, now, thanks to Anglo
American policy in the last 'YPl', it has
IlPl'll half fulfilled by Stalin.
XeveJ'theless, the entire center of grav
ity of the world campaign has not yet been
g,lined, and its winning is the heart of
the plan. Therefore, \\r estern Germany
now is the strategical hub of the world
Pl "hlem. Not only beca~se of its vast in
<iu'trial potential, but because of the high
int<·l!igence of its inhabitants, who, like
:\,l'.lst, can leaven the Soviet dough, and
th"reby create the Knouto-Germanic Em
pin> en'visaged by Bakunin.
The Soviet Union's Strategy
What of the Soviet Union's strategy?
Lil.e all ingredients of Soviet policy, it
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also derives from Lenin. "The soundest
strategy in war," he said, "is to postpone
operations until the moral disintegration
of the enemy renders the delivery of the
mortal blow both possible and easy."
Therefore, in his system of warfare, psychological took precedence over military
attack and defense. However, it must be
noted that it did not take precedence over
military power, because military power is
a~ essential to the former as the latter.
Today, the Soviet Union's military
power is immense, totaling, so we have
been told, 175 active divisions-in all,
2,800.,000 men whose strength can be dou
bled on mobilization-also 25,000 tanks,
19,000 aircraft, and about 350 submarines.

>

Reasons for Large Forces
The gigantic mass of fighting manpower
has two purposes: The first is to cover the
Soviet Union's psychological war by a
terror barrage, a standing threat to all
who oppose it. The second is to defend
herself should her psychological offensive,
as it easily may, lead to actual war.
Revolutionary Technique
Does this mean that the Soviet Union
does not want to conquer Western Europe
militarily? I think it does. This is not be
cause she could not do so, for as things
stand she could easily. Also, this is not
because she fears the atom bomb, for she
has this weapon and is the least profitable
target in the world. The primary reason
why the Soviet Union does not want to
conquer Western Europe militarily is that "
actual war does not fit her revolutionary
technique, and were war carried into
Western Europe, the probability is that it
would be undermined.
The aim of this technique is not to per
suade the enemy to change his mind by
force of arms-the traditional method
but by internal, revolution, by force of
ideas. Its means are propaganda, fifth
columns, strikes, rebellions, and civil wars. ,
It is a technique of conspiratorial subver
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sion, of mental bacteriological war, and
not of physical attack.
Under Stalin, this technique has proved
so successful that today the Communist
world covers one-third of the land surfacl'
of' the globe, and includes 40 percent of its
inhabitants. From being the capital of the
Soviet Union, Moscow has become the
capital of a gigantic ideological empire
stretching from the Elbe to the China Sea.
Soviet Psychological Defense
Why, in the event of war, would the
conquest of Western Europe undermine
this technique7 The answer introduces th('
problem of Soviet psychological defense.
It is because Soviet soldiers would enter :t
contagious area and risk becoming infecte,l
by Western culture.
They would be brought to realize that
the Soviet Union, instead of being the most
advanced country in the world, as they
have been taught to believe, is among the
most backward, and that, therefore, they
were the victims of a gigantic lie.
Can this be substantiated 7 Yes! The
Soviet Union's fear of contagion is com
mon knowledge, and the most notable ex
ample of the influence of Western culturp
on Russian troops happened during the
Russian occupation of Paris in 1814 and
1815.
Among these men were many young
aristocrats and army officers, who were
so influenc('d by what they saw that the
re8ult was the Decembrist's Revolt of 1825.
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From it dates the Russian revolutionary
movement of the last century, which cul
minated in Lenin's Third International.
Hence the technique of the so-called "c;,ld
war" by conspiratorial subversion instead
of by military conquest, because it 8hvi
ates a repetition of the danger inherent in
lifting the Iron Curtain, a traditional f"a
ture in Russian history.
Weakness in the Soviet Technique
Paradoxical though it may seem, the
weakness of the Soviet technique of tenor
may be gauged from its intensity, because
the more it is relied upon to subdue, th('
more it discloses the strength of the forces
opposing what it is attempting to enforce.
For instance, in the twenties, then' wer('
2 fo 3 million political prisoners in Russia;
now there are 18 to 20 million. And
whereas, in 1941, there were 8,650 prison
ers on Soviet territory, now there a,'e
ll,7GO, without counting the forced labor
and concentration camps.
When we bring ourselves to realize that
the Soviet Union is living under a' greater
dread of being infected by Western cul
tur(' than Western Europe is of being cor
rupted by Soviet Marxism, and that this
dread compels the Soviet Union to rely un
psychological war more so than physical,
the defense of Western Europe becomes a
more hopeful problem than it would be
were the Soviet Union's aim, as was GN
many's in the last war, to conquer neil'h
b0ring countries by force of arms.

I
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What Is Tank Country?
Digested by the MILITARY REVIEW from an article by

1 ,.

Brigadier William Murphy in the "Canadian Army Journar" April 1951. _, .

1:-.;

THE

early days of the Korean con

ftkt, a fact caine to light which was sur
pI i~illg, to say the least, to many Canadian
tankmen of the last war. The old question
of what is and what is not tank country
seems .to have reared its ugly head at the
time American officers were training'the
South Korean Army against the day when
American troops would be withdl:awn. It
appears, if the reports on the matter can
be given credence, that the officers respon
sible for the organization of the South
Korean forces decided that a tank element
was not necessary, on the grounds that
Korea was no place for tanks.

Evaluating the Terrain
The writer has not had the opportunity
of personally surveying the terrain of that
country, but from relief maps, photo
graphs, and reports of present operations
it would appE'ar that a largE' portion of the
peninsula is mountainous. As in most
mountainous countries, it has valleys, some
broad, some narrow. Communications are
fairly primitive, there being a lack of
roads and very little in the way of rail
ways. Roads generally follow the valleys.
Rice is grown fairly extensively, which
suggests a good deal of soggy ground, at
least during some parts of the year. Doubt
Ie,,,, it was these factors which led the
Americans to decide that tanks would be
all expensive luxury rat;her than a prac
tk:tl weapon of war.
North Koreans Employed Tanks
-\pparently the Soviets, responsible for
th,· organizat,ion and training of the North
j\"l'can forces, took exactly the opposite
vi, w. Tanks were used in the initial
st;.ges of the North Korean attack, ann
sp. ead considerable alarm and despond
en.:y among the tankless South Koreans,

and, later, among the American infantry
men who were rushed in to slow up the
advance. Noone can blame them for their
poor view of the situation. Most infantry
men who have been up against tanks, hav
ing no tank support themselves and little
in the way of effective weapons to meet
heavily armored vehicles, probably have
had similar feelings. It turned out that
tanks could be used effectively in Korea,
and
considerable number of United Na
tions tanks have been moved to that coun

a

ny.
Applying the Lessons of History
To return to the opening sentence of
this article, it is hard to understand how
the initial mistake was ever made. When
one remembers the lessom, of World War
II, and contemplates applying them to a
war of the future, he must be careful in
df'ed. Future wars usually will be fought
with many new weapons, and new tactics
will have to be evolved accordingly. One's
thinking must proceed along original lines,
and not be hamstrung by something that
was proper a few years ago. At the same
time, there wcre certain principles evolved
during the past war that should be ap
plicable to future operations. and one of
these principles is the answer to the ques
tion of what is and what is not tank coun
try.
Looking for an Answer
Both present and former members of
the Royal Canadian Armored Corps will
recollect how eagerly they pcrused reports
from the western desert during the years
they sat in England awaiting their turn.
They realized that, in all prob9.bility, when
they saw action it would be with a better
vehicle and in totally different country.
However, the only reports available, so
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far as tanks were concerned, dealt with
their use in the desert. Such country per
mitted commanders to exploit the mobility
of this particular weapon to the fullest
extent, and it played a great if not pre
dominant part in every victory won, no
matter by which side. In rocky country,
or where the going was too soft, tanks
could not operate, but there were always
plenty of other sections of the front where
the going was good. Thus, the question of
what was, or what was not, tank country
did not receive the early consideration that
it otherwise might have.
Tank Tactics in Sicily
When Canadian tanks landed in Sicily,
it soon was realized that this mountainous
country called for far different tactics, so
far as tanks were concerned, than did wide
open country such as the desert. In al
most every case, the infantry was the pre
drminant arm ano the tank's job primarily
was that of a supporting weapon. Both
arms had much to learn in actual warian'
in difficult country, and it was hardly sur
prising that the infantry thought t:mks
should do more than they were prepared to
do, and the tanl.s thought the infantry was
hopelessly ignorant of the tank's capabil
ities. To hegin with, neither really appre
cia teo what a tank could or could not do
to give the infantry a helping h:md in the
varied country that was fought over. 1'\01'
did either realize the tremendous help that
infantry could afford tanks in clese going.
Tank-Infantry Co-operation
Italy, with its mountains, valleys, olivt'
groves, vineyards, crops, walled cemeter
ies, and other detestablc features (that is,
from a tank point of view), further com
plicated relations bctween the two arms.
After all. the infantry wore cloth jackets.
and the tankmen had several inches of
steel to protect them, so why should not
the tanks fight where the infantry had to
go? However, at first, the tankmen were
reluctant. Their steel was not much "ood
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against the well-concealed antitank gun
or the boldly handled infantry antitank
weapon. In close country, they could not
see such weapons, and, therefore, could
not protect themselves. The gunner's tele
scope was masked by olive groves and
vines, and he was unable to give effective
support to the infantry in any event. So
the interservice battle raged, and, at
times, there was considerab~e feeling be
tween the two arms.
Terrain versus Antitank Weapons
Nevertheless, experience was bearing
fruit. The tankmen, who had been taught
that tank country was that country which
afforded the best going, which contained
successive features permitting good fields
of fire, and which permitted more effective
support between tank and infantry units,
began to learn that it was just such coun
try that was the best protected by antitank
weapons. Few forces can have sufficient
antitank weapons to be strong in them at
all points. The antitank weapons usually
,,"pre concentrated to cover the best tank
approaches. The tankmen started to ex
periment. They found that they could
elimo slopes thcy thought were impossible.
It was just a mattei· of skillful driving.
They found that much rocky ground could
he traversed with care and attention. They
found that even tcrraced hills could be
topped by driving the terraces until a low
point was found and then charging a path
to the next tenace, and so on. Sunken
roads and other obstacles could be over
come by the llse of explosives, so they took
along engineel's trained in demolition and
mine clearance. They llsed the tank dozer
well forward to help clear the way whpl'e
necessary.
Time and again, they found the~e !:le
tics won them that pearl beyond price
surprise-and soon they were looking not
for good going, but the going wherc only
skill and experience could get th"111
through.

-11
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A Foundation for Teamwork
The policy was laid down, at least in
the writer's armored formation, that every
request of the infantry must be met, if
it were humanly possible to get the tanks
ovej' the ground. The response of the in
fantry was immediate. As soon as they
fnmid that the tanks were ready to take
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learned that regardless of how close the
country, the tanks were right behind them,
depending on them to neutralize antitank
weapons, and ready to forge ahead when
more open country was reached.
Normally, the infantry preferred coun
try which gave them the maximum in
covered lines of approach, although often

A flame-throwing tank working over a Japanese emplacement during the battIe for
Oldnawa. In the' last war, tankmen found, repeatedly, that by moving over the more
rugged terrain they were able to bypass the antitank weapons guarding the best tank ap
proaches and gain that pearl beyond price-surprise.-Department of Defense photo.
Oil almost anything, their confidence in
the tankmen firmed, and the two started
tn work together in a !Very satisfactory
manner. In not one single instance did
tl;.· writer find that the infantry, once as
SUI ed of the tankmen's real desire to help,
to"k unfair advantage of that co-operation.
It soon was realized by all, concerned
th \t each arl11 had its own particular tac
ti, '. If tanks stopped to bring fire to bear
Oll a position, the infantry quickly learned
th ,t they were not quitters, but that this
w",; the very moment for them to press
on under COVE'r of that fire. They soon

this was not the direction of attack the
tankmen would have chosen. However,
when the tanks had learned that they could
depend on the infantry, and as long as
they could get their vehicles forward, they
cheerfully accepted the infantry's choice
of ground. Infantry and tank co-operation
reached a high peak of efficiency, and the
results were very gratifying-at least to
our side.
A Base of Fire
Even in the Appennines, where the tanks
were entirely road-bound, they were found
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more than useful. They formed a firm base
from which the infantry could fan out
into the hills. They brought accurate di
rect and indirect fire to bear when it
was most needed. And it gave the infantry
a comfortable feeling to have them around.
And in this last remark lies one of the
major points overlooked by the organizers
of the South Korean Army.
The infantry lil~es to have tanks near
them. Posslbly th(> tank is blind in close
country, and, therefore, helpless, or it is
road bound, or blacked out on a dark
night, 01' otherwise not much of an asset.
Nevertheless, the infantry likes to have
them around. There is a psychological
factor here which is most important and
should never be overlooked.
A Psychological Weapon
The 01,1 practice of "real' rally" for
reorganization, petrol, and rations was
discontinued in Italy by the writer's for
mation. The tanks stayed with the infan
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h'y, and supplies were taken forward' to
them. Even if they could not see to fire,
they could lay their guns on fixed lines,
and the starting up of tank engines, and
the sound of their guns at night, were
found to have a satisfactory effect both
on our own and the enemy troops.
Success Through Confidence
The close and intimate training of tanks
and infantry is essential if the best re
sults are to be obtained. Where the tanks
are .to fight with well-trained infantry
who know and trust them, then we have no
difficulty in answering the question which
forms the title of this article. Under
such circumstances, there is only one
type of country that is not suitable for
the op(>ration of tanks, namely, that ter
rain over which it is physically impos
sible to move the tanks even with the use
of explosives, tank dozers, or any of the
oth(>r artificial aids that are available
01' can be improvised.

The Soviet L'nion has repeatedly "iolated its pledges of international co·
operation. It has destroyed the independence of its neighbors, It has sought
to disrupt those countries it could not dominate. It has built up tremendous
armed forces far beyond the needs of its own defense.
President HaI'J'Y S. TJ'lWWn
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The Application of the Principles of
War to Air Power
Digested by the MILITARY REVIEW from an article by 'Group Captain
W. D. Disbrey in "The Journal of the United Service Institution of India?' JuJy.. October 1950.

I

r

This is the first of a series of two
G)·ticles on this subject. The second
article in this series will appear in
fhe November issue.-The Editor.
THE principles of war are fixed quan
tities, but the methods by which they
are applied are variable quantities. These
two basic concepts must be appreciated
fully before attempting to discuss the
application of the principles of war to
air power. The time-honored principles
of war are all applicable to all three
fighting sClrvices; it is merely the methods
of interpreting them in relation to each
of the services which are different.
Applying the Principles
Careful consideration of the prin
ciples of war leads us to the conclusion
that their general application to the
fighting services is not likely to change.
A" the result of the experience of the
la.,t war, some new principles have been
proposed. However, when these suggested
principles are examined, it is apparent
that they are not major principles povern
in!!; the general conditions of .warfare.
Rathel', they are fundamental factors
required for the efficient operation of
fidlting forces :ind, as such, they should
bl' given full consideration as essential to
the successful application of the prin
eil,les of war.
.;
Principles Not Limited to the Army
There is a tendency to assume that the
pl'lllciples of war are basically army prin
eil,les, which have been adopte'd by the
aie forces for convenience. This is not
tr"e. The principles of war are the re
sult of the experience of mankind at
w.r throughout the ages, irrespective of
th" type of weapons .employed or the ele

ments in which they are used. War is a
nationaj concern and' not the concern of
any particular service. Therefore, the
principles must be applied to the war
machine of a nation as a whole and not
to any individual service.
When considering this subject, we must
be careful not to allow ourselves too many
flight!' of fancy on projected equipment,
as it always is dangerous to base ideas
on new equipment until such equipment
has been tested and proved in the service.
For the purpose of this article, the prin
ciples of war will be discussed in relation
to air forces and their equipment as we
know them today.
Before going into detail, it is essential
to bear in mind that the principles of
war are laid down only as a guide to com
mandel's; they are not definite rules or
laws that must be obeyed under all con
ditions. They are the basic principles that
have been found, ,as the result of ex
perience, necessary for a commander to
consider if he is to be successful in war.
Varying the Methods
An air force is a comparatively' new
service, employing new weapons in a new
element, and, therefore, the application
of the principles of war muts be regarded
in a new light if the most efficient use
is to be made of an air force. The' fact
that an air force operates in a different
element to the other two services gives
it certain advantages and necessitates the
employment of different methods when
applying the principles. No authoritati~e
work has yet been produced on the de
tailed application of the principles of
war to air forces; the reason being that
the rapid strides in aeronautical devel
opment have made this imp,ossible.
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In this article, the principles will be
dealt with in turn, first taking into ac
count their general application and then
examining the special application of the
principles to air forces as compared with
the other services.
Maintenance of the Aim
The principle of the maintenance of
the aim is basically the same in its ap
plication to all three fighting services.
It is not dependent upon the type of
weapon being employed. It is essentially
a quality belonging to the human element
of a service which can be produced only
by good training of all personnel. A com
mander must have an aim whatever serv
ice he is in, or whatever weapon he con
trols, and that aim must be maintained.
It must govern the inception of all plans
and every plan of action must be based on
attaining the aim. In both major and minor
operations, the selection of the correct
aim takes first place, and an air force
has great respons}bility in ensuring that
the training of all personnel is such
that commanders and staff officers can ap
proach their problems with careful and
logical reasoning, which will give them
every chance of arriving at the right
decision.

""""'!
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services, for the attention of command"rs
and ~taff officers to be distracted from the
main aim by other problems. Further, the
ground personnel of air force units, bm,ed
at great distances from the battle front,
tend to lose their battle lust, which,
if not counteracted, results in greatly
l'('(luced effort on the part of ~uch per
~onnel. These points must he watcile<1
carefully, and it should be made certain
that, although they arc out of physical
touch with the battle 01' particular op
eration, all personnel should have the
aim clearly in view. External influences
must not be allowed to distract their
attention. Theil' enthusiasm and ~Jlirit
to attack the enemy with the greatest
possiiJle effort must be fostered by evcry
possible means.
Maintenance of the aim is a pritl<'i
pIe that should be infused into every
member of a service, particularly those
who are likely to become staff officers
01' commanders, and an air force must
cnsure that training programs for both
officers and men emphasize this important
requirement. Lack of proper recognition
of this principle is bound to result in
an air force being misdirected and in
efficiently operated.

Distallce all Importallt FacioI'

Offensive Action

There is one major difference which
must be considered in the application
of this principle to air forces compared
with the other services; and that is
the effect of the greater distances
over which air forces have to operate.
One of the greatest factors in ensuring
that the aim is maintained is close con
tact with the enemy when a particular
operation is being undertaken. This is
not always possible in an air force whose
headquarters and "front-line" operational
units often are located at considerable
distance from the battle zone. Because
of this, there is a greater tendency
in an air force, when compared with other

Before discussing the principle of the
offensive, in its particular relationship
to air forces, it is necessary to review
the detailed meaning of offensive action
to make sure that its importance to any
nation at war is appreciated fully. It b a
fundamental principle that victory can
be won only by offensive action. The of
fensive should be taken from the wry
outset of war, providing, of course, the
necessary men, equipment, and supplies
are available. However, even if they are
not available, and the war is to be con
tinued, the basic policy should be offenshe.
A defensive policy should be resorted to
only as a temporary measure to give su:
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fit-ient time to build up and Hmnch the
offensive.

Obtaining the Initiative
By maintaining an offensive aim, even
in the face of adversity, a certain amount
of initiative can be obtained, which will
l'l·duce the enemy's striking power during
the defensive period. At the same time,
the' offensive has a beneficial morale cf
fpct on service personnel and the civilian
population, with a correspondingly reverse
effect upon the enemy's forces and civilian
population. When air forces have to op
erate on the defensive, it is essential, to
prevent deterioration of morale and also
to prevent them from becoming stale, that
they are given opportunities to carry
out offensive actions whenever possible.'
It will, therefore, be seen that although
air forces may have to operate, for cer
tain reasons, on the defensive, the over
all aim must be offensive right from the
wry beginning if final victory is to be won.
Having discussed briefly the general
application of the offensive, we now can
turn to its detailed application to air
forces and show the advantages that are
Ilt'CuJiar to air forces in implementing
thl~ principle of war.

Air Action /s Three Dimensional
Aircraft attacks are three dimensional,
alit! the direction of attack can be dis
guised up to the very last moment. This
l1lake~ it necessary for the enemy to be
ak)'t the entire time and make certain
that he can protect himself from all di
I.etions. Such protection is costly in
11'.tnpOwer and equipment, and,' if a
t,.·avy offensive is mai,li1tained, will force
thc· enemy to allot more and more of his
r. ,0Ul'ces to the defensive at the ex
I' ·nse of his offensive. The other services
ll't' incapable of carrying out three di
1l<"I1sional attacks. They can carry out
1 -;tricted two dimensional attacks, but
t, "y have to rely upon lines of communi
( .tions stretching almost right up to the
I.·,int of attack, and upon the geographical
<
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and topographical features of the area in
which they are fighting.

A Truly Offensive Weapon
Air weapons are the only satisfactory
means, at present, of taking the offensive
into the enemy's territory before the army
is able to do so on land. By this means,
it is possible to attack the enemy's in
dustrial aIJd economic resources, and his
military reserves of personnel, supplies,
and equipment. This is essential in modern
warfare in which the fighting forces of
a first-class power are entirely dependent
upon the nation's entire resources being
available to support them. Any reduction
in the enemy's industrial and economic ca
pacity will be reflected in his fronhline
~h'iking power. In this connection, it is
important to note that air forces are able
to lower civilian morale without actually
attacking specific targets by merely main
taining a threat of offensive action against
industrial areas. Even the slightest lower
ing of morale,. or inconvenience brought
about by this means, will result in a reduc
tion of the productive capacity of the
enemy.

Flexibility of Actio"
In war, great tactical and strategical
advantages can be obtained by switching
the offensive from one objective to an
other as rapidly as possible. An air force
is extremely suitable for such purposes.
Armies and, to a certain extent, navies
are dependent upon lines of communi
cations right up to the area in which G..
the fighting is taking place, and any'
change in direction is a difficult problem.
On the other hand, aircraft only need
good lines of communications to their
airfields, which, except for the tactical
ail' formations operating in direct support
of army formations in the forward areas,
are situated well to the rear. From such
bases, and within the limit of their range,
air forces are free to operate offensively in
any direction, and changes of objectives
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can be made in a matter of hours strate
gically and in minutes tactically.

Offensive Advantages
To summarize the application of the
principle of offensive action to air forces,
we must make certain of stressing those
points which give air forces advantages
over the other services. In brief, these
offensive advantages are:
1. The ability to attack targets from
various directions, irrespective of the lo
cation of airfields and lines of communi
cations.
2. Independence, within -reason, of the
geographical and topographical features
of the area in which they are operating.
3. Rapidity with which attacks can be
switched from one objective to another.
4. The ability to attack industrial, eco
nomic, and military targets behind. the
enemy's front line, or which are out of.
range of the weapons of the other serv
ices.
By making full use of these attributes,
and by adopting a resolute offensive policy,
the enemy can be forced over to the de
fensive and be made to concentrate more
and more on the defensive until, finally,
he has to concentrate all his resources
on the defensive and is unable to spare
any resources for offensive action.
Mobility
War is first and foremost a matter of
movement. Mobility, which is a combina
tion of flexibility and speed, indicates the
degree or rapidity of movement that a
force can achieve. Economy of force is
not possible without good mobility, be
cause with the aid of mobility it is pos
sible to cover the maximum number of
objectives with a minimum force. When
two major powers of equal potential are at
war, it is not mobility itself that counts;
it is the relative mobility between the
forces of the two powers that is the de
ciding factor.
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Air Forces Possess Strategic Mobility
Strategical mobility is one of the great
advantages possessed by air forces when
compared with the other services, because,
by its aid, the greatest economy of force
and the greatest concentration in the
shortest space of time can be effected.
Modern aircraft virtually are independent
of geographical and topographical fea
tures, when moving from place to place,
either in transit between bases or when
operating against the enemy. This in
dependence, together with the high speed
of movement of the plane, makes an air
force the most mobile of the three serv
ices. Although it is possible to switch
air forces from one base to another in a
very short time, their striking power at
the new base depends upon the availability
of supplies which still h~ve to be taken
by land or sea routes. It is essential to
remember that it is not sufficient just
to concentrate aircraft at any given point,
but the necessary personnel,. supplies, and
equipment must be made available to
enable them to operate efficiently from
the new bases. Such arrangements are
the main limitations to the strategic mo
bility of air forces.
To a certain extent, air forces are
air mobile. Personnel required to operate
the aircraft, and a certain amount of
ground equipment, can be transported
from one base to another by the opera
tional aircraft with the assistance of
suitable transport aircraft. However, the
time has not yet arrived when supplies,
such as rations, fuel, oil, bombs, and am
munition, can be transported economically
by air and in sufficient quantities to sup
port normal air operations. Such methods
can be resorted to only for special op
erations.

Tactical Mobility Demonstrated
The tactical mobility of air forces in
support of ground forces was proved
beyond doubt in the last war. During the

»
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rapid advances by the ground forces,
the tactical air forces, by suitable or
ganization, were able to keep up with
the advance elements of the armies and
giv(' them effective air support. When
the conditions on the ground were such
that it was impossible to maintain a full
supply line right up to the battle area,
aircraft were maintained and armed at
bases in the adjacent rear and sent for
ward to advance landing fields for the
briefing of pilots, and to await suitable
targets to present themselves. This form
of mobility enables a large striking force
to operate before adequate lines of com
munications are available for the com
plete support of the air forces in the
forward area.
,
The mobility of air forces is one of
their most important characteristics when
I,l
compared with the other services, but
, the degree of mobility and the efficiency
with which mobile forces are employed
will be dependent entirely upon the suit
, ability of equipment, good training, good
staff 'work, and a good organization. To
achieve maximum mobility, units and
formations must be trained to be mobileminded in peacetime. Otherwise, they
j
soon will become outmoded in their ideas
ami methods, with a consequent loss of
efficiency. This entails continuous practice
III mobile warfare.

I

I
i

Changing Methods With Equipment
r\ modern air force has a great re
sponsibility, and a very difficult task, in
kepping itself ahead of other air forces
as i'ar as mobility is concerned. The equip
ment of air forces is changing continually,
and,it is only by keeping ideas and methods
constantly under review that full mobility
can be achieved. Because of the rapidly
chnnging equipment of modern air forces,
mohility doe~ not lend itself to economy
in peacetime, and it is only by having
effi"ient and far-sighted commanders and
stalf officers, who appreciate fully all the
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problems involved, that an air force can
achieve maximum mobility with the mini
mum expenditure.
Concentration
The principle of concentration is the
application of the maximum force at the
decisive time and place. By an outward
paradox, true concentration is the fruit
of dispersion 1J.nd full use can be made
of it only when the enemy has been ac
customed to, or deceived into, the fact
that the forces of the opposing side are
dispersed.
The mobility and flexibility of air
forces give them much greater possibil
ities in the field of 'Concentration when
compared with the other two services.
However, when considering concentration
as applied to a modern air force, there
are two essential factors that must be
taken into account. The first is the speed
of concentration, because concentration is
of little use unless it can be accomplished
rapidly so as to make the best use of
its complementary principle of war, sur
prise. Second, preparations for the con
centration must be underta~en with the
utmost secrecy, because, here again, un
less this is done it will be impossible to
achieve maximum surprise.

Tactical and Strategical Concentration
Concentration in its relationship to air
forces has two separate aspects, namely
tactical and strategical concentration.
Strategical concentration has to be sub
divided into concentration without chang
ing bases and concentration requiring
the changing of bases. '
Modern radar and radio aids have
brought the tactical concentration of air
craft, both in defensive and offensive
roles, down to a fine art. In both cases, it
is now possible to keep planes in the air
waiting for targets to present themselves.
When targets appear, the ground organi
zation can decide and arrange for the re
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quired amount of concentration for any
particular target, brief the pilots, and con
trol the aircraft on to their targets. This
system enables small numbers of aircraft,
patrolling just behind the forward troops,
to be directed on to targets in the enemy
lines by mobile visual control posts op
erating with the forward troops, thus
bringing air concentration down to a mat
ter of minutes.

Applyillg Strategical COllcelltratioll
The great range of aircraft, operating
from dispersed bases well in the rear,
enables two types of strategical concen
tration to be carried out. They can con
centrate in space on particular targets
or they can concentrate on a particular
type of target over a wide area. Long
distance concentration, when aircraft have
to change bases, is a complicated prob
lpm, much more difficult than some of the
so-called experts who write in the press
would have us believe. Modern aircraft
require large numbers of personnel and
large quantities of supplies and equip
ment to bE' provided at the new bases
before they can be operated effectively.
Great strides have been made toward
making air forces air transportable, ~ut
it must be remembered that requirements
in personnel, supplies, and equipment are
becoming more complicated every day, and
it is unlikely that it will ever be possible
to transport all the requirements by air
except for special operations. The ap
parent, simple method is that skeleton
personnel and sufficient equipment ancl
supplies should be provided at advance
bases to be ready when required. Finan
cial limitations, in peacetime, prevent this
being done, and, in war, a nation rarely
can afford to allow personnel, equipment,
and supplies to remain idle just in case
they are requjred.

Deceivillg the Ellemy
A concentration of air forces may be
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used to deceive the enemy so that he be
lieves that the attack is coming from a
certain direction, when, in actual fact,
the main attack will be launched from an
entirely different point. This method of
deception was used to a considerable degree
by Field Marshal Montgomery in the
last war, and, in particular, was used
to deceive the Germans as to where the in
vasion of the Continent was to take place.
As military commanders become more air
minded, we must expect them to make
more use of the power of concentration
of air forces, not only in the battle proper,
but as one of the best methods of de
ceiving the enemy as to the direction and
nature of the forthcoming attacks of the
ground forces.

Mailltaillillg Secrecy
There are two main differences in the
application of the principle of concen
tration to air forces when compared with
the other services. The first is that naval
and army forces cannot concentrate with
out moving their forces within very close
range of the area in which they are going
to make the attack, and, at the same time,
setting up new lines of comfunications
or increasing the capacity of t,e old ones,
thus enabling the enemy to obtam informa
tion of the nature and direction of the
impending attack. Air forces, on the other
hand, when concentrating on targets
within their operational range, are able
to do so without setting up special sup
ply arrangements and thus give them
selves away. Second, air forces, because
they are able to penetrate behind the
enemy lines, within their radius of actIOn
can attack any target in the enemy's rear.
They are, therefore, able to select one of
the enemy's weak spots, or bottlenecks,
and concentrate on those particular tar
gets over the enemy's entire rear arc'a.
This ability to concentrate on particuiar
targets over a wide area, as opposed to
concentration on particular targets in a
limited area, is a characteristic of "ir
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fOI'ces which is not possessed by the other
tWt)

services.

Potent Striking Power
Summarizing, a strategical and tactical
concentration of air forces provides a new
and powerful means of striking at the
cn£'Il1Y which is not possesRed by the
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other sk!rvices. Concentrated blows can be
delivered again!3t the e11emy's vital points
in the rear of hill fighting forces which
will greatly affect his front-line striking
power. In addition, air forces have the
ability to keep the objective of the at
tack secret from the enemy until the
very last n:wmcnt.

We have improved our ability to expend mountains of bombs, rockets, and
napalm in exchange for enemy casualties, rather than great numbers (If dead
and wounded Americans. By constant practice and experimentation, in co
'operation with our forces on the ground, the air effort against enemy ground
troops and equipment has become increasingly effective.
It has. been estimated that air strikes [in Korea] have caused about half
the enemy casualties, and more than haif the enemy losses in motorized
weapons and equipment-not to mention the bridges and buildings and in
stallations desfroyed far behind the front lines.
Geneml Nathan Twining
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Ration Run-Korea' Style
Digested by the MILITARY REVIEW from an article by
Major D~ L. Burleson in the uCanadian Army Journal" April 1951 ..

TilE old adage that "an army marches
on its stomach" has been true for cen
turies. Today, it applies equally well to
the United Nations' troops in Korea.
However, a new twist has developed.
Royal Canadian Army Service Corps

cliff-climbing roads wind around steep
hills, dropping sharply into the valleys.
In places, they snake through one-way
tunnels and bounce over railway bridges
on the 200-mile run to the front. One hun
dred miles is considered fair distance for
a day's run in a convoy. Drivers carrying
supplies to the front move off in close
convoy at dawn, never traveling alone
and generally carrying two men in the
lead vehicle. The trip to Taegu takes the
full day.
Road, Rail, and Air Transport
From Taegu, supplies move forward to
the 27th Commonwealth Brigade in a
number of ways. Railroads are used to

A "ration run" convoy moving over the
winding, cliff-climbing 'Red Diamond' route.
transports literally arc rolling' on their
stomachs to move the rations forward and
keep the Canadians marching:.
Main ,up ply bases for both British.
Commonwealth and Vnited States troops
are located in Pusan, the southern gate
way to the peninsula. Spider-webbing
north to the :~8th Parallel are two "main
arterial hig:hways," the "Red Diamond"
route and the "Green Diamond" route.
Narrow, muddy roads are a constant hazard
for ration vehicles moving to the front.
Roads Poor-Travel Hazardous
some extent, and, where necessity dr
Neither route is paved. Neither route
mands, supplies are dropped from the air.
is much more than 12 feet wide at any
The United States Army is supplyinl!:
point. Neither route is highly recommended
all the fresh rations used by the United
for tourist travel!
Nations' troops, and the bulk of combat
Skirting the fringe of guerrilla terri
rations. Recently, Commonwealth troop,
tory, each road becomes a ribbon of muck
changed to field rations provided from
during the spring rains and a treacherous
British resources, with fli'esh rations com
trail of ice during the winter months. The

r----
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inc: up periodically or during rest periods
behind the lipes.
Catering Problems
Catering to the eating peculiarities of
the many nations fighting under the United
States Eighth Army command in K01'ea
posed many difficult problems for the
American Quartermaster Corps. The sit
uation became so serious that the United
States Army formed a special "catering
team" to ~tudy the eating habits, likes,
and dislikes of the many nationalities they
were required to supply.
The Turkish troops, because of relig
ious beliefs, will not eat pork. United
States Army field rations contain a con
siderable amount of pork and pork pro
ducts. Therefore, it was necessary for
the Americans to package a special field
ration in Japan for issue to the Turkish
.brigade. This special ration contains
mainly mutton or beef and the inevitable
heavy spices.
Moreover, the Turkish troops will not
eat margarine. They must have butter
which is left in the open until it turns
rancid before eating.
Indian troops must have their curry
powder and rice. The Filipinos and Thai
landers pl'efer heavily spiced foods and
strong brands of tea or coffee.
Canadian and British troops subsist
wry well on the normal type of rations,
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but require extra issues of tea and po
tatoes.
Solving Complex Problems
The complexities of integrating supply
lines, providing the amazing variety of
rations and amenities to meet the tastes
and peculiarities of so many nationalities,

South Koreans carrying rations from fOT
ward break-down points to company areas.
constitute problems perhaps never faced
before within a single army. However.
in Korea, these difficulties are being over
come with great success.
Few troops have ever been fed so well
in battle, or at rest in a battle area, as
those serving under the United Nations'
flag in Korea.

It seems that we must learn and relearn with every war that the ultimate
decision in war-and the greatest amount of risk-rests upon the foot soldier,
who must meet the enemy face to face on the ground and contest him for
~hat ground:

General .1. Lawton Collins
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Can We Establish Laws in the
History of Civilization?
Translated and digested by the MILITARY REVIEW from an article by
Lieutenant Colonel Diderot Miranda in uA Defesa Nacional" (Bra2il) February 1951.
IN ALL civilized nations, world history
normally is studied by means of a chrono
logical sequence of events. In this way
we can obtain the information we desire
to know. For example, it is through this
means that politicians and newspaper
men find arguments to justify or combat
a project, speakers find background ma
terial for their speeches, teachers find
material for their teachings, soldiers find
lessons for their guidance, and artists
find inspiration for their works.
However, are there laws which govern
the actions accorded in history?

Elements of Geopolitics
History tells us everything that was
accomplished 9Y the military, the arts,
the church, and the state, but, as a rule,
describes the events in terms of their
political or economic implications.
Since the end of the nineteenth century,
certain tendencies of the states have been
attributed to geopolitics.
This is a new science, still slightly neb
ulous and controversial, which has been
called comparative geography by Karl
Ritter, antropogeography by Friedrich
Ratzel, and political geography by Ar
thur Dix.
Today, geopolitics is its accepted name.
This science has established rules or prin
ciples which have been followed by the
states in their struggle to expand so as
to better the living standard of their
people.
Basing our comments on Arthur Dix,
let us recall some of the principles which
govern the expansion of nations:
1. Adl'Ul!cC ovc/· the line of least re
sistunce.-Tribes, looking for new and
more adequate lands, upon encountering

large mountains or wide seas, changed
their direction to find easier ways to cross
such obstacles. They also avoided all pow
('I'fuT peoples, and expanded only where
they found the least resistance, either in
the form of geographic features or of op
posing national forces.
2. Complete occupation of a body of
u·"tCl' by a single governmellt.-History
shows us innumerable examples of this
principle. Let us recall only the Chal
dean Empire which occupied all of Meso
potamia, from the Tigris to the Euphrates,
and the efforts of the Egyptians to reach
the Nile.
:l. All e.l·it via the sea.-Among other
examples, 'Bolivia has been striving for
many years to secure an exit to the Pa
cific Ocean by attempting to regain the
territory she lost to Chile during a war
in the nineteenth century.
4. NumCl'olts sea outlets.-A country
which has obtained a port or exit to one
sea always attempts to get a port or exit
to another sea.
As we know, the primitive Slavic people
were defeated and subjugated by the in
vaders from the East, particularly the
famous "Golden Horde." As soon as the
Slavs were able to organize an independent
government, they tried to obtain an exit
to the sea. They reached the Black Sea
and, almost simultaneously, after bitter
fighting with the Swedes, also reached the
Baltic. Later, they obtained ports on the
Arctic Ocean, and, finally, Vladivostok,
on the Pacific Ocean.
5. Desire for 0ppos1'te coasls.-There IS
a tendency on the part of a nation Pt,';
sessing a limited seacoast to obtain t'le
remainder of it on the same body .. f
water. Thus, Greece, upon recovering h"r
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independence in the nineteenth century,
aft,,1' years of brutal oppression, immed
iately tried and was able ·to obtain part
of the coast of Asia Minor, on the Aegean
Sea, facing her own coast. However, the
Turkish reformer, Kemal Pasha, drove the
GJ't'eks out of Asia Minor after the war
of 1923.
fl. G)'eat transcontinental rOlltes.-This
principle is the opposite of the previous
one. A country which has coastal areas
bordering on more than one sea or ocean
attempts to join such areas by long trans
~ontinental routes. For example, the Uni
ted States constructed rail lines connect
ing the Atlantic and Pacific coasts.

1. National unity.-This principle in
cludcs the measures taken to join, under
the ~ame government, all people of the
same nationality, or people who speak a
~Ol1ll1lon language. This made the French
con,cious of their feeling of patriotism
or nationalism, and united them under
the same flag. Under the influence of this
same principle, the Italians fought and
united the various principalities to fOI'm
the Italy of the last century.
~. ,\'atllJ'a1 bOlllldades.-This principle
eilloraces the ideas and actions directed
to a country's frontier being located at
a point where there is a strong harrier. fn
some cases, this comes aboot naturally, as
the' geographic barrier or obstacle forbids
frl't' circulation. Thus, the Pyrenees
fOlmed the natural boundary line between
G" ul and Iberia. After the invasion of
tIl!' barbarians, the frontiers between the
empires of the Visigoths and the Franks
cr. .tinued to be this same range of moun
ta.tIs. With the defeat of the Visigoths
b, the Arabs, the latter crossed the Pyre
n,·'" and entered the country of .the
Fl "llch. Later, they were driven back and,
f0' many centuries, were separated by
th· same mountains, as are France and
Spin at the present time. In other cases,
h',\'ever, the idea of a natural frontier
m y result in long and difficult wars, as,
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for example, the well-known dispute over
the Rhine.
'1
Zones of Dispute
Two 'Ill' more nations, interested in the
same aliea, because of the principles men
tioned above or because of eomplex eco
nomic reasons, create what are called
"zones of di~pute." This is illustrated by
the dispute between France and Germany
over the Rhine. France, desiring it for
her natural frontier, as well as for rea
sons of national unity and the possession
of the rich iron mines in the Sarre, col
lided with Germany's interests. The lat
ter desired to have all German speaking
people on the west bank of the Rhine
under her control, as well as control of
the Sane.
In South America, the question of the
Sacramento Colony led to many disputes
between the Portuguese and Spaniards,
and, later, between the Brazilians and
Argentinians, ending in the recognition
of Uruguay as an independent country.
Geopolitics Systematizes Facts
We have cited eight principles of geo
politics taken from a book by Arthur Dix,
illustrating each one, and ending by
mentioning the zones of dispute. There
are, however, many niore that could be
found ill the works of other geopoliticians.
That is why the reasons for any expansion
of a people, either toward their neighbors
or in colonizing distant lands, can be
based on any of the principles set forth
by any of the other authors mentioned.
This is why so many aggressive ultra
nationalists, or statesmen of expanding
countries, have used geopolitics to justify
their ideas, and, as a result, this science
has come to be regarded by pacifists with
fear and distrust.
The routes followed by the expanding
countries can be analyzed and systema
tized by geopolitics, but this establishes
only the relationship between politics
and the geographical constant of the
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country, or countries, in question. How
ever, would it not be possible to determine
the motive, outside of those geopolitical
laws, which drives a country in its ex
pansion? Let us try to find an answer in
the study of world history, setting aside
all political and geographical reasons.
Centripetal Force of States
Civilization, which for many years
thrived in the Mediterranean and Asia
Minor, was characterized by the appear
ance, initially, of scattered cultures, both
in time and space. Later, these civili
zations collided with each other.
For example, let us mention the ancient
Sumerians, the Cretans, the Egyptians,
the Greeks, the Hebrews, the Medes, the
Persians, the Assyrians, and the Babylon
ians, whose cultures developed without
any outside influence, and with very f2w
contacts with other peoples. These civ
ilizations did not have the close economic
and political relations that we see be
tween states today.
It seems quite plausible to assume that
the development of a solid culture in a
tribe, a people, or a nation always was
done with a view to absorbing or sup
planting their neighbors-whether they
were civilized to a greater or lesser extent.
Whether by sea-as, for example, the
Phoenicians founding neW colonies in
northern Africa or the Iberian Penin
sula-or by land-as, for example, the
Persians expanding from India to Egypt,
through trade or armed force-the
stronger nations always tried to subju
gate others to their rule.
By reviewing world history, we can
state that the birth of a solid culture in
a particular nation is related intimately
to the appearance in its midst of a po
litical nucleus which acts as a powerful
ma~net, attracting and absorbing other
tribes or peoples. This nucleus possesses
a centripetal force which is felt in the
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immediate area, as well as in distant
lands.
Every nation has, in a latent state, an
expansionist force. Once we establish this
law or principle of centripetal force, which
would govern the development of civili
zations, we leave to others its study and
examination.
Centrifugal Force of States
All tribes and peoples continuously
strive to survive and keep their language,
habits, and customs. Instinctively or not,
all recognize that this is possible only by
keeping or regaining their political in
dependence.
In striving to maintain its power and,
consequently, its own tongue, culture, and
customs, a state sometimes isolates itself
from other states; often with fatal results.
We can conclude, therefore, that the
culture generated in a certain state, al
though sHfferinir from the influx of others,
systematically rejects being absorbed or
influenced by other states.
Centripetal versus Centrifugal Force
A state normally has both centripetal
and centrifugal forces working at the
same time. One force attracts other states
into its sphere of influence, and the other
force rejects or repels the influence of a
stronger state. Therefore, we have pointed
out that civilization develops around a
state, and that the state possesses a force
of attraction (centripetal) and a force
of repulsion (centrifugal). These two
forces do not have the same strength. In
general, the first exerts more power, very
often causing the destruction or absorp
tion of one nation by another.
The Roman Empire provides a good il
lustration of this principle. Its influence
extended over all civilized countries, from
Portugal to Rumania, and from England
to North Africa-unifying the world und"r
the leadership of one state. This illustrates
the domination of the centripetal princi
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pIe. Following the destruction of the
Roman Empire, there were no states,
as such.
A number of centuries after the inva
sion of the.! Germans, Normans, and Mus
sulmans, once again the framework of
gr0at nations started to take form. At
tl1P end of the nineteenth century, there
were about 20 great powers. At the .be
ginning of World War I, in 1914, we
could list the great powers of the world
as the United States, Japan, Germany,
Austria-Hungary, the Ottoman Empire,
England, France, Italy, and Russia. When
the last war ended there remained but
three great powers; the United States,
Great Britain, and the Soviet Union.
A One World Theory
The same phenomenon can be observed
to,jay as in the old days; that is, the
domination of certain states over other
statt's because of centripetal force. It is
true that there are many sovereign states;
but three states have incontestable su
periority in all points of capital impor-
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tancl'. These three states already have
taken two opposite positions. The remain
ing states, with great effort, are at
tempting to maintain their political in
dependence or promote the welfare of their
people.
.
If these two principles are true-cen
tripetal and centrifugal-as well as the
domination of the centripetal over the
centrifugal force, we may conclude that,
in the future, there will be only one great
power in the world. How will this be
attained? Through persistent and silent
economic battles and clever political fenc
ing, or through a clash of arms.
Concluding, we may state that, besides
the eventual battles between small na
tions, there already exists a political and
economic conflict between two worlds,
which will lead us, after wars and suf
fering, to one world.
It rests with those conscious of their
duties to save the world from this sad
contingency. To us-the military-is given
the task of readying the nation.

The Communists have pursued a course of psychological and political in
filtration in a' well-organized campaign to impose a reign of tyranny and
despotism on the world. But they have not hesitated to use armed force in
the furtherance of their objectives, nor will they hesitate to do so in the
future.
General Mark W. Clark
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The Evolution of Self-Propelled Guns
Digested by the MILITARY REVIEW from an article by R. M. Ogorkiewicz
in the '-Journal of the Royal United Service Institution" (Great Britain) May 1951.

THE introduction and large-scale em
of self-propelled artillery by the
armies of all the major powers has been
one of the more notable military develop
ments in the past decade. From small
beginnings, self-propelled artillery at
tained, during World War II, a position
of considerable importance. For this rea
son, it may be of interest to examine some
aspects of its development and the evolu
tion of its equipment.
plo~'ment

I

The Beginning
Self-propelled artillery essentially was
a development of World War II. However,
neither tl1f' problem of the mobility of
heavy weapons-to which self-propelled
guns were offered as a solution-Hor the
eonception of the equipment were new.
Almost as soon as the first automotive
vehicles appeared, attempts were made to
harness them for military purposes. The
earliest attempts wen' ('xemplified by the
armed nutocnrs built at the turn of the
century, which were c{)nceived originally
as highly mobile carriages for the newly
dpveloped machine guns. Heavier guns-
even 75-l11m weapons-sometimes were
mounted, particularly for use against bal
loons and dirigibles. However, the general
tendl'ncy, accentuated during the first
few months of World War I, was toward
the use of lighter weapons and the armor
ing of the chassis, From this evolved the
armored cal'; in principle a very advanced,
:,elf-contained, mechanized fighting unit,
but, in practice, one severely restricted
by the type of terrain over which it could
operate. Its general utility being thus lim
ilted, it became more and more a special
ized vehicle for reconnaissance and pa
trolling, and tended to lose the character
istics of a gun motor carriage.

The Influence of Trench Warfare
\\'ith the advent of trench warfare on
the Western front, an effective stop to
the use of armored cars resulted. This
brought about the application of another
type of self-propelled vehicle-the cater
pillar tractor-in the shape of the tank,
I ntl'oduced with the more immediate ob
ject of overcoming the twin problems of
machine guns and barbed wire, the tank
introduced a new means of increased tacti
cal mobility and a measure of mobile pro
tection.
The Tank-An Infantry Weapon
Of the two, it was the latter, the armor
protection, which made the stronger im
pression on 1110st minds and was reflected
in such things as the definition of the
tank as a "perambulating fortress." More
over, the early employment of tanks was
dictated by the methods and needs of
the olde:' arm, the infantry, which they
were called upon to support as barbed
wire crushers and machine-gun destroyers.
As a result of this, tanks came to be re
garded much more as specialized pieces of
equipment-not far removed from the siege
machines of antiquity-than as a step to
ward a general increase in the mobility of
armament. This was true even in France,
where tank development initially was as
sociated closely with the artillery. The
first armored units actually were called
al·tillel'ie d'assaut, and were used as sllch.
Nevertheless, tanks ended up as auxiliary
weapons of the infantry.
Thus, as in the case of the wheeled \'e
hicles, the new means of mobility led to
what came to be regarded as !l highly
specialized type of fighting machine. Tani(s
took their place as another addition to the
existing and well-established armory, ann,
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for a considel'able time, exerted compara
tively little influence on other arms. Out
side a small circle of enthusiasts, the more
general advantages of mechanized mobility
met with comparatively little understand
ing. Even where tanks were given an op
portunity to develop further their poten
tialities, as in this country in the Royal
Tank Corps, such development was con
fined largely to themselves, apart from the
re,t of the Army.
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propelled guns ceased completely. Only a
few 194- and 280-mm guns were retained,
and these, with modifications, still were
being used during World War II.
United States Efforts
Following the French example, the
United States took up the development of
self-propelled guns during the last few
months of World War T, and experiments
continued until about 1922. At least 12 dif
ferent models were built Or sponsored, by
the United States Ordnance Department,
from a light 5-ton 75-mm to a self-pro
pelled 240-mm howitzer. Again, however,
their development was dropped. although
self-propelled carriages were considered
desirable for medium and heavy artillery.
Much the sl!me arguments were used
against them as in France, chiefly, that if
the power plant of the carriage failed, the
entire unit was out of action. Therefore,
tractor-drawn artillery was considered the
more 10gicaLsystem.

Early Developments
During and immediately after World
War I, there were a number of develop
ments. other than the tank, in the tracked
vehide field. These consisted of applying
the tracked chassis. already proved in
tanks, to increase the mobility of artillery
within its traditional methods and organ
ization. This country, in the Gun Carrie)'
Mal'" I of 1916, can claim to have pro
duced, as such, the first tracked self-pro
pelled gun. It was designed to carry either
a fiO-pounder gun or a 6-inch howitzer.
Development Remains Stagnant
which could be! fired from the vehicle. How
In all three countries, what were in
eveI'. thp 48 vehicles built were used chiefly
for carrying supplies, and its development
many ways very promising beginnings
came to nothing, and, in the following 2
was discontinued.
decades, there was virtually no further
The French started a little later, and,
progress in this field. A few isolated at
by 1918, had more than eight different
tempts were uniformly unsuccessful in re
models. ranging from a 75- to a 280-mm
viving interest, since the artillery saw no
gun on a 7-ton light tank chassis. Com
tactical need for self-propelled carriages,
, pleh' mechanization was visualized by the
and armored forces were concentrating on
InRpector of Artillery Equipment, but such
tanks.
vIews met strong opposition from other
A good example of this was the self-pro
artillerymen and the French High Com
pelled I8-pounder, built in this country in
mand. The superior cross-country mobil
the late twenties. It marked an important
it~·. speed in changing position, and econ
step forward from the original guns of
am:,
in personnel were grudgingly
World War I to self-propelled artillery in
cOll('eded. However, arguments were ad
the present sense, and three different
vanced against self-propelled guns on the
gl'''und~ that gasoline was an imported , models were built. This development met
strong opposition from the majority of
PI" duct, reliability and road performance
the "gunners," while tank leaders were
PO"I'. and above all-thinking in terms of
afraid lest this development should be at
po' ,tional warfare-that the gun could not
the expense of tanks. As a result it was
be placed in position without its motor
abandoned, and the place which the 18
ca' l'iage. The net result was that after the
pounder might have occupied in the mech
AI,uistice, further development of self-
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anized units was given to the smoke-firing
close-support tank, which, incidentally,
was considerably less effective and versa
tile than the self-propelled IS-pounder.
A similar fate, abandonment through
the opposition of some and lack of interest
on the part of others, befell the few ex
perimental vehicles of other countries: the
37-mm antitank and 75-mm field guns built
in Germany in the mid-twenties, and the
75-mm howitzers tried during the thirties
in the United States.
Towed Artillery
However, while the development of self
propelled guns remained stagnant, artil
lery did not, of course, remain unaffected
by the progress of the automotive age. In
addition to the mounting of guns on ve
hicles, there was the other, and in some
ways quickel', method of using the motor
vehicle for towing in much the same way
as a horse team.
An early, and not too promising, fore
runner of this method was the steam trac
tor of the South African War. Then, in
1903, the first motor-towed guns were tried
in Portugal, and, on the outbreak of World
War I, the French Army could boast of the
first motorized artillery unit. During that
war, the usc of trucks and tractors for
towing guns became much more wide
spread, and the process continued in the
postwar period.
Apart from being faster than the horse
teams pre'liously employed, this method
did not depart in principle from the
methods consecrated by at least 3 centuries'
usage-a fact which made it much more
acceptable to the conservative minded ma
jority. The guns went into action in much
the same way as before, and, while they
were in position, the towing units were
kept away. However, because this departed
so little from the previous method, it suf
fered from the same disadvantages, the
ehief disadvantage being that it still re
quired considerable time and effort to go
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into action through the necessity of un
limbering and the associated motions.
Where wheeled vehicles were used, stra
tegic mobility was high, though tactical
mobility was poor. With tracked tractors,
the reverse was-true, and they were in no
respect better than tracked self-propelled
carriages. The real advantage of the towed
OVer the self-propelled gun was an eco
nomic one, since reliable and commercially
available vehicles could be used, while only
minor modification had to be carried out
on the existing guns. This, however, was
by no means universally recognized, and
this advantage seems to have been lost
sight of completely when special tracked
tractors were developed.
Special tractors were a necessity if
better cross-country performance, without
the crippling disadvantages of the slow
speed commercial tracked tractors, was
demanded. Before their development, the
combination of commercial truck and small
farm tractor was tried. The truck carried
or towed the gun, tractor, and trailer for
road transport, and the tractor was used
for hauling the gun over rough terrain.
This cumbersome and unsightly combina
tion did not, as might have been expected,
prove satisfactory, and gave way to sperial
artillery tractors.
Antitank Guns
During the years when all these develop
ments were taking place, very important
advances were being made in the tank
field. Although views on the employment
of tanks differed considerably, important
advances were made in tank design, and,
in the thirties, their numbers began to in
crease rapidly.
One immediate effect of this was a rapid
development of countermeasures, prlll
cipally antitank artillery. At that time,
this meant 25- to 47-mm guns, miniature
versions of contemporary field guns used
defensively. The Germans, who led in this
development and who had 75 antitank guns
in each division long before anyone ebe,
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were not, however, contented with a pas·
siw role for their 37·mm weapons. They
be~an to emphasize the mobility of the
motorized antitank units and the impor
tance of their offensive employment. In
keeping with this policy, antitank units
were designated as "tank hunters," and,
in addition, were used offensively in sup
port of the infantry. When war broke out,
they moved a stage further and, in 1940,
introduced a few self-propelled antitank
guns, starting with the Czech 47-mm gun
on a light tank chassis. From this some
what tentative beginning, they moved on
an,1 introduced increasing numbers of self
propelled antitank guns, particularly in
1942, as a result of meeting the masses of
Soviet tanks. Because of ,a shortage of
suitable chassis, however, tt\ley had to rel~'
lar~ely on captured and on their own ob
solescent tank chassis for this equipment.
Other armies followed suit out of sheer
necessity for some more effective antitank
• weapon than the towed gun. ,Thus, after
I
thl' first few days of the 1940 campaign,
the French produced an improvised,
wheeled 47-mm self-propelled antitank
gun, The following year saw the appear
am'l' of British 2-pounders, mounted on
li~ht trucks, and other rather primith'e
fOl'llls of self-propelled antitank guns in
Lihya.
The Americans, who were the last to
enh'l' this field, developed the offensive,·
mobile role of antitank artillery farthest
ill c'reating tank destroyer units. From
the very beginning, their units were es
,. pel'ially designed for offensive action
a!(.tinst hostile arnlOred forces. They were
eqlllpped with powerful and highly 1110bile
weapons, such as the 75-111111 gun on
ar1'lored half-tracks, later; :the 76-111m MIO
an': gO-111m ,1136 on the Sherman chassis,
an, tl)e 76-mm 11418.
Armored Divisions
'I hus, the appearance of large numbers
of anks on all sides led to the development
of <elf-propelled antitank guns, through
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the desire to increase the mobility, and
hence the effectiveness, of existing anti
tank weapons. This process was accentu
ated further by the progressive increase
in gun size and weight, and the diffi
culty-sometime:;;, also, unwillingness
connected with the mounting of heavier

American tank destroyers featured 75·mm
guns mounted on armored half-tracks,
guns ill tanks. The other effect of this, or
more strictly of the use of tanks in ar
1110rerl formations, was a partial mecha
nization of field artillery.
In the first permanent mechanized for
mations, such as the French division le
gl're mecanique of 1934 and the German
panzer division of 1935, all artillery was
towed. This was still true of all armored
formations during the first 2 years of
World War II. Even in the panzer divi
sions, guns continued to be towed in spite
cf requests from some of the leading pan
zer commanders for self-propelled guns.
T:IC lack of interest, if not actual opposi
tion, on the part of the artillery, combined
with a shortage of suitable chassis after
meeting other demands, prevented any
thing being done about this for some time.
Although the German three-quarter
track tractors were the best vehicles for
towing yet built, the use of towed artillery
in support of tank units presented unques
tionable difficulties. As a result, semi-im·
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provised self-propelled gun-howitzers, such
as the 105-mm Wasp and 150-mm
Bumble Bee, began to appear in 1942.
Further development was, however, se
verely restricted by the more urgent calls
for mobile antitank and close-support guns,
and, as a rule, only one artillery battalion
in a panzer division was equipped with
them. At the same time, the need for
them was somewhat diminished by the in
troduction of heavily armed tanks, such as
the Tigers and Panthers, and there was
a tendency to go over to rockets for area
bombardment.
It was left to the United States, with
her industrial resources, to be the first to
put all the artillery in her armored divi
sions on self-propelled carriages. The
United States holds the record for the
number of experimental self-propelled
guns tried during the war, and among the
designs begun in 1941 was the 105-mm
M7 (howitzer) or Priest. This became the
standard divisional gun of American ar
mored formations as well as some British
formations, receiving its baptism of fire
at EI Alamein. It also served as the model
for the still current 25-pounder Sexton.
Also begun in mid-1941 was the 155-mm
MIl! (gun), which saw considerable serv
ice in Europe in 1944-45, demonstrating
in action a remarkable saving in time and
effort over the corresponding towed equip
ment. By that time, the United States had
a complete range of self-propelled guns,
from a new, lighter 105-mm howitzer to
one of 240-mm.
Close-Support Guns
In addition to the two broad lines of de
velopment mentioned, that of self-pro
pelled antitank guns and a partial
mechanization of field artillery, and the
.corresponding evolution of self-propelled
antiaircraft guns, there was yet another
category of self-propelled weapons. These
were first introduced by the Germans, con
currently with their first improvised anti
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tank guns and infantry howitzers, and
have been referred to most commonly as
assault guns.
Unlike the opportunistic development,
or, at any rate, beginnings of other self
propelled guns, the development of these
has been much more consistent. Their
origin easily can be traced to the evolution
uf German infantry armament. Rightly
concluding that neither the rifle nor even
the light machine gun were, by themselves,
adequate for the needs uf modern combat,
the Germans began to transfurm their
infantry into a much more up-to-date and
powerful instrument. Not only was every
fourth company a heavy machine-gun com
pany, but they were the first to give each
section a submachine gun, the first to give
each battalion six 81-mm mortars, and
each regiment a 12-gun antitank company,
as well as a company of infantry guns of
six 75-mm and two l50-mm howitzers.
The introduction of the infantry guns
was based partly on the sound principle
that a gun on the spot is worth an entiI'e
battery later. However, it was only, in
a small part, a question of decentraliza
tion verSllS centralization of guns, and
certainly was not made at the expense of
the divisional artillery. Far more, it was
a genuine attempt to increase the striking
power of the infantry, as such, irrespec
tive of any artificial divisions or preju
dices between arms as to the use of certain
calibers or types of weapons. This depar
ture from the rifle and bayonet principle,
to which other armies still clung to a
greater or lesser extent, certainly paid
dividends in the early blitzkrieg cam
paigns, though it was apt to be over
shadowed by the much more spectacular
accomplishments of the panzers.
.

A Mobility Problem
The problem of mobility of these inf1ln
try guns, however, was acute, particularly
as they were sited well forward. One
solution, which was tried in the panzer
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grenadier units, was to place them atop
modified tank chassis like the rest of the
improvised self-propelled guns. The first
of these, with a 150-mm infantry howitzer,
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ideas were very considerable. As defined,
the primary object of the infantry tank
was "to assault to close with the' enemy."
Even when, finally, effective dual I purpose
guns replaced thOSE! intended primarily for
self-defense against enemy tanks, fire sup
port, as such, was regarded as of secondary
importance. Unlike assault guns, infantry
tanks were not, therefore, looked upon as
a mobile source of fire power.' Instead,
their employment was based on the old
conception of the tank as an armored as
sault vehicle-a sort of armored steam
roller which would pave the way for the
infantry. Assault guns, on the other hand;
from the start based their action on fire
power, more mobile and more powerful

American I55-mm self-propelled guns in
action during the drive into Germany.
was tried in France in 1940, and was fol
lowed later by a few other models. This
improvised type, hpwever, because of its
large silhouette and incomplete and thin
armor, suffered from serious disadvan
tages when used well forward with the in
fantry. A more thoroughly designed type
was required, and the Germans, antici
pating many of the later lessons, produced
their now well-known assault guns.
Since the replacement of all the existing
infantry guns was out of the question for
,reasons of supply, assault guns were used
to supplement them, particularly under
cOIHhtions which made the employment of
the !I1fantry guns especially difficult, as,
for II1stance, in assaults against well-de
fenoil'ti positions. In keeping with this
pol"'~', assault guns were grouped in in
dep"lIdent battalions and were allotted as
reql,ired to infantry units. The first two
batt.tlions of this type were used in France
in j ,)40, and from then on their numbers
i gre" steadily, particularly as the Germans
~id <lot subscribe to any "infantry tank"
Ide;, "
.1\ though parallels sometimes have been
dra' en, the differences between the two

'
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A German assault gun-a powerful support
weapon against well-defended positions.
than the infantry's own weapons, and they
worked with, not for, the infantry.
German and Soviet Developments
The original assault weapon used by the
Germans was a low-velocity 75-mm
weapon, the same, in fact, as that used on
the early German tanks. In 1942, this gun
was replaced by a high-velocity 75-mm gun,
which enabled it to engage enemy armor
very effectively, in addition to affording
direct infantry support. This paved the
way for the merger of the two classes of
equipment, assault guns and self-pro
pelled antitank guns, into a single class.
Included in this new class, which came into
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prominence in the closing stages of the
war, were such vehicles as the 88-mm
Panzel'jager Pal1thei' and the light I6-ton

Soviet-built S.U. 76 self-propelled guns cap
tured in I"orea by Vnited :\fatiolls' forces.
P((i/Zrrjilfj(T .]SI. which were to form 61
percent of the total armored vehicle pro
duction planned for 1945.
There is little doubt that the Germans
intended to concentrate entirely on this
type of close-support and antitank weap
ons. B~' virtue of its low silhouette and
g'ood, all round-including the top-armor
protection. the assault gun was superior
to other types. A Iso. at the expense of
traverse, it had more powerful armament
or better protection, 01' frequently both,
than a corresponding tank type, and, there
fore, could well take over from the tanks
many of the tasks in a fIre fIght, and thus
g'ive the tanlm greater freedom to maneu
ver.
This was particularly true of the So
viets who, benefIting from: the lessons of
the early German assault guns, introduced
from 1943 onward a whole series of ve
hicles of this type. With their addiction
to the use of field artillery for direct fire,
the assault gun type of self-propelled
weapon appealed particularly to the So
viets. At the same time, it made possible,
through quicker mounting of heavier guns
on existing chassis, a considerable increase
in the fire power of tank units, and gun-
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power was the thing the Soviets always
regarded as most important in their tanks:
Armed both with high-velocity guns and
gun-howitzers, Soviet self-propelled weap
ons v"ere used extensively in support of
tanks, acting together with heavy tanks as
a fire base on which the more mobile me
dium tanks pivoted. At the same time,
they also were used for the direct support
of the infantry, and, in this role, often
mixed with tanks right down to platoon
level.
The combination with tanks was hardly
bUl'\lrising, since in many ways German
assault guns and Soviet self-propelled guns
were "turretless tanks." That Soviet tanks
and self-propelled guns varied only in
small degree from one another was par
ticularly noticeable in the case of the heavy
types, the Sialin heavy tank and the S.U.
IS! self-propelled heavy gun-howitzer.
Both relied on heavy, long-range fire
power, and were used in many similar
roles. In the S.U. I5:!, the Soviets also
managed to combine the functions of a
self-propelled gun-howitzer, of a heavy
antitank gun, and of an assault gun suit
ahle for use against fortified positions. In
this way, they were not only spared the
difficulty of having to build three separate
vehicles for each of the roles, but, through
versatility of the equipment, obtained con
siderable simplification of employment.
Conclusions
Thus, the development of the assault
gun type of vehicle becomes particularly
signifIcant both as a clear link between
tanks and self-propelled guns, and, what
is even more important, as a vel'y sig-nifi
cant example of a much more direct and
aggressive use of artillery equipment aris
ing out of its increased mobility.
So far, the artillery has been regarded
almost exclusively as a supporting Ul m
since, in fact, other roles were diffi('lllt,
if not impossible, with towed equipml'llt,
and the infantry continued to be regarded

a
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as the basis of every army. In this order
of things, cavalry, and more recently
tanks. have been given the role of a 'com
plementary mobile arm. However, with
the adoption of self-propelled carriages,
the gun became a much more versatile and
direct source of fire power, instead of be
ing a Rlow supporting weapon. It could
act either as an integrltl part of a com
p!eh'!Y mechanized force, as the fire base
of the smallest infantry unit, or in the
more traditional artillery manner.
At the same time, tanks have moved
i away from the narrow conceptions of ar
.,I mOl'cd assault vehicles or of lig'htly armed

r
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raiders. Instead, they, too, are slowly
being recognized as a much more versatile
form of mobile fire power. Mobility is no
longer used with the main object of trans
porting a shield of armor, but, on the
tactical plane at any rate, to in< rease the
effecti~eness of tank armament. Thus, in
spite of outwardly different approaches,
both tanks and self-propelled guns clearly
become the means of increasing the mobil
ity and effectiveness of heavy weapons;
and, as a combination of the effective form
of fire power and mobility, they all repre
sent, irrespective of shape or name, the
truly basic weapons of modern combat.

I

We in the Army are co-operating with industry in the simplification and
;;tandardization of common items. For we recognize that in spite of our
tremendous resources and productive capability, we can hope to meet the
ravenous demands of war only by reducing the number of types and sizes
of ,"eapons and equipment and by simplifying their design and manufacture.
.Gennal J. Lawton Collins

FOR THE MILITARY READER
A SOLDIER'S STORY. By General Omar
618 Pages. Henry Holt and
Com~any, New York. $5.00.
By COL GEORGE C. REINHARDT, CE
"This is the story of a war fought 6
years ago, unleavened with the passing of
time, un~easoned by hindsight judgmen"ts."
General Bradley's description in his pre
face cannot be improved upon. Having
"deliberately refrained from reading any
of the books that have been published so
far on World Wal' II" to "avoid the trap
of self-justification," General Bradley has
indeed told A Soldi(,r's StOl'Y as he lived
it.
His avowed purpose to "explain how
war is waged on the field from the field
command post, midway between the con
ference table and the foxhole," has been
achieved. The import and value of that
achievement cannot escape the reader,
whether soldier or civilian. Allied field
commanders of the European Theater and
many of their staff officers emerge from
the pages as human beings, not legends.
Many seemingly fortuitous events are
made clear as deliberately planned pieces
in the jig-saw puzzle of war.
Actions are recounted as the author saw
them at the time, even though as occurs
more than once, General Bradley is em
phatic in his later reconsideration of his
own initial estimates. The complete volume
c.arries conviction that it is truly a con
temporaneous account with, as the author
says, "prejudices, the obstinacy, the pride,
the vanity, and the sensitivity that af
flicted us at the time."
::-.I. Bradley.

General Bradley's modesty fails to add
that the story has its full measure of many
virtues, clear vision, profound courage, and
a reasoned optimism in adversity. Of the
storm that wrecked Omaha Beach in June
he wrote: "Yet even in the gloom of this
disaster, we could be thankful that the
storlll had not struck 1 week sooner."
Of the problem of leadership: "Far from
being a handicap to command, compassion
is the measure of it . . . the well springs
of humility lie in the field." When the
magnetic Churchill "journeyed into the
field to sound out commanders" regarding ,
matters of high strategy dear to the Prime
'Minister's heart, General Bradley "listened
but did not reply," to become one of the
select few who never lost an argument to
the redoubtable British leader.
There are jolts in the General's pages
for readers whose knowledge of the Euro
pean Theater is limited to preslO coverage.
The General reports: "I fought the war
in total ignorance of Soviet intentions.
Even when the Red Army was within 100
miles, we plotted the advances from BBC
broadcasts, our only pipe line to the Soviet
high command."
Efforts to review A Soldier's Stor!1 in
brief space are futile. It must be rea,!.
THE STATE OF ASIA: A Contemporary
Survey. By Lawrence K. Rosinger and As
sociates. 522 Pages. Issued under the
auspices of the American Institute of Pa
cific Relations. Alfred A. Knopf, New York.
$6.00.
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MILITARY ATTACHE IN MOSCOW. By
Major Gel1'eral Richarl;l· Hilton. 231 Pages.
.The Beacon',Press, Boston, Mass. $2.75.
By COL GEOFFREY G. ELLIOTT
Chief, British Section, CGSC
"I wrote' this book because on my re
turn to England, after the assignment in
Moscow, I, was worried by the general ig
norance as to the true state of affairs in
Russia. During my time in Moscow, I had
set myself the task of getting the facts
from the ordinary non-official peo
ple. " .."
The author has done an excellent job,
not only in obtaining the facts, but in
setting thf!m down in a readable and in
teresting manner. This book should be
widely read by evel'yone, especially those
misguided 'people who have leanings to
ward communism (of course, a true Com
munist would brand this book as lying
propaganda) .
The USSR cannot be judged by the
normal standards of civilized countries
. abov~ all, in its attitude toward foreigners
resident within its borders. Foreigners
lllay be divided into two categories
those who come on a short visit at the
invitation of the Kremlin, and those resi
dent within the country for a longer period
by virtue of their duty. The former nor
lll~lly have Leftist tendencies (they would
not I", invited otherwise) and are so lav
ishly entertained and carefully shepherded
that they usually go away with kindly
thouf!;hts toward their hosts.
TIl<' latter, one of which was the au
thor- -he was British Military Attache for
,2 yen l's-receive very different treatment.
They are regarded with profound suspi
cion. every move is watched, and any
at~eljlpt to mix with the common people
pre, !lted or at least gravely hindered.
TI .' author's experience' in eluding his
offiei .1 watchdogs and the official measures
to i, pede his inquiries make delightful
FOI'1ne~'
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reading. As the result 'of his experiences,
the author obviously has a proper regard
for the sturdy, rugged, good natured Rus
sian peasant, who suffers so much from
his"tnasters. For suft'er~he does. "In some
districts housewives had to line all night·
long'in the snow to get their daily pittance
of bread." Begging is on a large scale.
Apparently the nature of the individual
Russian changes as soon as he achieves
some offici'al status. From an ordinary
decent type, he is tr~nsfortned into an ar
rogant bully, servile, to his masters, ob
noxious to ,his inferiors. Kipling once
wrote "The ~ussian is a charming person
till fi'e tucks in his shirt."
On the subject of production, boasted
about"so frequently, the author points out
that the word. "remont," or repair, is in
very frequent use. Everyone outside the
Kremlin appears to be badly clothed; many
are in rags. There are innumerable little
repair shops in every back street.
My only criticism of this book is that it
is too short.
THE SOVIET STATE AND ITS INCEP.
TlON. By Harry Best. 448 Pages. The
Philosophical Library, New York. $6.00.

By CAPT WILLIAM H. BEAUCHAM'P, CE
Aware of events in Russia, and their
effect on other peoples of the world, the
author has produced an orderly and schol
arly volume-the subject matter of which
is aptly 'described by the title. However,
because of its tone and style, the book will
be of greater interest to the researching
scholar than the average military reader.
Three chapters, "Russia and Its Inges
tion of Revolutionary Doctrines," "Inter
national Outlook of the Soviet State," and
the author's "General Appraisal," are ex
cellent and give the book its real value.
While the other chapters are accurate,
they lack interest because the material
presented is too general in nature.
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GENERAL DOUGLAS MACARTHUR. By
Gene Schoor. 127 Pages. Illustrated. Ru
dolph Field Company, New York. $2.00.

SULEIlHAN THE MAGNIFICENT: Sultan
of the East. By Harold Lamb. 370 Pages.
Doubleday and Co., New York. $5.00.

By COL WILLIAM F. SPURGIN, Al·ty

By IVAN J. BIRRER, Ph.D.
Harold Lamb has produced another read
able narrative of one of the relatively un·
known Asiatics, Suleiman the Sultan, ruler
of the Ottoman Empire from 1520 to 1566.
The military reader will find two parts
of this "book particularly interesting: the
report of two remarkable retreats success
fully executed (Vienna to Constantinople
and Tabriz to Baghdad), and the training
of the Janizaris-the Elite Corps of the
Turkish Army.

A quick, extremely interesting look at
the colorful and amazing career of one of
America's most famous men, this text of
about 10,000 words, liberally supplemented
with well-chosen and well-captioned pic
tures, presents a pictorial biography of
General Douglas MacArthur, whose career,
for sheer achievement, makes the classic
success and adventure stories of Horatio
Alger seem distinctly second rate.
Using MacArthur's escape in February
1942 by PT boat, submarine, and planE'
from the Philippines to Australia as an
eye opening starting point, the author
skillfully presents the highlights of Mac
Arthur's family background, his child
hood, his unparalleled militar~' career, and
his role as administrator of the JapanesE'.
The latter part of the book consists of
an album of pictures recording scenes from
18£)5, when MacArthur is shown as a mem
ber of the West Texas Military Academy
baseball team, to the October 1950 Wake
Island meeting with President Truman,
where, incidentally, MacArthur received
his fifth Distinguished Service Medal.
"This capsule story leaves the reader
with a feeling of disbelief that so much
could have happened to, and been accom
plished by, a mortal man. It also leaves
the reader with a taste for more about
this brilliant personality and military
g"enius.
GEOGRAPHY OF RUSSIA. By:'li. T.l\lirov.
362 Pages. John Wiley & Sons, New York.
$6.50.
By COL CORDON B. ROGERS,

A1'11l01'

A factual, geographic description of the
Soviet Union of considerable value as a
reference text to the military reader.

THE STORY OF WENTWORTH. By Ray·
mond W. Settle. 198 Pages. Spencer Print·
ing Company, Kansas City, Mo. $3.75.
By CAPT RICHARD H. HAl\OSEN, Arty
The StOl'y of Wentworth is more than a

history of that institution, founded in
1880; it is also the story of its accom·
plishments and the people who assisted in
its growth. However, because of its year·
book type format and contents, it will be
of interest primarily to the graduates and
friends of the institution.
THE SOVIET MILITARY ORGANIZA·
TION. A compilation of articles from the
Army Information Digest. 64 Pages. Book
Department, Armed Forces Information
School. Fort Slocum, New York. $.50.
By CAPT JAMES S. EDGAR, jj,lPC
This booklet, dealing with the organiza·
tion and training of Soviet forces from
the Revolution to the present time, is a
readily understandahle compilation of ar·
ticles previously published in the AnllY

111fOl'motion Digest.
With its wealth of background informa
tion on the Soviet organizations, this b0ok·
let will be of interest to all military per
sonnel, especially those dealing with the
Troop Information and Education pro
gram.

